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Workshop on Structure and Constituency of Languages of the Americas 

McGill University –– April 28–30, 2023 
 

 Friday, April 28 
Thomson House Ballroom 

Saturday, April 29 
Thomson House Ballroom 

Sunday, April 30 
Thomson House Ballroom 

8:30 registration &  
light breakfast 

registration &  
light breakfast 

registration &  
light breakfast 

9:00 Welcome remarks: Lisa 
Shapiro & Mary Onwá:ri 
Tekahawáhkwen McDonald 

Invited speaker: Michelle 
Yuan (UCSD) 
 

Two restrictions on 
pronominal clitics in San Juan 
Piñas Mixtec (Tò’ōn Ndā’ví) 
 

Invited speaker: Julien Carrier 
(UQÀM) 
 

Resolving an unexpected split 
ergative pattern in North 
Baffin Inuktitut 

9:30 Phil Branigan (MUN) 
 

Excorporation through feature 
deletion 

10:00 Peter Grishin (MIT) 
 

CP-less clauses in 
Passamaquoddy 

break, 10:00–10:30 break, 10:00–10:30 

10:30 break, 10:30–11:00 Tessa Scott (Berkeley) 
 

Agreement and 
Impoverishment in Mam 
Pronouns 

Colin Brown and Noah Elkins 
(UCLA) 
 

Headless relative clauses in 
Mam 

11:00 Lauren Schneider (SFU) 
 

Word order gymnastics: VSVO 
and other orders in transitive 
MVCs in Hul’q’umi’num’ Salish 

Amy Rose Deal and Justin 
Royer (Berkeley) 
 

Mayan animacy restrictions 
and dynamic interaction 

Maria del Mar Bassa Vanrell 
(Wellesley) and Karin Vivanco 
(Campinas) 
 

Factivity and clausal 
nominalization in Karitiana 

11:30 Alice Johnson and Shanley 
Allen (RPTU) 
 

MATTR: Measuring lexical 
diversity in Inuktitut 

Hunter Johnson (UCLA) 
 

Feature Gluttony in the 
Guaraní inverse 
 

Neda Todorović (Toronto) 
 

Different sizes of Gitksan 
complements 

12:00 Seth Cable (UMass) and James 
Crippen (McGill) 
 

Stative Marking in Tlingit: 
Evidence for the Complexity of 
States 

lunch, 12:00–13:00 
provided by Messy Kitchen 

lunch, 12:00–13:00 
provided by Messy Kitchen 

12:30 lunch, 12:30–14:00 
(not provided; note after-
lunch venue change!) 

13:00 Invited speaker: Emily Elfner 
(York) 
 

Re-examining default-to-
opposite stress in Kwak’wala 

Anne Bertrand (UBC), 
Terrance Gatchalian (McGill), 
Rose Underhill (UBC) 
 

A typology of roots in  Ktunaxa 
13:30 Henry Davis (UBC) 

 

Edge Asymmetries in 
St'át'imcets 
 



 Friday afternoon: 
Haudenosaunee languages 
special session, Leacock 232 

Saturday, continued 
Thomson House Ballroom 

Sunday, continued 
Thomson House Ballroom 

14:00 Invited speaker: Charlotte 
Logan (Cornell) 
 

Polyfunctional discourse markers: 
Evidence from narrative and natural 
discourse in Gayogohó꞉nǫʔ (Cayuga) 

break, 14:00–14:30 Closing remarks and departure 
ceremony 

14:30 Daniel Harbour (QMUL) 
 

The calculus of Kiowa tone  
 

15:00 break, 15:00–15:30 Gabriela Caballero, Claudia 
Duarte-Bórquez, Claudia 
Juárez Chávez (UCSD) 
 

Tonal upstep and downstep in 
San Juan Piñas Mixtec (Tò’ōn 
Ndā’ví) 

15:30 Tehokwiráthe Cross (KOR), 
Terrance Gatchalian (McGill), 
Katya Morgunova (McGill), 
Willie Myers (McGill), 
Ro’nikonhkátste Norton 
(KOR) 
 

Lexical aspect and the stative 
present in Kanien’kéha 

break, 15:30–16:00 

16:00 Stephen Henhawk and John 
Whitman (Cornell) 
 

The Position and 
Interpretation of Neʔ-headed 
Nominals in Gayogohó꞉nǫʔ 
(Cayuga) 

Invited speaker: Andrew 
McKenzie (U Kansas) 
 

Polysynthesis and the division 
of labor in grammar 

16:30 break, 16:30–17:00 
17:00 Invited speakers: 

Kahtehrón:ni Iris Stacey 
(Turtle Clan, Kanien'kehá:ka of 
Kahnawà:ke; McGill; KEC) and 
Wahéhshon Shiann 
Whitebean (Wolf Clan, 
Kanien'kehá:ka of 
Kahnawà:ke; McGill; KEC) 
 

Reflection, resistance, and 
resilience: The past, present, 
and future of Indigenous 
language reclamation efforts 
in Kahnawà:ke 

Poster session*  
snacks provided 
 
Susana Bejar & Alana Johns 
(Toronto) 
Phil Branigan & Nicholas Welch 
(MUN) 
Colin Brown (UCLA) 
Peter Grishin & Will Oxford (MIT) 
Yoann Levéillé (UQÀM) 
Pedro Mateo Pedro & Suzi Lima 
(Toronto) 
Virgilio Partida-Peñalva 
(Toronto) 
Martin Renard (Toronto) 
Mskwaankwad Rice (Minnesota) 
David Shanks (McGill) 

17:30 

18:00 reception, catered by Messy 
Kitchen 
 18:30 

*Poster titles 
 
Susan Béjar and Alana Johns 
(Toronto) 
Labrador Inuttitut causatives: The 
view from non-transitives 
 
Phil Branigan and Nicholas Welch 
(MUN) 
Ahtna verb formation and multiple 
head-movement 
 
Colin Brown (UCLA) 
Polar questions in Sm’algyax 
 
Peter Grishin and Will Oxford 
(MIT) 
Three paths to portmanteau 
agreement 
 
Yoann Léveillé (UQÀM) 
On Inuktut cleft constructions: 
small clauses and focus fronting 
 
Pedro Mateo Pedro & Suzi Lima 
(Toronto) 
Itzaj is a classifier-for-numerals 
language 

 
Virgilio Partida-Peñalva (Toronto) 
Two derivations of VO order in 
Mazahua: Predicate fronting and 
noun-incorporation 
 
Martin Renard (Toronto) 
Stem and Initial Segment 
Faithfulness in Kanienʼkéha 
 
Mskwaankwad Rice (Minnesota) 
Understanding the Functions of 
Verbal Order in Ojibwe 
 
David Shanks (McGill) 
Vowel length, epsilon and schwa in 
Southern Tutchone (Dene) 
 

student mixer, Siboire St-Laurent 



Polyfunctional Discourse Markers: Evidence from Narrative and Natural Discourse
Charlotte Logan (PhD Candidate Cornell University Linguistics)

This work aims to describe several of the most frequently used discourse particles in
Gayogohó꞉nǫʔ (Cayuga) narrative and conversation to understand characteristics of grammatical,
socio-cultural, and spatio-temporal contexts and usage. Through examination of constructions
involving the “assertion marker” ne:ʔ, and taking into account typological variation of cognates
across Haudenosaunee languages, I will characterize the linguistic function and meaning of
particles necessary for successful communicative language use; and will offer a preliminary
theory of particle usage in Haudenosaunee languages.  

The term “discourse particle” in this work will refer to particles that shape the flow of discourse
by exhibiting behavior of common ground modification both pragmatically and semantically.
Predicating discourse particles like diʔ and giʔ track how the speaker situates contributions in
relation to preceding discourse, and take second position to both modification and reference
discourse particles. Combinations of these particles function together with evidential particles
such as ayęʔ “it seems” and a:gęʔ “it is said.” to frame discourse and narrative with the strength,
source, and nature of information.

The particle at the center of this functional diversity, ne:ʔ, relates to both evidentiality and
information structure. The “assertion marker” designation (Chafe 2020, Woodbury 2018), often
rendered in English as “it is (the case that) S”, can be understood as an evidential in the sense of
Delahunty’s (1990) analysis of sentence focus. In its second function, ne:ʔ has been identified in
the literature as a focus marker (Keusen 1994). In this analysis I will show that ne:ʔ interacts with
prosodic prominence to identify focused elements and exhibits structural encoding mechanisms
unique to Indigenous languages of the Americas.

References:
Chafe, W. (2020). A Grammar of the Seneca Language. Berkeley: University of California Press.
Keusen, A. (1994). Analysis of a Cayuga Particle: ne:' as a Focus Marker. Institut für
Sprachwissenschaft der Universität zu Köln (c) bei der Autorin.
Keusen, A. (1994b). A Focus Marker in Cayuga. Proceedings of the Twentieth Annual Meeting
of the Berkeley Linguistics Society: General Session Dedicated to the Contributions of Charles J.
Fillmore (1994), pp. 310-318
Woodbury, Hanni. 2018. A Reference Grammar of the Onondaga Language. University of
Toronto Press.



Reflection, resistance, and resilience: The past, present, and future of Indigenous language
reclamation efforts in Kahnawà:ke

Presenters will share reflections on the past, present and future of Kanien’kéha language
revitalization in Kahnawà:ke, Mohawk Territory. Together they will describe pivotal events
impacting the language revitalization movement in their community through family stories,
language learning journeys, research, and activism. This presentation traces key steps in the
development of strategic language learning opportunities through education reform and language
advocacy, featuring the shift from Indian Day Schools to community-governed schooling. The
presenters will propose pathways forward and the integral role of women L2 speakers and
learners in revitalizing Kanien’kéha in Kahnawà:ke.
 
Wahéhshon Shiann Whitebean (she/her) 
Wolf Clan, Kanien’kehá:ka of Kahnawà:ke  
 
PhD Candidate (ABD), Educational Studies  
DISE, McGill University  
Vanier Scholar
 
Bio 
Wahéhshon is a traditional Wolf Clan woman of the Kanien’kehá:ka (Mohawk) Nation at
Kahnawà:ke. As a second language learner and language advocate, her doctoral research on
Indian Day Schools examines the multigenerational impacts, including language loss and
language reclamation. She worked at the Kahnawà:ke Education Center for several years on
language and culture revitalization projects, and is currently the Education Research Coordinator
& Ethics Chair at the KEC.
 
Kahtehrón:ni Iris Stacey
Turtle Clan, Kanien’kehá:ka of Kahnawà:ke  
 
PhD Candidate, ABD
Integrated Studies in Education, McGill University  
Vanier Scholar
 
Bio 
Kahtehrón:ni is turtle clan of the Kanien’kehá:ka Nation from Kahnawà:ke, Mohawk Territory.
She is a traditional Haudenosaunee woman that has extensive experience doing language work in
her community. She is the curriculum team coordinator at the Kahnawà:ke Education Center,
leading the development of their N-11 curriculum. He doctoral research investigates the integral
role of women in revitalizing Kanien’kéha in Kahnawà:ke, focused on supporting advanced level
L2 speakers through Haudenosaunee centric pedagogies and the resurgence of Haudenosaunee
pathways in education.



Two restrictions on pronominal clitics in San Juan Piñas Mixtec (Tò’ōn Ndā’ví)

Michelle Yuan, UC San Diego

San Juan Piñas Mixtec (Tò’ōn Ndā’ví, though henceforth SJPM here) is a previously undocumented va-

riety of Mixtec spoken in Oaxaca, Mexico and in diaspora communities in California. The work reported

in this talk is part of an ongoing collaborative project documenting and analyzing SJPM and developing

linguistic resources for language reclamation purposes (e.g. Duarte Borquez and Juárez Chávez, 2022;

Juárez Chávez et al., 2022; Caballero et al., to appear). In SJPM, pronouns may either appear as prosod-

ically dependent pronominal clitics or as tonic (independent) pronouns. In this talk, I investigate two

restrictions on the pronominal clitics of SJPM and show that they have distinct grammatical sources.

This, in turn, illustrates a diagnostic for differentiating between (purely) “morphophonological clitics”

vs. “morphosyntactic clitics”, whereby only the latter subtype is formed through syntactic operations.

While all pronominal clitics in SJPM are morphophonological clitics, only the 1st/2nd person ones are

morphosyntactic in nature.

The first restriction is a familiar ban on 1st/2nd person object clitics in the presence of a subject (of

any person, pronominal or not)—an instance of the Person Case Constraint (PCC) (e.g. Perlmutter, 1971;

Anagnostopoulou, 2003; Coon and Keine, 2021; Deal, to appear). Interestingly, there is variation across

the wider Oto-Manguean language family in whether 3rd person object clitics also participate in the

PCC (cf. Foley and Toosarvandani, 2022; Sichel and Toosarvandani, 2022). I propose that this variation

boils down to whether 3rd person clitics are morphosyntactic clitics alongside the 1st/2nd person clitics:

in SJPM, 3rd person clitics are better analyzed as determiners with null nominal complements (e.g.

Elbourne, 2005) rather than morphosyntactic clitics, and therefore they are not under the purview of the

PCC. To further strengthen this point, I turn to a second restriction in SJPM, whereby certain 3rd person

clitics are banned in object position. I show that this restriction is purely morphophonological in nature:

it only arises with vowel-initial forms, affects clitics and determiners alike, and is sensitive to linear

order rather than structural hierarchy.

References

Anagnostopoulou, Elena. 2003. The syntax of ditransitives: Evidence from clitics. Berlin: Mouton de

Gruyter.

Caballero, Gabriela, Claudia Juárez Chávez, and Michelle Yuan. to appear. The representation of tone in

San Juan Piñas Mixtec (Tò’ōn Ndā’ví): Phonological and orthographic implications. In Proceedings

of WCCFL 35, ed. Gabriela de la Cruz Sanchez, Ryan Walter Smith, Luis Irizarry, Tianyi Ni, and

Heidi Harley. Somerville, MA: Cascadilla Press.

Coon, Jessica, and Stefan Keine. 2021. Feature gluttony. Linguistic Inquiry 52:665–710.

Deal, Amy Rose. to appear. Interaction, Satisfaction, and the PCC. Linguistic Inquiry .

Duarte Borquez, Claudia, and Claudia Juárez Chávez. 2022. The representation of tone in San Juan

Piñas Mixtec: The role of underspecification. Presentation at SSILA 2022.

Elbourne, Paul. 2005. Situations and individuals. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.

Foley, Steven, and Maziar Toosarvandani. 2022. Extending the Person–Case Constraint to gender:

Agreement, locality, and the syntax of pronouns. Linguistic Inquiry 53:1–40.

Juárez Chávez, Claudia, Gabriela Caballero, Claudia Duarte Bórquez, José Armando Fernández Guer-

rero, Ray Huaute, Akil Iyer, Mark Simmons, Nico Tedeschi, Maxine Van Doren, and Michelle Yuan.

2022. Tò’ōn Ndā’ví San Juan Piñas Mixtec Talking Dictionary. Living Tongues Institute for Endan-

gered Languages.



Perlmutter, David. 1971. Deep and surface structure constraints in syntax. New York: Holt, Rinehart
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Re-examining default-to-opposite stress in Kwak’wala 
 

Emily Elfner (York University) 
 
Kwak’wala (North Wakashan: British Columbia, Canada) has a default-to-opposite side stress 
system: in words with one or more heavy syllables, stress is assigned to the leftmost heavy 
syllable, and in words with no heavy syllables, stress is (by ‘default’) assigned to the rightmost 
syllable (Boas 1947; Bach 1975). This pattern, although typologically rare, is commonly 
assumed to fall neatly into the typology of quantity-sensitive unbounded stress systems, 
exhibiting one of four logical possibilities (Hayes 1995). However, there are several reasons to 
re-examine the stress system of Kwak’wala and the existent analyses of default-to-opposite stress 
systems, which require stipulation of the patterns of conflicting directionality, and oversimplify 
(and arguably misanalyse) the system of weight-sensitivity and vowel length in the language. 
 
A closer examination of the stress system of Kwak’wala indicates a dichotomy between 
peripheral vowels and schwa, and that vowel quality rather than vowel length is primarily 
responsible for the quantity-sensitive stress system. Diachronic as well as synchronic evidence 
further suggests that schwa derives from epenthesis motivated by syllable structure well-
formedness constraints. Taken together, I propose a serial account of stress assignment in 
Kwak’wala using Harmonic Serialism (McCarthy 2016), in which the assignment of 
stress interacts with epenthesis in an opaque fashion. In this theory, stress and epenthesis are 
assumed to be faithfulness-violating, and hence separate, sequential operations in Harmonic 
Serialism, whose order of application in the derivation is determined via constraint ranking.  
 
As explored in this talk, this theory predicts that words with multiple epenthetic vowels will 
insert these vowels one-at-a-time rather than all at once. This predicts that in a language where 
epenthetic vowels avoid being stressed, the order and direction of epenthesis may interact and 
affect stress assignment. I argue that Kwak’wala is such a language, and that the quantity-
sensitive, default-to-opposite stress system may be reanalyzed as a system with a single edge-
alignment preference for stress assignment (leftmost), which can be disturbed by opaque stress-
epenthesis interactions. I show that a Harmonic Serialism analysis of the patterns of epenthesis 
and their interaction with stress assignment can derive the default-to-opposite pattern of stress 
without the need to stipulate constraints regarding conflicting directionality for stress assignment 
and provides a clearer picture of the language’s prosodic system.  
 
References: 
Bach, Emmon. 1975. Long vowels and stress in Kwakiutl. Texas Linguistic Forum 2:9-19. 
Boas, Franz, ed. by Helene Boas Yampolsky and Zellig S. Harris. 1947. Kwakiutl grammar with 

a glossary of the suffixes. Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, New 
Series 37:203-377. 

Hayes, Bruce. 1995. Metrical Stress Theory: Principles and Case Studies. Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press. 

McCarthy, John. 2016. The theory and practice of Harmonic Serialism. In J. McCarthy & J. 
Pater (eds.) Harmonic Grammar and Harmonic Serialism. Sheffield, UK: Equinox Press, 
47-87. 

 



Polysynthesis and the division of labor in grammar
Andrew McKenzie (KU)

In this talk I argue that some aspects of polysynthesis result from the use of heads in the extended verbal
projection to saturate arguments and link them to the main event. Stems combine directly with these
rather than with distinct heads (like determiners) that project non-verbal phrases.

Problem. Recent inroads in understanding the way polysynthetic verbs are built have led to a disconnect.
Syntacticians have generally assumed that polysynthesis builds words without significantly affecting the
semantics. Meanwhile, linguists focused on functions or truth-conditions repeatedly point out that
polysynthetic phenomena do affect the meaning. However, these linguists do not often concern
themselves with how the verbs get built. Under the by-now standard conception that the syntax and
semantics correspond (whether directly or via LF), these two approaches seem incompatible.

Approach. A full solution to this problem is too large for one talk. Yet I will propose that focusing on the
semantics of polysynthesis will get us closer to an answer, by revealing elements of structure that need to
be present and also which seem to be available in non-polysynthetic cases/languages. Polysynthetic
strings are known to have internal structure and composition. Semantic studies of noun incorporation
emphasize its weak compositionality—the meaning of the sum is more than the meanings of the parts.
These studies show that verbal elements can provide quantification and thematic links for incorporated
nouns.

Basic idea. Building from there, I hypothesize about what leads to polysynthesis: The verb handles the
‘functional’ components of the semantics that meaningfully link lexical stems to the sentence. Focusing
on Kiowa (kio | Kiowa-Tanoan), I apply this division of labor to more than just noun incorporation— It
helps us understand verb incorporation and pronominal arguments, along with different kinds of stems
that are put into verbs: adverbial, classificatory, thematic, modal, and illocutionary. In cases/languages
without polysynthesis, determiners convert nominal properties into entities or quantifiers.
Complementizers and infinitivals convert propositions and verbal properties into content for perception or
attitude verbs. Adpositions, case-assigners, and low verbal heads convert these into event modifiers (or
arguments thereof). In polysynthetic cases/languages, these conversions are effected directly by heads in
the extended verbal projection. Only when these verbal heads do this work can the stems combine directly
in the syntax. Otherwise a phrase is needed, headed by something that does that work.

Looking more broadly. I will lay out how this idea works with Kiowa and some other cases of
polysynthesis in the Americas. Assuming a roughly universal phrase structure, we can predict that
non-polysynthetic languages have many of the same pieces; they simply show up to different degrees.
This seems to be case: Complex verbs abound--- light verbs, semi-auxiliaries, restructuring, serial verbs,
and auxiliaries. Main verbs decompose to reflect event structure and argument structure. Linear templatic
rules govern clitic placement. Indefinites have often been argued to lack operator determiners, instead
being bound by something higher in the clause. Seemingly free adverbials and adjectives compose in
strict templatic order, some of which is derived semantically. This constellation of coincidences becomes
a coherent picture if the components of polysynthesis are present.

Put another way: Polysynthesis has fascinated linguists ever since the days of missionaries and
gentleman-scholars, because it was so different. However, it is likely that every language actually has
what it takes to become polysynthetic. Some languages’ verbs simply outsource more of the work. This
reinforces the generative finding that the fundamental building blocks of language differ little if at all
across languages, and does so without hinting that polysynthesis deviates from an analytic norm.



Resolving an unexpected split ergative pattern in North Baffin Inuktitut

Julien Carrier

Person-based split ergative systems are claimed to exhibit a universally fixed directionality,

whereby the ergative-absolutive patterning may surface only with third-person subjects whereas

the nominative-accusative one with first- and second-person subjects (see Silverstein 1976;

Dixon 1979, 1994). In order to account for this type of split ergativity, many syntactic analyses

posit a structural distinction between third and local person subjects, arguing that the latter must

have its local person feature licensed by a functional projection in the clause (e.g., ParticipantP),

which creates a configuration in which local person subjects can only get the nominative case

(e.g., Coon & Preminger 2012, 2017; Deal 2016). The properties of an emerging split ergative

pattern in North Baffin Inuktitut, however, pose an interesting problem, since the

ergative-absolutive patterning is falling out of use only with third-person subjects (cf. Spreng

2005; Carrier 2021), in conflict with the expected directionality of such splits. In this talk, I show

that the opposite direction of this split is due to the loss of “rich” ergative agreement forms

encoding third-person subjects and the fact that North Baffin Inuktitut has remained a consistent

pro-drop language (see Holmberg 2005, 2010; Roberts 2014). Such a configuration causes a

failure of ergative agreement to license null third-person subjects (see Müller 2005) and forces

the use of another construction as a repair strategy (see Bobaljik & Branigan 2006; Béjar &

Rezac 2009). The reversed directionality of the split is thus explained with the formal features on

the licensor rather than ones on the licensee.
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Excorporation through feature deletion in Algonquian multiple head-movement
Phil Branigan — Memorial University of Newfoundland

Syntactic theory is still in the early stages in pinning down the details of the initial, pre-phonological
stages of the externalisation processes (Idsardi & Raimy 2013), but head-movement must be a
component. Branigan (2023) and Branigan & Welch (in prep.) show the necessity for (postsyntac-
tic) multiple head-movement (MHM) for various languages, including Innu-aimûn (Algonquian),
Ahtna (Dene) and Russian (Slavic); in each of these, T/Infl attracts intervening heads (and adjuncts)
down to the verb.
(1) a. (Innu-aimûn)Ni-pâ

1-should
tshı̂
can

nipânâ-pan.
sleep-1-PST

‘I should have been able to sleep.’
b. (Ahtna, Kari 1990)ìdzii-gh-i-tsaetl’

in.half.lengthwise-CNJ-PFV-chop.PFV
‘S/he split it lengthwise.’

c. (Russian)Jurij
Yuri

pere-pod-pisa-l
re-under-write-PST

pis’mo.
letter

‘Yuri re-signed the letter.’

In all three languages, MHM gathers the verb and the preverbs/prefixes together, but in Innu-
aimûn, the verb and the individual preverbs often count as separate domains for some phonological
processes, while Ahtna and Russian treat the verb and the prefixes as a single domain. Innu-aimûn
frequently allows parentheticals between the verbs and prefixes; these are not possible in Ahtna or
Russian. The solution proposed here to characterise the difference establishes a feature deletion
step in externalisation.

In this model, X0 categorial status reflects shared [STEM] features within a constituent. A phase-
leval valuation operation provides values for multiple [STEM] features on the attracting head.
(2)

T
-pan

[uSTEM]
[uSTEM]
[uSTEM] Mod

pâ
[STEM(pâ)]

Mod
tshı̂

[STEM(tshı̂)] (Agent)

R
nipâ

[STEM(nipâ)]

v
nâ

[STEM(nipâ)]

. . .

For example, in the derivation of (1a), the preterite inflection -pan will originate as T, with
multiple [uSTEM] features. The preverbs pâ and tshı̂ bear valued [STEM] features: [STEM(pâ)] and



[STEM(tshı̂)], respectively. And the verb, bears two copies of a [STEM(nipâ)] feature: one in the root
and one in v. This gives us the structure (2), prior to feature valuation at the C-T phase.

Valuation of the three [uSTEM] features in T will produce a series of [STEM] features within T:
[STEM(pâ)], [STEM(tshı̂)], and [STEM(nipâ)]. And at some point, the 1st person clitic ni will be adjoined
to T, for reasons which are not directly pertinent to the matters at hand. The result will then be the
structure (3) which is then subject to externalisation processes, including Head-Movement, which
applies cyclically. This produces the X0 structure (3) from (2). (Agreement and clitics not shown.)
(3)

Mod
pâ

[STEM(pâ)]

Mod
tshı̂

[STEM(tshı̂)]

V
nipâ

[STEM(nipâ)]

T
-pân

[STEM(pâ)]
[STEM(tshı̂)]
[STEM(nipâ)]

The externalization problem with this
structure comes from the presence of
two [STEM] features in the T suf-
fix: [STEM(pâ)] and [STEM(tshı̂)]. It is
these features which inform the mor-
phophonology that the preverbs are
to be processed as part of the same
word as T and the verb stem. The
right result then follows if superfluous
[STEM] features can be deleted after the
Head-Movement operation has done its
work. In (3), deletion of [STEM(pâ)] and
[STEM(tshı̂)] in T will remove pâ and
tshı̂ from the inflected verb for subse-
quent steps in the externalisation pro-
cess, i.e. the morphophonology.

The same mechanism explains the different positions of large and small resultative predicates ad-
joined outside the verb phrase in pluractional reduplication forms: (4).
(4) shı̂peku-pâ⇠pesheim-u

green-PLACT⇠paint-3
mitshuâp-inu
house-OBV

â⇠iâtshı̂-pesheimu

PLACT⇠other-paint-3
mı̂tshuâp-a
house-PL

‘S/he painted the house green, repetitively.’ ‘S/he painted the houses a different color.’

Here shı̂peku is adjoined higher than the pluractional reduplicant so that deletion of its stem feature
from T will excorporate it; âtshı̂ adjoins below the reduplicant so that it may be expressed as a part
of the X0 verb.

Deletion of morphosyntactic features has been established as a repair strategy in other con-
texts. Bobaljik & Branigan (2006) show that � features are deleted in Chukchi to satisfy feature
hierarchy constraints. Heck & Richards (2010) propose a post-syntactic rule to delete noun class
features in contexts where local person features are found in Southern Tiwa. Oxford (2017) em-
ploys a similar mechanism in treating Algonquian inverse -kw verb forms. The excorporation step
in Innu-aimûn is similar to other feature deletion proposals as it allows features to be deleted when
necessary for morphophonological convergence. But with the Algonquian preverbs, the problem
which is resolved is not how to reconcile incompatible features. Instead, [STEM] feature deletion
addresses the incompatibility of the instructions for locating the boundaries of a word with the
types of constituents involved. Preverbs are prosodically independant constituents. They cannot be
processed in a way which requires them to serve as affixes to a root. When the presence of [STEM]
features would force such a result, the computation reacts by deleting the responsible features.
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Word order gymnastics: VSVO and other orders in transitive MVCs in Hul’q’umi’num’ Salish 

Lauren Schneider | Simon Fraser University 

This paper investigates the word order of multi-verb constructions (MVCs) in Hul’q’umi’num’, the Island 
dialect of Halkomelem Salish (ISO 639-3 hur) through examination of a 17,000 line text corpus and 
elicitation. An MVC is when several verbs combine to form a single predicate of one clause (Aikhenvald 
2011: 1). Hul’q’umi’num’ allows multiple verbs to be stacked in a single clause but does not neatly fit the 
typological profile of most serializing languages: verb serialization tends to occur in analytic languages, and 
Hul’q’umi’num’ exhibits a more synthetic profile; Hul’q’umi’num’ is also predicate-initial, the word order 
being VSO/VOS (Gerdts 1988), while serializing languages tend to be verb-final or verb-medial (Aikhenvald 
2018). As a result, there are few studies of predicate-initial serializing languages (cf. Aissen 2009). In 
addition, data from Salish has largely not been included in cross-linguistic literature on MVCs. The goal for 
this research project is to provide a sketch accounting for the extreme variability exhibited by these 
constructions in this language. 

In Hul’q’umi’num’, two-verb MVCs may consist of two intransitive verbs (INT-INT), an intransitive and 
a transitive verb (INT-TR/TR-INT), or two transitive verbs (TR-TR). INT-INT MVCs are by far the most frequent 
(67% of MVCs), but the focus of this research is transitive constructions. In TR-TR MVCs, subject and object 
arguments are shared by the verb components. There are six possible word orders for TR-TR MVCs with two 
overt NP arguments: VSVO, VVSO, VVOS, VOVS, VOSV, and VSOV, but the alternating pattern VSVO 
(1) is the only corpus-attested pattern. 
(1)  niʔ θəy-t-əs tᶿə swiw̓ləs yəq̓-ət-əs tᶿə šəptən.  
 AUX.DIST fix-TR-3SUB DT boy rub-TR-3SUB DT knife  
 ‘The boy fixed, sharpened the knife.’ (DL 20.04.22)  

While all six patterns are grammatical for TR-TR constructions, this alternating pattern was preferred by the 
consultant. The non-occurrence of the other five patterns in texts of can be explained by established discourse 
features of Salish. In simple, single-verb clauses, Salish languages disprefer, two adjacent overt NPs (Gerdts 
& Hukari 2008); this at least partially explains absence of VVSO/VVOS and VOSV/VSOV in texts. In 
addition, topics tend to be subjects, and ongoing topics tend to be zero (Beck 2000; Davis 1994; Gerdts & 
Hukari 2008); this likely explains why VOVS does not occur, while VOV is attested. 

For single-verb clauses, Salish languages exhibit both VOS and 
VSO. Salishanists (e.g., Davis 1999) have proposed two underlying 
structures: SVO, where Spec vP branches left to host the subject 
(Figure 1), and VOS, where Spec vP branches right (Figure 2). The 
surface orders are derived through V head raising. This means there 
are two possible underlying word orders for multi-verb clauses, 
VVOS, and SVVO. The alternating pattern VSVO, could be derived 
from SVVO by raising the V1 head (Figure-1). VVSO could be 
derived from SVVO by VP-remnant raising (Chung 2005).  

The orders VOVS, VOSV, VSOV present a complication that is 
most easily resolved through scrambling, e.g., a right-generated O 
allows for the alternating VOVS pattern to be derived from underling VVOS 
(Figure 2). The orders where O precedes V2, occurng between the two verbs, 
are only allowable where the object is shared by both verb components.  

In contrast with TR-TR, mixed-transitivity constructions (INT-TR/TR-INT) 
involve one shared argument and one non-shared argument. The transitive 
component of INT-TR MVCs functions to introduce an object into the 
argument structure. In these constructions, only the subject is shared by both 
verbs. These constructions are limited to VSVO and VVOS (2) as possible 
orders with overt NP arguments. The other orders are disallowed because 
VVSO generates an ambigous reading, and VOV orders are ungrammatical 
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because the object cannot precede the verb that introduces it. 
(2)  niʔ həyeʔ lem-ət-əs tᶿə sqʷəmey tᶿə swiw̓ləs 
 AUX.DIST leave  see-TR-3SUB DT dog DT boy 
 ‘The boy left to look at the dog.’ (DL 25.10.22) 

V1 determines the subcategorization for the construction; if V1 is intransitive only the intransitive subject 
may occur between the verb components, and if V1 is transitive, either argument shared by both verbs may 
occur between verb components.  

The same holds for TR-INT constructions, the least common type (2% of MVCs), in that the argument 
between the verbs is shared. In this case, it is the object of V1 and the subject of V2 (marked [O1/S2]). In fact, 
V[O1/S2]V appears to be the only order available: 
(3)  a. niʔ ləm-nəxʷ-əs tᶿə šəyəł-s ʔəmət.   
  AUX.DIST see-LCTR-3SUB DT elder.sib-3POS sit.down   
  ‘S/he saw her/his elder sibling sit down.’ 
 b. niʔ ləm-nəxʷ-əs tᶿə šəyəł-s ʔəmət θə q̓eʔmiʔ.  
  AUX.DIST see-LCTR-3SUB DT elder.sib-3POS sit.down DT girl  
  ‘Her elder sibling saw the girl sit down.’ 

*‘The girl saw her elder sibling sit down.’ (DL 24.11.22) 
In (3a), ‘the elder sibling’ is both the object of V1 and the subject of V2. All orders with an overt NP subject 
for V1 (VOVS, VVOS, VVSO) test ungrammatical for the switch-function construction. Example (3b) 
demonstrates that an alternating pattern with two overt arguments is analyzed as VS1[VS2] where intransitive 
VS2 serves as the object for transitive VS1. 

Although Hul’q’umi’num’ MVCs exhibit remarkably flexible word order in elicitation, many of these 
syntactically possible orders are blocked in texts for pragmatic reasons. For example, VVSO is technically 
grammatical but is often ambiguous and so orders like this one may be too difficult to parse. The alternation 
of Vs and NPs in MVCs thus fits in with strategies such as zero topics and use of passive voice to avoid the 
occurrence of two overt NPs in a row while managing the actors in the discourse. Because MVCs are an 
understudied feature of certain Central Salish languages, this study focuses on an important research area (cf. 
Montler 2008). Additionally, the fact that Hul’q’umi’num’ is a synthetic, predicate-initial language, and yet 
exhibits non-contiguous MVCs is unexpected in light of the current generalizations made in MVC literature, 
and thus this investigation considerably broadens the scope of the typology. 
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MATTR: Measuring Lexical Diversity in Inuktitut

Alice Johnson Shanley Allen

RPTU Kaiserslautern-Landau

The aim of this study is to determine whether using Moving-Average Type-Token Ratio
(MATTR) can serve as a method to measure lexical diversity (LD) in languages of polysynthetic
agglutinative structure, such as Inuktitut. LD refers to the ratio of different words to the total
number of words in a text and is often used as a measure of lexical development in children. The
reliability of different ways to measure LD greatly depends on several factors, such as the type of
data, the length of the text, and the structural characteristics of the language. Previous studies
that compared different methods (e.g., TTR, D, MTLD) of measuring LD in languages of
different typology (e.g., English) listed the following advantages of MATTR: it produces valid
and consistent measures; it makes no statistical assumptions, it allows using all available data,
and, most importantly, it has been shown not to be dependent on the text length (Covington &
McFall, 2010; Fergadiotis et al., 2015). MATTR calculates type-to-token ratio (TTR) for a
number of overlapping segments of the same preselected length. The number of segments
depends on the text length and the window size. Finally, the estimated TTRs are averaged.
However, because of the nature of the Inuktitut morphological system, application of this method
might require some adaptation. Firstly, since in Inuktitut morphemes play a role similar to the
role that words play in less morphologically rich languages (1), it might be more reasonable to
calculate LD based on morphemes rather than words.

(1) Illujaraalummuulaursimannginamalittauq.
illu-juaq-aluk-mut-uq-lauq-sima-nngit-gama-li-ttauq
house-big-EMPH-ALL.SG-go-PAST-PERF-NEG-CSV.1sS-but-also
‘But also, because I never went to the really big house.’ (Dorais, 2011)

Secondly, since MATTR calculates LD of a segment using a moving window, the window size
has to be determined. To preserve stability of repeated samples, the window sizes of at least 10
words or as large as the length of the smallest text sample were suggested (Covington, 2007).
Using the spontaneous speech data from eight typically developing Inuktitut-speaking children
(aged 1 to 4 years), we tested four different sets of parameters for MATTR: words vs.
morphemes, and window sizes of 10 words/morphemes, 20 words, and 23 morphemes. We then
used the mean length of utterance in morphemes (MLUm) – a widely accepted method for
determining the children’s stage of linguistic development – for comparison (Allen & Dench,
2015). The trends were tested using Pearson correlation test. The results for each set of
parameters corresponded to the stages of the children’s linguistic development determined by
MLUm (Figures 1-2). These results show that developmental progress in Inuktitut can be reliably
measured in either morphemes or words using either the smallest suggested window size
(10 words/morphemes) or the window size that is equal to the size of the smallest data file/text.
Our findings demonstrates that lexical diversity can be meaningfully measured in polysynthetic
languages despite long and relatively unique words and that MATTR is a suitable way to
measure LD in languages of that typology.
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Figure 1. Lexical Diversity in morphemes (panel A) and in words (panel B), by stage, window size 10.

A B

Figure 2. Lexical Diversity in morphemes, window size 23 (panel A), and in words, window size 20
(panel B), by stage.
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Stative Marking in Tlingit: Evidence for the Complexity of States 
Seth Cable James Crippen 

University of Massachusetts Amherst McGill University, Yukon Native Language Center 
1. Introduction. On the basis of original field data, we show that stative predicates in the Tlingit language 
(Na-Dene family) are morphosyntactically distinguished between so-called ‘K-states’ and ‘D-states’ (Mai-
enborn 2005). While this proposed distinction between stative predicates – previously based solely on Ger-
man and English data – remains highly controversial (Dölling 2005, Higginbotham 2005, Ramchand 2005, 
Rothstein 2005), we show that the behavior of stative marking in Tlingit provides independent cross-
linguistic evidence for its grammatical reality. In addition, the nature of the Tlingit stative marker challenges 
certain syntactic and semantic assumptions regarding the nature of states, especially their structural and 
conceptual primacy and simplicity. Finally, this result also establishes the validity of certain semantic diag-
nostics for stativity and K/D-stativity in the Tlingit language and provides a crucial first step toward the 
exploration of this stative marker in other more complex aspectual constructions. 
2. D-States vs. K-States. Maienborn (2005) argues that certain diagnostics divide the stative predicates of 
German into two distinct classes; as we will see, many of these diagnostic differences are also evident in 
English and other languages. To begin, states as a whole can be distinguished from events by their inability 
to be described as ‘happenings’ as illustrated by the English examples in (1) and (2). 
(1)  Q: What is happening? A: Dave is dancing / ?? is standing / # loves Sue. 
(2) a.  Dave was dancing.   While that was happening, Tom slept. 
 b. Dave was standing. ?? While that was happening, Tom slept. 
 c. Dave loved Sue.   # While that was happening, Tom was in Alaska. 
The above data shows that there is a contrast between clearly eventive predicates (dance) and less dynamic 
predicates (stand, love), in whether they count as instances of ‘happenings’. Assuming that the latter predi-
cates are stative in this broad sense, we nevertheless find they behave differently in certain environments. 
For example, only statives like stand are able (i) to be felicitously modified by manner adverbs, or (ii) to 
head direct perception complements: 
(3) a. Dave is standing quietly. b. ?? Dave loves Sue quietly. 
(4)  a. Bill saw Dave stand / standing. b.  # Bill saw Dave love Sue. 
Maienborn (2005) demonstrates that this distinction cannot be reduced to other distinctions between states 
(e.g. individual-level vs. stage-level), and so introduces the novel term ‘D(avidsonian)-stative’ for predi-
cates that behave like stand contrasting with the term ‘K(imian)-stative’ for predicates that behave like love. 
3. The I-Prefix of Tlingit: As in other Na-Dene languages, verbal stems in the Tlingit language are immedi-
ately preceded by a sequence of prefixes known collectively as the ‘classifier’ which encodes a complex of 
properties that often relate to the argument structure of the predicate. For example, the  classifier prefix s-, 
highlighted in (5) below, can serve to introduce an argument (‘causative’ CSV). 
(5) itusa.ée 
 i-∅-tu-s-√.i-μμH 
 2SG.O-IPFV-1PL.S-CSV-√cooked-VAR 

 ‘We are cooking you.’ (lit. ‘We are making you become cooked.’) 
In certain verb forms this classifier prefix is followed by an ‘I-component’ or ‘I-prefix’, so named because 
its simplest surface realization is i- [i] as in (6b). But in verbs where the classifier position is otherwise 
phonologically empty this morpheme is realized as ya- [jà] (6a). 
(6) a. x̱at yanéekw b. x̱at isinéekw 
  x̱at=∅-ya-√nikw-μμH  x̱at=∅-i-s-i-√nikw-μμH 
  1SG.O=IPFV-STV-√sick-VAR  1SG.O=IPFV-2SG.S-CSV-STV-√sick-VAR 
  ‘I am sick.’  ‘You make me sick.’ 
As suggested by the difference between the verbs in (5) and (6), the presence of i- ~ ya- in an imperfective 
(IPFV) verb form is correlated with that verb denoting a state. Hence the combination of i- ~ ya-with an 
imperfective form is commonly referred to as a ‘stative imperfective’ in the descriptive literature on Tlingit 
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(Leer 1991). Later researchers have identified this prefix as a stative marker (Crippen 2019, Cable 2022), 
and so it is glossed here as STV ‘stative’. 
4. The i- ~ ya- Prefix and K-Stativity in Tlingit. Despite the glossing convention, we show that not all 
stative predicates in Tlingit bear i- ~ ya-in the imperfective. In particular, if we take the contrasts exhibited 
in (1) and (2) as a diagnostic for stativity (Maienborn 2005) then we see below that some stative predicates 
in Tlingit lack i- ~ ya- in their imperfective (7b). While (7) replicates the English diagnostic in (1), we also 
have data that replicate the diagnostic in (2) and so confirm that (7b) contains a stative predicate. 
(7) Q: Máa sáyá at naneen? ‘What is happening?’ 
 a. Jaan alʼéix̱. b. ?? Jaan gukshutóot hán  
  Jaan a-∅-√lʼex̱-μμH   Jaan gukshutóo-t ∅-√han-μH 
  John 3>3-IPFV-√dance-VAR   John corner-at IPFV-√stand.SG-VAR 
  ‘John is dancing.’    ‘John is standing in the corner.’ 
 c. # Sóo  du  x̱ʼéi  yakʼéi  wé  kanatʼá. 
   Sóo du x̱ʼé-μ ∅-ya-√kʼe-μμH wé kanatʼá 
   Sue 3HUM.POSS mouth-at IPFV-STV-√good-VAR DET blueberry 
   ‘Sue likes blueberries’ (lit. ‘Blueberries are good to Sue’s mouth.’) 
Furthermore, we demonstrate that the presence/absence of i- ~ ya- in the imperfective more tightly cor-
relates with Maienbornʼs (2005) diagnostics for K/D-stativity. For example, imperfective stative predicates 
lacking i- ~ ya- are felicitious with manner adverbs like kalkʼátlʼáḵ ‘silently’ in (8a). 
(8) a.  Jaan kalkʼátlʼáḵ  chʼa tleix̱ gukshutóot hán 
   Jaan kalkʼátlʼáḵ chʼa tleix̱ gukshutóo-t ∅-√han-μH 
   John silently just always corner-at IPFV-√stand-VAR 
   ‘John was standing silently in the corner for a long time.’ 
 b. # Sóo kalkʼátlʼáḵ  kanatʼá  du x̱ʼéi yakʼéi. 
   Sóo kalkʼátlʼáḵ kanatʼá  du x̱ʼe-μH ∅-ya-√kʼe-μμH 
   Sue silently blueberry 3HUM.POSS mouth-at IPFV-STV-√good-VAR 
  # ‘Sue silently liked blueberries.’ 
Given contrasts such as these, we argue for the generalization in (9). 
(9) Imperfective predicates in Tlingit bear i- ~ ya- if and only if they denote K-states. 
5. Consequences and Further Directions. We argue that the generalization in (9) challenges certain pro-
posals regarding the nature of stativity across languages. First, the existence of special inflectional marking 
for K-statives suggests a functional projection associated with K-stativity. This challenges the widespread 
view that stativity is an inherent property of roots or is the most basic Aktionsart class (Dowty 1979, Roth-
stein 2004, Kiyota 2008). Indeed, given that i- ~ ya- is absent from both eventives and D-statives, K-statives 
in Tlingit are structurally more complex than either. In light of this, we defend a particular syntactic and 
semantic model of i- ~ ya- STV, based upon Crippenʼs (2019) model of Tlingit verbal morphosyntax: 
(10) Crippen’s (2019) Syntax of the Tlingit Verb: 
 [AspP Asp [VoiceP Voice [vP v [εP ε [VP  √V ]]]]] 
  (I)PFV  MID  CSV  STV 
Furthermore, we discuss how this fits with Maienbornʼs (2005) original semantic theory of K-states, which 
posits that they introduce an additional abstract ‘exemplification’ of a given predication: 
(11) Maienborn’s (2005) Semantic Theory of K-States:  ⟦ be tired ⟧		= [ lxe : lz : z exemplifies TIRED(x) ] 
Finally, we turn to the presence of i- ~ ya- in certain other aspectual forms, where it is no longer correlated 
with the lexical stativity of the verb stem.  For example, i- ~ ya- obligatorily appears in all perfective verb 
forms like (12); cf. the imperfective in (5). We discuss whether such aspectual forms are themselves derived 
K-states and what consequences this would have for the compositional semantics of verbs. 
(12) iwtusi.ée 
 i-w-tu-s-i-√.i-μμH 
 2SG.O-PFV-1PL.S-CSV-STV-√cooked-VAR 
 ‘We (have) cooked you.’ (lit. ‘We have made you become cooked.’) 



LEXICAL ASPECT AND THE STATIVE PRESENT IN KANIEN’KÉHA
Tehokwiráthe Cross, Terrance Gatchalian, Katya Morgunova, Willie Myers and Ro’nikonhkátse Norton

Introduction. Kanien’kéha (Northern Iroquoian) lacks a dedicated form for expressing present temporal
reference. A present reading can be derived using either the Habitual (1) or Stative (2) aspectual form,
depending on the verb (unattributed examples come from two of the authors).

(1) T-ientho-s.
1SG.A-plant-HAB

‘I plant.’ or ‘I am planting.’

(2) Wak-atshokw-en.
1SG.P-smoke-STAT

‘I have smoked.’ or ‘I am smoking.’

In this presentation, we propose a unified account for the distribution of present reading of the Stative (STAT
Present) in Kanien’kéha; specifically, we argue that the availability of this form-meaning pair, along with
the Stative Perfect interpretation, is determined by the Aktionsart of the verb. This analysis results in two
verb classes with predictable membership. We extend this proposal to capture a novel observation which ties
noun incorporation to changes in verb class from HAB Present to STAT Present. As a noted area of difficulty
for L2 learners, this topic is of interest for language pedagogy and theoretical accounts of temporal meaning
and lexical aspect.
Background. Meaning-form pairs for the present reading are in complementary distribution in Kanien’kéha.
If the Habitual form of a verb is compatible with a present reading (“HAB Present” in (1)), the Stative only
has a perfect reading; if the Stative form is compatible with a present reading (“STAT Present” in (2)), the
Habitual only has a habitual reading. Because habitual readings are universally available in the Habitual
and perfect readings are universally available in the Stative, it is the distribution of the additional present
reading of Stative verbs that must be accounted for.

In past work based on related Seneca and Onondaga, Chafe (1980) suggests that the relevant property
determining this distribution is the “consequentiality” of the verb. According to Chafe (1980, p.44),
“consequential verbs” possess meanings that involve the “potentiality of present and perceptible states,
such as those that would result from pounding or planting corn, from burning, and the like.” For him,
consequential verbs are HAB Present, while non-consequential verbs are STAT Present.
(3) Chafe’s distribution of the progressive

HABITUAL STATIVE

consequential habitual or present perfect
non-consequential habitual perfect or present

Later work by Baker and Travis (1998) builds on this description, classifying STAT Present verbs as “atelic”
instead of “non-consequential”. However, neither account offers a complete analysis of the phenomenon.
Proposal. In our proposal, we formalize the notions of “consequentiality” and “telicity” by representing
these properties in the event structure of the verb. Namely, we suggest that the difference between HAB
Present and STAT Present verbs lies in the presence or absence of a transition into a resultant eventuality
within the verb’s event structure. When a transition into a result is in the event structure of the verb, as
with accomplishments and achievements (as defined in Vendler 1957), the Stative can only provide a perfect
reading. When it does not, as with activities and states, both perfect and present readings are available.
(4) Proposed verb classes

STATIVE event structure Vendler class
HAB Present perfect e �! e0 accomplishments & achievements
STAT Present perfect or present e activities & states

Within this framework, the STAT Present reading is blocked by the inclusion of a distinct resultant stage
(e0 in (4)) in the event structure of telic verbs. Because the verb’s meaning requires a transition from the
root event to a resultant eventuality, the Stative can only derive a state founded in the completion of the
verbal event, deriving a perfect reading. With atelic verbs, on the other hand, the lack of a transition out
of the root process allows for an ambiguity in interpretation in the Stative; the form can describe a state
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based on an ongoing or completed verbal event, deriving a present or perfect interpretation. Chafe’s sense
of “consequentiality” in the HAB Present class is a direct result of the two-part structure proposed, wherein
the transition from initial process to resultant state drives a telic and perfect reading for the Stative, similar
to resultative perfects in other languages (Bertrand et al., 2022).
Extending the analysis. This proposal can be extended to other types of verbs outside of Vendler’s four
classes, such as those proposed by Tatevosov (2002). One such class, the “strong inceptive-stative”, denotes
the entrance into a specific state. In Kanien’kéha, these ‘change-of-state’ verbs include psych verbs like
‘become happy’ and ‘become shy’ as well as clothing-related verbs like ‘put on shoes’. Because these verbs
denote a transition into a resultant state, we expect them to pattern like HAB Present verbs. This is indeed
the case, as seen in (5); the Stative form of a change-of-state verb can only receive a Perfect interpretation.

(5) a. K-at-shenn-onni-s.
1SG.A-SREFL-happy-make-HAB

‘I get happy.’

b. Wak-at-shenn-onni-?.
1SG.P-SREFL-happy-make-STAT

‘I am happy (lit: I have gotten happy).’
NOT: ‘I am getting happy.’

Noun Incorporation. In the same vein, processes which remove the resultant state of a verb are predicted
to make a STAT Present reading accessible. Initial investigation suggests that this is borne out by certain
alternations involving noun incorporation. With predicates like ‘eat’ and ‘make’, class membership can
change based on whether an object is incorporated or not. When no object appears or the object is
not incorporated, as in (6-a), the verb patterns like a HAB Present verb. However, when the object is
incorporated, as in (6-b), it patterns like a STAT Present verb.

(6) a. (Káhi)
fruit

wak-é:-k-on.
1SG.P-EP-eat-STAT

‘I have eaten (FRUIT).’

b. Wak-ahi-á:-k-on.
1SG.P-fruit-NI-eat-STAT

‘I am eating fruit / I have eaten fruit.’

We propose that when an object is incorporated, a STAT Present reading is available because object
incorporation alters the lexical aspect of the verb to that of an atelic verb (for the atelicizing effect of
unspecified objects see Dowty 1979). This provides additional evidence for semantic effects of noun
incorporation, in line with DeCaire et al. (2017) on focus and excorporation. This data also suggests that a
verb’s lexical aspect is not based solely on the verb root but on the composition of the larger verbal complex.
Conclusions. In this presentation, we show that in Kanien’kéha, the aspectual form which has an additional
Present reading is determined by the lexical aspect of the verb. We extend our proposal to explain the
variation in the availability of STAT Perfect readings with noun incorporation. As a next step, we plan to
extend this proposal to other types of verbs and verbal suffixes, such as causatives and purposives. Because
these suffixes introduce a resulting eventuality within the event structure of the verbal complex, access to a
STAT Present reading should be barred.

In accounting for the distribution of present readings in Kanien’kéha, this proposal addresses
a significant gap in the literature of Iroquoian grammar and contributes to the typology of aspect
cross-linguistically (see e.g. Bar-El 2015; Bertrand et al. 2022; Tatevosov 2002). It also provides a new
perspective on the tense-aspect-mood system of Kanien’kéha, which has presented considerable difficulties
for terminology, pedagogy, and general syntactic theory.

References. • Baker, M., & Travis, L. (1998). Events, times, and Mohawk verb inflection. • Bar-El, L.
(2015). Documenting and classifying aspectual classes across languages. • Bertrand, A., et al. (2022).
Nobody’s perfect. • Chafe, W. (1980). Consequential verbs in Northern Iroquoian languages. • DeCaire,
R., Johns, A., Kučerová, I. (2017). On optionality in Mohawk noun incorporation. • Dowty, D. R.
(1979). Word meaning and Montague grammar • Tatevosov, S. (2002). The parameter of actionality. •
Vendler, Z. (1957). Verbs and times.



The Position and Interpretation of Ne
ʔ
-headed Nominals in Gayogohó꞉nǫ

ʔ
 (Cayuga) 

 
This paper explores an issue that has long challenged linguists and second language learners of 
Haudenosaunee languages alike: the position and meaning of the determiner neʔ. The pattern [neʔ + NP] is 
obligatory for anaphoric definites in postverbal position, but excluded from sentence-initial focus 
position. Our data are from published oral texts as well as the native speaker judgments of the second 
author. Although our focus is Gayogoho꞉nǫʔ, we believe that our findings are relevant for other Five 
Nations languages as well. An advance in the understanding of neʔ is the suggestion of Barrie, Chung and 
Deer (2014) that neʔ is “related to specificity”. We show that in addition to its anaphoric interpretation, 
neʔ is associated with specific (referential indefinite) and generic readings, as well as “polarity indefinite” 
readings in negative and perhaps interrogative sentences and de re readings in intensional contexts. What 
is excluded for neʔ are readings where an indefinite NP is interpreted as a variable in the nuclear scope, in 
the sense of Heim (1982). We propose that Gayogoho꞉nǫʔ is a verbal projection fronting language. Neʔ-
marked NPs are extracted prior to fronting of the verb or its projection, and thus escape existential 
closure. Focus fronting (Decaire et al 2017) applies to material in vP but not to neʔ-marked NPs in their 
intermediate landing site. 
 
Background and Previous Research 

Gayogoho꞉nǫʔ is a severely endangered language with fewer than 10 first language speakers but a vibrant 
community of second language speakers, mainly at the Six Nations of the Grand River in Ontario. 
Cognates of Gayogoho꞉nǫʔ neʔ are found in all of the 5N languages: Onödawa’ga (Seneca) neʔ <ne’>, 
Onoñda’gega’ (Onondaga) neʔ, Onʌjotaʔaːka (Oneida) nʌ, Kanienʼkéha (Mohawk) ne, as well as Wendat 
ne (<de> in French colonial materials, Lukaniec 2018). The [neʔ NP] pattern occurs with anaphoric (1) 
and uniqueness (2) definites: 
 
(1) Hehshái: a̲ˀ-hǫwa̲-hó:wih  neˀ hnyágwaiˀ.  (Lottie Keye, Hatcher 2022: 181) 
 fox  FACT-3MS>3MS-tell  NEˀ bear 
 ‘The fox told the bear.’ 
(2) Ę-yǫ-de-ˀsgǫ́:dęh        neˀ  etsíno̲haˀ  neˀ ę-dwá-hǫha-k. (Lottie Keye, Hatcher 2022: 173) 

FUT-3FS.AG-SREF-roast  NEˀ 2PL>3F-mother NE FUT-1PL.INC-meat-eat.PUNC 
‘Your mother will cook the meat that we will eat.’ 

 
In (1), both hehshai: ‘fox’ and (o)hnyagwaiˀ ‘bear’ have been mentioned in immediately prior discourse, 
but only postverbal (o)hnyagwaiˀ appears with neʔ. A first attempt to formally capture the distribution of 
Kanienʼkéha ne is Postal’s (1979: 413) Rule 5.3, which inserts ne after postverbal nouns and numerals. 
Postal acknowledges that “The present grammar does not account for those cases where ne- does not 
occur in the environment covered by 5.3.” Mithun (1987: 27) shows that [neʔ NP] is systematically 
disallowed in sentence-initial focus position, as with hehshai: ‘fox’ in (1). Neʔ in apparent uniqueness 
contexts such as (2) is in fact anaphoric. Both of instances of neʔ in (2) involve a bridging context, where 
the speaker has just made a gift of a rooster for the addressees’ mother to cook for Christmas dinner. 
 
Neʔ marking wide scope indefinites 

It is well known that neʔ occurs in contexts that do not translate naturally as the English definite article. 
An example is this opening line (3) in a dialogue from Mithun and Henry (1983/2015).  
  
(3) Swa:-yęˀ   gę  neˀ gajihwaˀ? Gajihwáˀ gih̲sa:s.     (The speaker has just walked into a hardware store) 
 2PL.A-have Q NEˀ hammer   hammer 1SG.A-seek 
 ‘Do yous have a hammer? I am looking for a hammer’ (Translation in Mithun and Henry 2015: 534) 
 
The English translation Mithun and Henry offer for the initial question in (3) is odd: the speaker is not 
asking if a hammer exists in the store, or whether the store has a specific hammer. Rather, he is in the 
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market for a hammer, any hammer: neˀ gajihwaˀ [neʔ hammer] in (3) is generic (‘Do you carry 
hammers?’) or perhaps a polarity indefinite (‘Do you have any hammers?’). 
 Examples (4-7) are modelled on Kanienʼkéha sentences analyzed by Chamorro (1992). Chamorro 
argues is that ne(ˀ) adds nothing to the interpretation: it is definite (anaphoric) when a discourse 
antecedent is accessible, otherwise indefinite. Baker (1996) adopts this view to claim that “polysynthetic” 
languages lack determiners altogether. However careful examination of these examples shows that 
sentences with and without neˀ in nonanaphoric contexts are semantically distinct in a systematic way. (4) 
is an example of specific neˀ, and (5) of specific neˀ scoping over the subject numeral quantifier.  
 
(4) Joe a-ha-tsęi:-ˀ                 neˀ/∅ gahę́nˀatraˀ.   (cf. Chamorro 1992: 37, example (36)) 
 Joe FCT-3SmA-find-PUNC NEˀ    knife         
      Without neˀ: ‘Joe found a knife (in the woods)’ 
 With neˀ: ‘Joe found a knife (that I lost)’ 
 
(5) Ahsęh nihę:nǫ: ę-ha-dó:wa:t            neˀ/∅  hnyágwaiˀ. (cf. Chamorro 1992: 38, example (37)) 
 3      males    FUT-3SmA-hunt-PUNC NEˀ bear        
 Without neˀ: ‘Three males will hunt bear, be bear hunters.’ 
 With neˀ: ‘There is a bear that three males will hunt.’  
 
In (6), neˀ produces a de re interpretation: there is a specific bird such that Joe wants to grab it. Without 
neˀ, the interpretation is de dicto: Joe has the property of wanting to grab birds. In (7), neˀ produces a 
polarity indefinite interpretation under negation. 
 
(6) Joe de-h-odohwęjo:nih a-ha-yé:na-ˀ             neˀ/∅  jidę́:ˀęh. (cf. Chamorro 1992: 37, example (33)) 
 Joe du-3SmP-want-HAB OPT-3SmA-grabPUNC NEˀ bird        
 Without neˀ: ‘Joe is a bird grabber, has bird grabbing tendencies (for example, he is cat)’ 
 With neˀ: ‘Joe wants to grab a bird (the red one).’  
 
(7) Tęˀ onęh dˀe-g-oháhai-ˀ     neˀ  gˀadréhdaˀ.  (cf. Chamorro 1992: 37, example (33)) 
 not now  NEG-1SA-wash-PUNC NEˀ car        
 ‘I haven’t yet washed any cars’  
   
Although these interpretations are diverse, they have one thing in common: all have been analyzed as 
cases where indefinites take scope in a position higher than existential closure over vP or VP. This 
includes the classical analysis of de re indefinites scoping over the intensional operator (Quine 1956) for 
examples like (6), and specific indefinites taking intermediate or matrix scope (Abusch 1994). 
 It is clear from examples like (3) that Gayogoho꞉nǫʔ has a process of verb fronting that is distinct 
from the fronting of focused nominal constituents. Fronting may also include a larger verbal projection, as 
in (9), where the verb and temporal adverb onęh ‘now’ are fronted to left of [neˀ gˀadréhdaˀ] but under 
negation. We hypothesize that such sentences with postverbal neˀ are derived by first removing [neˀ NP] 
from the verbal projection, and thus the nuclear scope, and then fronting the verbal remnant, as in (8): 
 
(8) Tęˀ [onęh dˀe-g-oháhai-ˀ    ti]VP [neˀ gˀadréhdaˀ]i tVP  
 not      now  NEG-1SA-wash-PUNC  NEˀ car         
  
Selected References 
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Reduced pronouns in San Juan Atitán Mam
Tessa Scott, UC Berkeley

In this research, I present a novel empirical pattern of reduced pronouns in San Juan Atitán (SJA) Mam
and argue that these phi elements are in fact pronouns, not derived through agreement, occupying
argument positions. I conclude that the pattern is best captured by a morphological impoverishment rule
that deletes number features on pronouns only when they have been agreed with. That the derivational
history of Agree in the syntax can be read off individual phi features in the morphology is predicted given
that Agree operations can involve bidirectional feature exchange (Clem 2019) and that individual phi
features can participate in Agree independently (Bejar & Rezac 2003).
Syntactic position of the person enclitic. Mam makes use of a set of ergative/genitive prefixes (Set A), a
set of absolutive morphemes (Set B), and additionally an enclitic (or set of enclitics) for only a subset of
person values, notably distinguishing 1PL exclusive from inclusive (shown in 1 & 2) and 2sg from 3sg
(shown in 3 & 4). The enclitic attaches to verbs when referencing ergative/absolutive arguments and
attaches to nouns when referencing possessors.
(1) Ma    qo b’et=i. (2) Ma      qo b’et.

PROX B1PL walk=i PROX B1PL walk
‘We (excl) walked.’ ‘We (incl) walked.’

(3) Ma tz=ul=i. (4) Ma tz=ul Cristina.
PROX B2/3SG=arrive=i PROX B2/3SG=arrive Cristina.
‘You arrived.’ ‘Cristina arrived.’

Since Mam is VSO, the position of the enclitic in (1) and (3) is ambiguous between a verbal agreement
morpheme and a subject pronoun. I argue for the latter, given that the enclitic and lexical subjects are in
complementary distribution, as well as evidence from word order facts from focus movement and
reflexives. First, when lexical subjects are moved preverbally for focus, they are not pronounced in-situ,
shown in (6). The same is true for the enclitic, shown in (5). This parallelism in structure is expected if the
enclitic itself is a subject pronoun. If it is instead an agreement morpheme, this must be explained with
extra machinery.

(5) [ A=i ]FOC ma tz=ul. (6) [ A Cristina ]FOC ma     tz=ul.
[ DET=i ]FOC PROX B2/3SG=arrive [ DET Cristina ]FOC PROX B2/3SG=arrive
‘It was you who arrived.’ ‘It was Cristina who arrived.’

Further evidence that this enclitic is in argument position comes from reflexive constructions, which
require VOS and VO=i word orders. This is also straightforwardly explained if the enclitic is in subject
position. One consequence of this analysis of the position of the enclitic is that some of the features of
pronouns are expressed in agreement position (Set A/B) and some of the features of pronouns are
expressed in argument position (the person enclitic). An analysis of their derivation requires looking
closely at which features are expressed in each position.
Featural analysis of person morphemes. Within the agreement markers, Set A and Set B morphemes in
Mam only distinguish first (1) from non-first person (2/3) and singular from plural. In other words, only
first person [+/–Author] and number [+/–Singular] features are expressed in agreement positions.
However, a much more complicated set of features are expressed in the position of the enclitic, which I
argue is a reduced pronoun. To understand what constellation of features the person enclitic is expressing
in SJA Mam, we must start with the basic enclitic pattern, found in a neighboring variety of Mam
(Ixtahuacán Mam; England 1983). This basic pattern, shown in Table 1, involves a single enclitic [=a]
which is used together with Set A/B marking for all local participants except 1PL inclusive. The
predominate analysis of this pattern is that the enclitic is realizing the class of pronoun in which the first
and second person features disagree in value (Noyer 1992, Despic & Murray  2018). All cells with the



Table 1: Person enclitic in Ixtahuacán Mam Table 2: Person enclitic in SJA Mam

1sg a 1pl ex a 1sg i 1pl ex i

1pl in 1pl in

2sg a 2pl a 2sg i 2pl qi

3sg 3pl 3sg 3pl qa

enclitic represent either [+author, –participant] or [–author, +participant], whereas the cells without the
enclitic are either [+author,+part] (1pl in) or [–author,–part] (3sg/pl) (adopting Harbour’s 2016 person
feature ontology). I adopt the notation from Harbour (2016): [ɑAuthor, ɑ̄Participant] to capture
disagreeing person features.
SJA Mam pattern (person + number). The pattern in SJA Mam is shown in Table 2. The paradigm
contains the basic pattern in Table 1, with the vowel [i] in SJA Mam instead of [a] in IXT Mam.
Importantly, the morphemes in Table 2 are those found in argument position and co-occur with the
agreement morphemes (Set A/B). I adopt the [ɑAuthor,ɑ̄Participant] (disagreeing features) analysis
discussed above for the [i] morpheme in SJA Mam. The paradigm in SJA Mam additionally includes the
number morphemes [q] and [qa], Featurally, [qa] for 3pl is the generic plural marker in the language and
can combine with any countable noun, and is best analyzed as [–singular] without a context. I analyze [q]
for 2pl as [–singular] in the context of [–Author,+Part] (second person). The presence of [q] and [qa]
indicates that all phi-features (singular, author, participant) are present in this position.
Agree and Impoverishment. Unlike 2nd and 3rd plural, first person enclitics do not spell out number
(see Table 2). I account for this with a morphological impoverishment rule in which [+/–singular] is
deleted in the context of [+author]. However, this rule does not apply to Set A/B agreement morphemes,
which express [author] and [sg] features together. Likewise, this rule doesn’t apply to independent
pronouns, which express the full range of person/number combinations. The impoverishment of
[+/–singular] only occurs for pronouns in argument position when the feature has been agreed with – i.e.
when Set A/B morphemes are created. I argue that by copying back [+/–singular] via Agree, a probe also
gives its category feature as a diacritic to the [+/–singular] feature (e.g.- [+singular]F

, where F indicates
any functional head). As a result, the impoverishment rule only targets the deletion of [+/–singular]F in the
context of [+author], accounting for the reduced pronoun pattern in SJA Mam.
Consequences. This work contributes empirically by presenting a new pattern of person marking in Mam
from SJA Mam, which I argue is best captured by an impoverishment rule deleting number features on
first person arguments only when that number feature has been agreed with. To account for this, I argue
that when an Agreement probe copies back a feature (e.g. - a phi feature) it additionally gives its category
feature to the phi feature as a diacritic. This results in the ability for the morphological component of the
grammar to target a feature only when it has been copied via Agree. This provides support for
bidirectional feature copying (Pesetsky & Torrego 2007, Clem 2019), and extends it to apply to copying
onto individual features. This is a prediction of the theory: if a probe on a functional head can give its
category feature to a DP when the probe Agrees with the DP, then we predict that a probe specified to an
individual feature can do the same. The data in SJA Mam support this prediction.
References. Béjar & Rezac. (2003). Person licensing and the derivation of PCC effects. ● Clem (2019).
Agreement, case, and switch-reference in Amahuaca. UC Berkeley diss. ● Despić, M., & Murray, S.
(2018). On binary features and disagreeing natural classes: Evidence from Cheyenne and Serbian. The
Linguistic Review, 35(2), 219–241. ● England (1983). A grammar of Mam, a Mayan language (Vol. 57).
University of Texas Press. ● Harbour, D. (2016). Impossible persons (Vol. 74). MIT Press. ● Noyer, R. R.
(1992). Features, positions and affixes in autonomous morphological structure. MIT diss.



(1) In an active sentence with a 3rd person subject and a 3rd person object (henceforth: a 3-on-3 active),
the subject must be at least as high as the object in terms of animacy.

In Chuj, for instance, 3-on-3 actives are well-formed if the subject is at least as high as the object on the
hierarchy HUMAN>ANIMATE>INANIMATE, (2)-(3). If the object outranks the subject on this hierarchy, as
in (4), the sentence is ungrammatical. To convey the intended meaning, consultants systematically offer a
passive sentence, as in (5).

(2) ! Ixsmak’
hit

te’
CLF

te’
tree

waj
CLF

Xun.
Xun

‘Xun hit the tree.’

(3) ! Ixsmak’
hit

te’
CLF

pat
house

te’
CLF

te’.
tree

‘The tree struck the house.’

(4) * Ixsmak’
hit

waj
CLF

Xun
Xun

te’
CLF

te’.
tree

Int. ‘The tree struck Xun.’

(5) ! Ixmak’ji
hit.PASS

waj
CLF

Xun
Xun

yuj
by

te’
CLF

te’.
tree

‘The tree struck Xun.’

There are important points of variation within the family. First, the articulation of the animacy hierarchy
can vary, from a two-way hierarchy in some languages (Tsotsil; ANIM>INAN), to a three-way hierarchy in
others (Chuj; HUM>ANIM>INAN), up to a seven-way distinction, including local persons, in Cajolá Mam
(Pérez Vail 2014). Second, only some Mayan languages also feature hierarchy effects in passive sentences,
where the demoted oblique agent cannot outrank the subject (see Aissen 1997; Zavala 2007). For example,
this is the case in Ch’ol (6-a), but not in Chuj (6-b):

(6) Literal translations of ‘The tortilla was prepared by my aunt’ in Ch’ol vs Chuj
a. * Tyi

PFV
mejl-i
make+PASS-IV

waj
tortilla

[OBL tyi
PREP

k-ña’jel
A1-aunt

].
(Ch’ol: Zavala 2007)

b. ! Ix-b’o’-j-i
PFV-make-PASS-IV

ixim
CLF

wa’il
tortilla

[OBL yuj
by

ix
CLF

w-icham
A1S-aunt

].
(Chuj; field notes)

Active syntax: Crucially, (1) encompasses both “low-abs” languages (like Ch’ol) and “high-abs” languages
(like Chuj), which we take, following much previous work, to differ in the way that ABS case is assigned
(Coon et al. 2014, Royer 2022). In low-abs languages, vACT Agrees with the object and assigns it ABS. In
high-abs languages, the object raises over the subject and receives ABS from T/Infl. We follow Coon et al.
(2021) in assuming that this raising is feature-driven; specifically, we assume that high-abs vACT probes the
object and moves it to its Spec as a standard instance of intermediate A-movement (comparable to movement
to the Spec of nonfinite T in English). A consequence is the cross-Mayan picture of
Agree shown in (7): even when it does not assign ABS, vACT still agrees with both
the object and the subject. We assume that object Agree happens first on grounds of
cyclicity (Rezac 2003). In low-abs languages, step " in (7) produces ABS morphemes;
in high-abs languages, it produces object raising (where T/Infl then assigns ABS).
Across Mayan, step # always assigns ERG to the subject.

(7) vP
!!! """

Subj v
!! ""

v !!""
V Obj

#

"

Capturing animacy restrictions in actives: Given (7), Mayan animacy restrictions fall under the larger
umbrella of Agreement restrictions in a “one-probe-many-goals” context. Following Deal (to appear), Agree
with a first goal (G1) can bleed Agree with a second goal (G2) in two ways: G1 either satisfies the probe, i.e.
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Mayan�animacy�hierarchy�effects:�a�dynamic�interaction�approach� 84$-"�����

In�many�Mayan� languages,�combinations�of�3rd�person�subjects�and�objects�are�regulated�by�an�animacy�
hierarchy�(a�pattern�Aissen�(1997)�influentially�tied�to�obviation�in�Algonquian).�Based�in�part�on�original�
fieldwork�on� such� effects� in�Chuj,� an�understudied� language,�we�offer�a�new�approach� to� these�patterns�
framed�in�the�interaction/satisfaction�model�of�Agree�(Deal�2015,�to�appear).
Animacy�hierarchy� effects� in�Mayan:� In�many�Mayan� languages� (Tsotsil:�Aissen�1997,� 1999;� Ch’ol:�
Zavala�2007;�Tojolab’al:�Curiel�2007;�Q’anjob’al:�Pascual�2007;�Tseltal:�Polian�2013;�Cajolá�Mam:�Pérez�Vail�
2014),�combinations�of�3rd�person�subjects/objects�are�restricted�by�(1).
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causes it to halt, or else it dynamically interacts with it, i.e. it changes the probe to one that can no longer
Agree with G2. We mark dynamic interaction features ↑. Once a probe has Agreed with a goal with [F↑],
it can only interact with (copy features from) other goals that also bear [F]. Thus, for instance, if G1 bears
[ANIM↑], but G2 lacks [ANIM], the probe cannot Agree with G2.

To capture (1), we assume that the Mayan v φ -probe is insatiable ([INT:φ ,SAT:-]) and that features such
as [HUM] and [ANIM] may interact dynamically. For Chuj, we assume the feature representations of 3rd
persons in (8). The derivation of a grammatical 3-on-3 active is shown in (9). First, the object interacts
(Step 1). (Object = G1.) It bears [HUM↑], which changes the probe’s interaction condition (Step 2). The
probe then attempts to Agree with the subject (Step 3), and this is successful only if the subject also has the
feature [HUM]. (Subject = G2.) If it lacks this feature, it cannot Agree and hence cannot receive (ergative)
Case. This produces ungrammaticality, e.g. in cases like (4).

(8) 3INAN: [φ ]
3ANIM: [φ ,ANIM↑]
3HUM: [φ ,HUM↑,ANIM↑]

(10) Local persons:
2P: [φ ,PART,HUM,ANIM]
1P: [φ ,PART,SPK,HUM,ANIM]

(9) Step 1
!!!!

""""

v
[I:φ ,S:-]

!! ""
V Obj

[HUM↑]

Step 3
!!!!

""""

Subj
[HUM↑]

v
[I:HUM,S:-]
!!! """

v !! ""
V Obj

[HUM↑]

!

Step 2. [I:HUM,S:-]

Variation in articulation of the animacy scale reflects which features interact dynamically. The three-way
pattern in Chuj, for third persons only, arises with both [ANIM↑] and [HUM↑] dynamic, only on third persons.
(See local person representations in (10.)) The Tsotsil two-way pattern is similar but lacks ↑ on [HUM]. The
most articulated system, Cajolá Mam, uses not only [ANIM↑], [HUM↑], and additional dynamic features
distinguishing e.g. adults, but also [PART↑] (also posited by Deal to appear), resulting in local persons
outranking all 3rd persons. In this way, fine-grained lexical variation gives rise to different hierarchies.
Variation in passives: Since dynamic interaction features are borne on DPs, we expect the hierarchy effect
to emerge whenever one probe Agrees with multiple goals. Mayan passives are intransitive, with ABS
assigned to the subject by T/Infl. The syntax of by-phrase obliques varies across the family: Royer (2022)
shows, based on binding and word order, that obliques in Chuj are merged higher than in Ch’ol. This
suggests that oblique DPs fall within the search domain of the ABS probe in Ch’ol, (11), but not in Chuj,
(12). Assuming the Infl probe in Ch’ol is [INT:φ ,SAT:-] (like v), the hierarchy effect in Ch’ol passives
follows as in (9). Now G1 is the OBL by-phrase and G2 is the ABS subject. There is no hierarchy in Chuj
passives, (12), because only one goal Agrees; the oblique is too high for the probe to access it.

(11) Ch’ol: [ Infl OBL Subj ]
" #

(12) Chuj: [ OBL ] [ Infl Subj ]
"

Extension to possessives: Mayan hierarchy effects also extend to possessives:
the possessum cannot outrank the possessor. This is immediately captured if
the possessive probe (Poss) must Agree with both the possessum (G1) and the
possessor (G2), (13), Agree working as above. (Across Mayan, possessors follow
possessa and Agree like ergatives. We assume " in (13) drives possessum
fronting, which is parallel to vP syntax in high-abs languages; # produces
possessive agreement.) Aissen (1997) relates this and (1) to a ban on coreference

(13) PossP

!!!
"""

Poss’r Poss
!!! """

Poss !! ""
. . . Poss’m

#

"
between subject possessors and objects (e.g. *Xun1’s son helped him1), invoking obviation. We conclude
with an extension to this data. Following Aissen, we assume that (i) in a 3-on-3, one argument must be
[PROX], and (ii) co-referring expressions must match wrt the feature [PROX]. To this we add (iii) that
[PROX] satisfies the v and Poss probes (i.e. they are actually [I:φ ,S:PROX], revising the theory above for v).
Given (iii), neither objects nor possessa can bear [PROX]; [PROX] on these G1s would bleed Agree with the
respective G2s (subjects and possessors). Thus the equivalent of *Xun1’s son helped him1 is underivable in
Chuj and other Mayan languages: the object and the possessum subject cannot bear [PROX] by (iii), and Xun
cannot bear [PROX] if the coreferential pronoun does not, by (ii). All remaining derivations violate (i).
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Feature Gluttony in the Guaraní inverse

Hunter Johnson, UCLA
Background: Paraguayan Guaraní exhibits an inverse/direct pattern of agreement: the verb consistently
agrees with whichever argument ranks higher on the Person Hierarchy (PH, 1>2>3). For example, if the
subject is a 1st person and the object 3rd person, the verb will agree with the subejct (1a). Meanwhile if the
object is 1st person the verb will agree with the 1st person object not the 3rd person subject (1b).
(1) a. che

1.SUBJ
ai-pỹtỹvõ
1.SUBJ-help

Tamara-pe
Tamara-DOM

‘I helped Tamara.’

b. Tamara
Tamara

che-pỹtỹvõ
1.OBJ-help

(chéve)
me

‘Tamara helped me.’
The inverse is required in monotransitives and failure to agree with the correct argument results in unaccept-
ability (2a). 3rd person subject agreement is only possible if the object is 3rd person as well (2b).
(2) a. *Tamara

Tamara
o-pỹtỹvõ
3.SUBJ-help

chéve
me

Intended: ‘Tamara helped me.’

b. Tamara
Tamara

o-pỹtỹõ
3.SUBJ-help

Arturo-pe
Arturo-DOM

‘Tamara helped Arturo.’
In monotransitives, the direct/inverse never shows optionality. However, in ditransitives the appearance of
the inevrse is optional (fieldwork data from Coronel Oviedo, Paraguay).
(3) a. ha’e

3
nde-vendé
2.OBJ-sell

chéve
to.me

(ndéve)
to.you

‘He sold you to me’ 3>1>2: inverse

b. ha’e
3

o-vendé
3.SUBJ-sell

chéve
to.me

ndéve
to.you

‘He sold you to me’ 3>1>2: direct

c. ha’e
3

che-mẽ’ẽ
1.OBJ-give

arturo-pe
arturo-DOM

(chéve)
to.me

‘S/he gave me to Arturo’ 3>3>1: inverse

d. ha’e
3

o-mẽ’ẽ
3.SUBJ-give

arturo-pe
arturo-DOM

chéve
to.me

‘S/he gave me to Arturo’ 3>3>1: direct
In (3a) the verb agrees with the 2nd person direct object (DO), but in (3b), it agrees with the 3rd person
subject. The same holds for (3c) and (3d) with a 1st person object and 2nd person subject. Importantly, the
indirect object (IO) is not considered for the inverse.
(4) a. Laure

Laure
o-vendé
3.SUBJ-sell

chéve
to.me

Isa-pe
Isa-DOM

‘Laure sold Isa to me.’

b. *Laure
Laure

che-vendé
1.OBJ-sell

Isa-pe
Isa-DOM

Intended: ‘Laure sold Isa to me.’
The optionality of the inverse in ditransitives is rather interesting from the perspective of common analyses
of PH effects which involve interface constraints (Zubizarreta and Pancheva 2017, Z&P) or nominal licens-
ing (NL) (Bejar and Rezac 2003, 2009). Interface constraint accounts propose a constraint on phases which
requires movement of Participant DPs to their edge (Zubizarreta and Pancheva 2017). This movement in
turn gives rise to the inverse. Such an account faces the challenge of explaining why interface-driven move-
ment is required in monotransitives but not in ditransitives. Under NL accounts, certain DPs have features
that require licensing through agreement which, left unlicensed, crash the derivation. The ditransitive data
in (3) demonstrate that 1st and 2nd person features do not need licensing via agreement and therefore the
obligatory inverse in (1) and (2) cannot be the result of the object’s licensing needs.
Claim: The inverse agreement pattern, in which the verb agrees with the object instead of the subject, is
the result of two things: i) a less-specified DP c-commanding a more-speicified DP and ii) a Gluttonous
Probe that has interacted with both DPs (Coon and Keine 2021, Coon et al. 2021). Conversely, a structure in
which a more-specified DP c-commands a less-specified DP will give rise to the “direct” pattern. The curious
pattern of optional inverse agreement in ditransitives receives a similar explanation with the additional claim
that ApplP is a phase and that Guaraní has optional object shift in distransitives.
Analysis: Feature Gluttony is a system of agreement in which Probes are composed of multiple seg-
ments. More specifically in Guaraní, Probes are articulated and contain the structural composition in (5).



(5)

2

666664

⇡
|

Part
|

Spkr

3

777775

Each segment on the Probe agrees with the closest DP that bears a matching segment and
the Probe copies the entire feature set of the DP. A “Gluttonous” configuration is one in
which the Probe does not have all of its segments valued by a single DP, but rather by
multiple. This occurs if two segments of the Probe agree with two different DPs. As
an example, consider (1b) where a 3rd person subject (which only bears a ⇡ feature) c-
commands the 1st person object (which bears ⇡, PART(icipant), and Speaker(SPKR)). The
Probe’s ⇡ feature is valued by the subject, but the PART and SPKR features are valued by
the object. This results in the Probe carrying a set of set of features: {{⇡}, {⇡, PART, SPKR}} which will
be morphologically realized as the 1st person inverse marker che.

(6) [ XP X
[u⇡[uPART[uSPKR]]]

[ vP DP
[⇡]

[ VP V DP
[⇡, PART, SPKR]

] ] ]) X: {{⇡}, {⇡, PART, SPKR}} ) che

In (1a) where a 1st person subject c-commands a 3rd person object, the Probe only agrees with the subject,
resulting in a Probe with just a set of features from a single DP: {⇡, PART, SPKR} which will be realized
as the 1st person direct marker a.
(7) [ XP X

[u⇡[uPART[uSPKR]]]
[ vP DP

[⇡, PART, SPKR]
[ VP V DP[⇡] ] ] ] ) X: {⇡, PART, SPKR} ) a

While in both (6) and (7) the Probe agrees with a 1st person, they are morphologically distinct. This is the
result of Gluttony: in (6) the Probe agreed with two DPs while in (7) the Probe only agreed with one.
ApplP is a phase: To account for this optionality I propose that in Guaraní, ApplP is a phase and there
are syntactic agreement consequences of its phasehood (McGinnis 2001, Pylkkänen 2002, Citko 2014).
When the Probe in Guaraní searches its domain, it cannot see past the Appl phase head and thus DOs in
distransitives are not visible to the Probe. Consider (8) as a representation of (3d): a 3>3>1 configuration.
The Probe only agrees with the 3rd person subject, spelling out as the 3rd person subject marker o. Because
Appl is a phase, the DO is not visible to the Probe and therefore does not give rise to gluttony.

(8) [ XP X
[u⇡[uPART[uSPKR]]]

[ vP DP
[⇡]

[ ApplP IO[⇡] Appl
 

[ VP V DO[⇡, PART, SPKR] ] ] ] ] ) X:{⇡} ) o

In Guaraní there is optional object shift: if the DO moves over the IO, it may give rise to Gluttony because
the DO becomes visible to the Probe. In (3c), a 3>3>1 confufguration, the different structure in (9) gives
rise to inverse morphology because the Probe agrees both with the 3rd person subject and the 1st person DO
resulting in a gluttonous Probe and inverse morphology. Following Coon and Keine (2021), IOs bear only a
dummy ⇡ feature and thus cannot result in Gluttony as the Probe always agrees with the subject first which
will always also have a ⇡ feature.

(9) [ XP X
[u⇡[uPART[uSPKR]]]

[ vP DP
[⇡]

[ ApplP DO
[⇡, PART, SPKR]

IO[⇡] Appl
 

[ VP V DO ] ] ] ] ) X:{{⇡}, {⇡, PART, SPKR}} ) che

Implications: The inverse agreement pattern in Guaraní is the result of a single Probe agreeing with more
than one DP in its search space which happens only if a more-specified DP is c-commanded by a less-
specified DP and when there is no phase boundary between the Probe and the lowest DP. The reason that
the inverse is optional in ditransitves but not in monotransitives is because ditransitives contain an ApplP
which monotransitives do not. Nominal licensing plays no role in the current analysis and therefore this
analysis avoids many of the critical problems that those analyses face with the ditransitive data. Finally,
while Gluttony was originally proposed to explain the Person Case Constraint (PCC), the inverse/direct
pattern of agreement in Guaraní receives and elegant explanation using the same tools involved in the PCC.
Coon, J. and Keine, S. 2021. Feature Gluttony LI • Coon, J., Baier, N., Levin, T. 2021. Mayan Agent Focus and the ergative extraction constraint. Language • Citko, B. 2014. Phase theory
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A.R. 2021 Interaction, Satisfaction, and the PCC LI • Bejar, S. Rezac, M. 2009. Cyclic Agree LI • Chomsky, N. 2001. Derivation by Phase. Ken Hale: a life in language • McGinnis, M. 2001.
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�Ʃƣ �ƞƶơǀƶǀƾ ƺƤ �ƫƺǂƞ �ƺƹƣ ᅬ �ƞƹƫƣƶ �ƞƽƟƺǀƽ ᅬ �ǀƣƣƹ �ƞƽǄ �ƹƫǁƣƽƾƫƿǄ ƺƤ �ƺƹƢƺƹ

�ƫƺǂƞᄕ ƞƹ ƣƹƢƞƹƨƣƽƣƢ �ƫƺǂƞᅟ�ƞƹƺƞƹ ƶƞƹƨǀƞƨƣ ƺƤ �ƴƶƞƩƺƸƞᄕ ƻƽƣƾƣƹƿƾ ƿƩƽƣƣ Ƣƫƾƿƫƹơƿ ƾǀƽƤƞơƣ ƿƺƹƣƾᄕ
ƩƫƨƩᄕ Ƥƞƶƶƫƹƨᄕ ƞƹƢ ƶƺǂᄕ ƞƾ ƫƶƶǀƾƿƽƞƿƣƢ ƟǄ ƿƩƣ ƸƫƹƫƸƞƶ ƿƽƫƻƶƣƾ ƫƹ ᄬᇳᄭᄘ

ᄬᇳᄭ ǃƵ ሉؚئ�ᄙሉ؟أ� ƨ মͬࡴ ᅵƨƣƿᄙأؠᅷ Ǿ� ࡴ ᅵƩƣƽƣᅷ
ǄƵ ᅵƞǂƞƴƣƹᄙأؠᅷ ƨ ͬࡴ ᅵƨƺ ƨƣƿᄙأؠᅷ ǿ� ࡴ ሉؗب�ᄙሇؚئ�ᄙሉؚئ�
ǂƵ ؕؔ؛ ƨ ফͬࡴ ᅵǄƣƾᅷ ǽ� ࡴ ᅵǂƩƣƹᄙؘؠؔئᅷ

�ƫƿƿƶƣ ƫƾ ƴƹƺǂƹ ƺƤ ƿƺƹƣ ƫƹ �ƞƹƺƞƹᄕ Ɵǀƿ ƫƿƾ ƨƽƞƸƸƞƿƫơƞƶ ƽƺƶƣ ƫƹ �ƫƺǂƞ ƫƾ ǀƹơƩƞƽƞơƿƣƽƫƾƿƫơƞƶƶǄ ơƺƸƻƶƣǃ
Ƥƺƽ ƞƹ ƫƹƢƫƨƣƹƺǀƾ ƶƞƹƨǀƞƨƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ��ᄙ 
ƺƽ ƣǃƞƸƻƶƣᄕ ƫƿ Ƣƣƽƫǁƣƾ ƫƹƿƣƽƽƺƨƞƿƫǁƣƾ ƤƽƺƸ ƫƹƢƣƧƬƹƫƿƣƾ ᄬᇴᅟƶƣƤƿᄭᄕ
Ʃƞƾ ƞ ơƺƸƻƶƣǃ ƢƫƾƿƽƫƟǀƿƫƺƹ ƞơƽƺƾƾ ƿƩƣ ƻƽƫƹơƫƻƞƶ ƻƞƽƿƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ǁƣƽƟ ᄬƾƣƣ Ƥƞƶƶƫƹƨ ƿƺƹƣƾ ƫƹ ᄬᇴᅟƽƫƨƩƿᄭᄭᄕ ƞƹƢ
ƣƹơƺƢƣƾ ƞƽƨǀƸƣƹƿ ƫƹƤƺƽƸƞƿƫƺƹ ƫƹ ƞƨƽƣƣƸƣƹƿ ƻƽƣƧƬǃƣƾᄕ ƟƺƿƩ ǁƫƞ ƸƫƹƫƸƞƶ ƿƽƫƻƶƣƾ ƫƹ ƿƩƣ ƻƽƣƧƬǃ ƫƿƾƣƶƤ
ᄬᇵᅟƶƣƤƿᄭ ƺƽ ǁƫƞ ƩƫƨƩᄧƶƺǂ ƞƶƿƣƽƹƞƿƫƺƹƾ ᄬǀƹƢƣƽƶƫƹƣƢᄭ ƺƹ ƿƩƣ ƾǀƟƾƣƼǀƣƹƿ ǁƣƽƟ ᄬᇵᅟƽƫƨƩƿᄭᄘ

ᄬᇴᄭ ƨǃࡴƻǿƳ
ƾƺƸƣƺƹƣ

ƨ মͬƵơǾ
ƾƺƸƣƿƩƫƹƨ

ƨǃƧࡐǃ
ƾƺƸƣǂƩƣƽƣ

ƨǄࡴƻǿƳ
ǂƩƺᄙؤ

ƨ ͬƵơǾ
ǂƩƞƿᄙؤ

ƨǄࡴƧࡐǃ
ǂƩƣƽƣᄙؤ

ؘؚء ؗآؠᄙؙأ أؠᄙؙأ أؠᄙؙأؠ
ǃ� ࡴᄵƴ ͬࡴ ǃ� ࡴᄵƻᅍ মͬࡴ ǃ� ࡴ ǃ� ࡴᄵǀȶࡴ ᅵơƺƸƣᅷ
ƨǾࡴƟᄵ ͬࡴ ƨǾࡴƟǾᄵƻ ফͬࡴ ƨǾࡴƟǾ ƨǿࡴƟᄵȴࡴ ᅵƟƽƫƹƨ ƫƹᅷ
মͬ� ࡴᄵƴ ͬࡴ মͬ� ࡴᄵƻ ফͬࡴ ͬ� ࡴ ͬ� ࡴᄵǀȴࡴ ᅵƨƫǁƣᅷ
ƺɳࡴᄵǀ ͬࡴ ƺɴࡴᄵƻᅍ ফͬࡴ ƺɴࡴ ƺɴࡴᄵǀȴࡴ ᅵƢƣƾơƣƹƢᅷ

ᄬᇵᄭ Ƨࡐǂ
ሇؚئ�ᄙሉؚئ�
Ƨࡐǃ
ሇؚئ�ᄙለؚئ�ᄙሉؚئ�
ƧࡐǄࡴ
ሉؘأؠ�ᄙሇؚئ�ᄙሉ؟أ�

ǂ
ሇؚئ�
ǃ
ሉؚئ�ᄙሉؚئ�
Ǆࡴ
ሉؘأؠ�ᄙሇؚئ�ᄙሉؚئ�

ƧࡐǃᄵƟɳ� ࡴƻ মͬࡴ
ሇؚئ�ᄙለؚئ�ᄙሉؚئ�ᅟƾƣƣᄙؗآؠ
ƧࡐǃᄵƟɲ� ࡴƻ ফͬࡴ
ሉؘأؠ�ᄙሉ؟أ�ᅟƾƣƣᄙؗآؠ

ƴǾƵᄵƧʾࡴƧʿࡴ
ለؗب�ᄙሉؗب�ᅟƩƫƿᄙؘؚء
ƴǾƵᄵƧʽࡴƧʽࡴ
ለؗب�ᄙሉةء�ᅟƩƫƿᄙؘؚء

�Ʃƫƾ ƻƞƻƣƽ ƻƽƣƾƣƹƿƾ ƞ ƩƫƨƩᅟƶƣǁƣƶᄕ ƿƩƣƺƽǄᅟƹƣǀƿƽƞƶ ƞơơƺǀƹƿ ƺƤ �ƫƺǂƞ ƿƺƹƣ ƨƽƞƸƸƞƽᄙ 
ƫƽƾƿᄕ  ƻƽƣƾƣƹƿ ƿƩƣ
ƻƽƺơƣƾƾƣƾ ƿƩƞƿ ƞơơƺǀƹƿ Ƥƺƽ ƿƩƣ ƿƺƹƣ ơƺƹƿƺǀƽƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ǁƞƾƿ Ɵǀƶƴ ƺƤ ƻƩƺƹƺƶƺƨƫơƞƶ ǂƺƽƢƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƶƞƹƨǀƞƨƣᄕ
ƻƺƾƫƿƫƹƨ ƿǂƺ ǀƹƢƣƽƶǄƫƹƨ ƿƺƹƣ Ƹƞƽƴƣƽƾ ƞƹƢ ƿǂƺ ƻƽƺơƣƾƾƣƾ ƺƤ ƿƺƹƣ ƞƾƾƫƨƹƸƣƹƿᄙ �ƣơƺƹƢᄕ  ƞơơƺǀƹƿ Ƥƺƽ
ƾǄƾƿƣƸƞƿƫơ ƣǃơƣƻƿƫƺƹƾ ǁƫƞ ƺƻƣƽƞƿƫƺƹƾ ƺƹ ǀƹƢƣƽƶǄƫƹƨ Ƹƞƽƴƣƽƾ ƿƽƫƨƨƣƽƣƢ ƫƹ ƾƻƣơƫƧƬơ ơƺƹƿƣǃƿƾᄙ

�Ʃƣ ơƺƽƽƣƾƻƺƹƢƣƹơƣ Ɵƣƿǂƣƣƹ ƶƣǃƫơƞƶ ƫƿƣƸƾ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣƫƽ ƾǀƽƤƞơƣ ƿƺƹƣƾ ƫƾ ƹƺƿ ƺƹƣᅟƿƺᅟƺƹƣᄙ ƹ ƫƾƺƶƞƿƫƺƹ
ǃࡴ ᅵƿƽƣƣƾᅷᄕ Ǿࡴ ᅵƾƣƣƢƾᅷᄕ ƞƹƢ ȵࡴ ᅵơƩƫƶƢᅷ ƞƽƣ ƞƶƶ ƩƫƨƩᄙ �ƺǂƣǁƣƽᄕ ơƺƸƻƺǀƹƢƣƢ ǂƫƿƩ ƨǾ� ࡴ ᅵǂƫƿƩƺǀƿᅷᄕ ƿƩƽƣƣ ơƺƹƿƺǀƽƾ
ƣƸƣƽƨƣ ᄬ��ᄕ ��ᄕ ��ᄭ ᄬᇶᅟƶƣƤƿᄭᄙ � ƸƫƹƫƸƞƶ ƿƽƫƻƶƣ ƫƾ ƨƫǁƣƹ ƫƹ ᄬᇶᅟƽƫƨƩƿᄭᄘ

ᄬᇶᄭ ǃࡴᄵƨǽ� ࡴ
ƿƽƣƣƶƣƾƾ

ǾࡴᄵƨǾ� ࡴ
ƾƣƣƢƶƣƾƾ

ȴࡴᄵƨǾ� ࡴ
ơƩƫƶƢƶƣƾƾ

Ʋࡄ মͬࡴᄵƨǽ� ࡴ
ƾƩƺǀƶƢƣƽƶƣƾƾ

Ʋࡄ মͬࡴᄵƨǾ� ࡴ
Ɵƶƞƹƴƣƿƶƣƾƾ

Ʋࡄ ফͬࡴᄵƨǾ� ࡴ
ƿƽƺǀƾƣƽƶƣƾƾ

�Ʃƣ ƽƫƨƩƿǂƞƽƢ ƶƺǂƣƽƫƹƨ ƫƹ ᅵƿƽƣƣƶƣƾƾᅷ ƞƦƤƣơƿƾ ƞƶƶ ƿƺƹƣƾ ƿƩƞƿ Ƥƺƶƶƺǂ ƫƿᄙ ƹ ᄬᇷᅟƶƣƤƿᄭᄕ ƞƶƶᅟƩƫƨƩ ƲࡄɳƷᄵơ মͬࡴᄵƻᅍ মͬࡴ ᅵǂƫƶƶ
Ʃƞǁƣ ƞơƩƣᅷ ƟƣơƺƸƣƾ ƞƶƶ ƶƺǂ Ƥƺƶƶƺǂƫƹƨ মͬƳƻƨɳ�  ᅵƩƣƞƢᅷᄙ �ƺƽƣƺǁƣƽᄕ ƶƺǂƣƽƫƹƨ ơƞƹ ƾƿƞƽƿ ƸƫƢǂƺƽƢ ᄬᇷᅟƽƫƨƩƿᄭᄙ

ᄬᇷᄭ মͬƳƻࡄɳ� ᄵƲࡄɲƷᄵơ ফͬࡴᄵƻᅍ ফͬࡴ
ƩƣƞƢᅟƫƶƶᅟƟƣᅟؗآؠ
ᅵƞƻƻƞƽƣƹƿƶǄ Ʃƞǁƣ ƩƣƞƢƞơƩƣᅷ

ƲࡄɳƷᄵ মͬƴơǃᄵơ ফͬࡴᄵƻᅍ ফͬࡴ
ƫƶƶᅟƸƞƴƣᄙؘؗإاᄙةءᅟƟƣᅟؗآؠ
ᅵǂƫƶƶ ƾǀƦƤƣƽ ƫƶƶƹƣƾƾᅷ

ǁɳ� ࡴᄵƲࡄɳƷᄵ মͬƴơǾᄵƻᅍ ফͬࡴ
ƿƺƺƿƩᅟƫƶƶᅟƸƞƴƣᄙؘؗإاᅟؗآؠ
ᅵǂƫƶƶ Ʃƞǁƣ ƿƺƺƿƩƞơƩƣᅷ

�Ǆ ơƺƹƿƽƞƾƿᄕ ƿƩƣ ƶƺǂƣƽƫƹƨ ƫƹǁƺƶǁƣƢ ƫƹ ᅵơƩƫƶƢƶƣƾƾᅷ ƞƦƤƣơƿƾ ƺƹƶǄ ƾƻƣơƫƧƬơ ƶƣǃƫơƞƶ ƫƿƣƸƾ ƞƹƢ ƺƹƶǄ ǂƩƣƹ ƿƩƣǄ
ƞƽƣ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ ƶƣƤƿ ƣƢƨƣ ƺƤ ƻƺƶǄƾǄƶƶƞƟƶƣƾᄘ ȵࡴ ᅵơƩƫƶƢᅷ Ƣƺƣƾ ƹƺƿ ƶƺǂƣƽ ƫƹ ƷɳࡴᄵȵࡴᄵᄂƨǾ� ࡴᄃ ᅵᄬǂƫƿƩƺǀƿᄭ Ɵƣƞǁƣƽ ƴƫƿᅷᄙ

�ƺ ơƞƻƿǀƽƣ ƿƩƣƾƣ ƣƦƤƣơƿƾᄕ  ƻƽƺƻƺƾƣ ƿƩƞƿ ƿƩƣ ƾƿƺƽƣƢ ƽƣƻƽƣƾƣƹƿƞƿƫƺƹ ƺƤ �ƫƺǂƞ ƶƣǃƣƸƣƾ ƫƹơƶǀƢƣƾ ƿǂƺ
ƞǀƿƺƾƣƨƸƣƹƿƞƶƸƞƽƴƣƽƾᄕ ƹƺƿƞƿƣƢ ॴ ƞƹƢ ॵᄙ ᄬ�ƹƣ ơƞƹ ƿƩƫƹƴ ƺƤ ƿƩƣƾƣ ƞƾ ƥƷƺƞƿƫƹƨ ƿƺƹƣƾ ǂƫƿƩ ƾƻƣơƫƧƬơ ƞƾƾƺơƫᅟ
ƞƿƫƺƹ ƽǀƶƣƾᄕ ƺƽ ƞƾƸƣƿƽƫơƞƶ ƨƽƫƢ Ɵƽƞơƴƣƿƾᄕ ƺƽ ƞƾ Ƣƣǁƫơƣƾ ƤƽƺƸ ƺƿƩƣƽ ƿƩƣƺƽƫƣƾᄙᄭ �ƫƨƩ ƿƺƹƣ ƫƾ ƞƾƾƫƨƹƣƢ ƤƽƺƸ

ᇳ



ƿƩƣ ƶƣƤƿƸƺƾƿ ƶƣƤƿ Ƹƞƽƴ ॴ ƿƺ ƿƩƣ ƶƣƤƿƸƺƾƿ ƽƫƨƩƿ Ƹƞƽƴ ॵ ᄬƩƫƨƩƶƫƨƩƿƣƢ ƟǄ ƺǁƣƽƶƫƹƫƹƨ Ɵƣƶƺǂᄭᄖ ƶƺǂ ƫƾ ƞƾƾƫƨƹƣƢ
ƣƶƾƣǂƩƣƽƣᄙ ᄬ
ƺƽ ƶƣƨƫƟƫƶƫƿǄᄕ ॴ ƫƾ ƻƶƞơƣƢ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ ƾƿƞƽƿ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƾǄƶƶƞƟƶƣᄕ Ɵǀƿ ƺƹƾƣƿƾ ƞƽƣ ƫƽƽƣƶƣǁƞƹƿ ƿƺ ƿƺƹƣᄙᄭ

ᄬᇸᄭ ��ᄘ ॴƲࡄƶƷᄵॴơͬࡴᄵॴƻᅍͬࡴ ॴƲࡄƶƷᄵॴͬƴơƞॵᄵॴơͬࡴᄵॴƻᅍͬࡴ ॴͬƳƻࡄʍॵᄵॴƲࡄƶƷᄵॴͬƴơƞॵᄵॴơͬࡴᄵॴƻᅍͬࡴ ͬƵƺƶᄵॴƲࡄƶƷᄵॴơͬࡴ
��ᄘ ƲࡄɳƷᄵơ মͬࡴᄵƻᅍ মͬࡴ ƲࡄɳƷᄵ মͬƴơǃᄵơ ফͬࡴᄵƻᅍ ফͬࡴ মͬƳƻࡄɳ� ᄵƲࡄɲƷᄵ ফͬƴơǂᄵơ ফͬࡴᄵƻᅍ ফͬࡴ ফͬƵƺɲᄵॴƲࡄƶƷᄵॴơͬࡴ

�ƣǃƣƸƣƾ ǂƫƿƩƺǀƿ ǀƹƢƣƽƶǄƫƹƨ Ƹƞƽƴƣƽƾ ƽƣơƣƫǁƣ ƢƣƤƞǀƶƿ ॴ ƟƣƤƺƽƣ ƿƩƣ ƶƞƾƿ ᄬƽƫƨƩƿƸƺƾƿᄭ ƾǄƶƶƞƟƶƣᄘ

ᄬᇹᄭ ��ᄘ Ʃࡴ ƴͬࡴƺͬ ƴͬࡴƺͬᄵƩࡴ ƴͬࡴƺͬᄵƩࡴᄵƨȕࡴ
	Ƣƨƣᄘ ॴƩࡴ ƴͬࡴॴƺͬ ƴͬࡴƺͬᄵॴƩࡴ ƴͬࡴƺͬᄵƩࡴᄵॴƨȕࡴ
��ᄘ ȵࡴ ƴ ফͬࡴƺ মͬ ƴ ফͬࡴƺ ফͬᄵȵࡴ ƴ ফͬࡴƺ ফͬᄵȴࡴᄵƨǾ� ࡴ ᄴơƽƺǂᅟơƩƫƶƢᅟةإأᄵ

�Ʃƫƾ ƾƣƿ ǀƻ ƫƸƸƣƢƫƞƿƣƶǄ Ƣƣƽƫǁƣƾ ƩƫƨƩ ƿƺƹƣ ƾƻƽƣƞƢƫƹƨ ƤƽƺƸ ᅸƹƺƹƶƺǂƣƽƫƹƨ ƩƫƨƩƾᅺ ᄬॴƿᄭ ƿƺ ƶƣǃƣƸƣƾ
ƶƫƴƣ ᄬᇹᄭᄙ ᄬᇺᄭ ƾƩƺǂƾ ƿƩƞƿ ƻࡄɳ� ࡴ ᅵǂƞƿƣƽᅷ ƫƾ ƞ ƹƺƹƶƺǂƣƽƫƹƨ ƩƫƨƩ ᄬƫƿ Ƣƺƣƾ ƹƺƿ ƶƺǂƣƽ ƨǾ� ࡴ ᅵǂƫƿƩƺǀƿᅷᄭ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƞƿ ƫƿ
ƾƻƽƣƞƢƾ ƩƫƨƩ ƿƺƹƣ ƺƹƿƺ ƿƩƣ ǀƹƢƣƽƶǄƫƹƨ ƶƺǂƾ ƺƤ ᄬᇹᄭᄙ ᄬ�ƫƨƩƿ ƣƢƨƣ Ƹƞƽƴƫƹƨ ƺƸƫƿƿƣƢᄕ ƞƾ ƫƿ ƫƾ ƽƣƢǀƹƢƞƹƿᄙᄭ

ᄬᇺᄭ ��ᄘ ॴƻࡄʍࡴᄵॴƨȕࡴ ॴƻࡄʍࡴᄵƴͬࡴƺͬ ॴƻࡄʍࡴᄵƴͬࡴƺͬᄵƩࡴ ॴƻࡄʍࡴᄵƴͬࡴƺͬᄵƩࡴᄵƨȕࡴ
��ᄘ ƻࡄɳ� ࡴᄵƨǾ� ࡴ ƻࡄɳ� ࡴᄵƴ মͬࡴƺ মͬ ƻࡄɳ� ࡴᄵƴ মͬࡴƺ মͬᄵȵࡴ ƻࡄɳ� ࡴᄵƴ মͬࡴƺ মͬᄵȵࡴᄵƨǾ� ࡴ ᄴᅵǂƫƿƩƺǀƿ ơƺƽƸƺƽƞƹƿ Ǆƺǀƹƨᅷᄵ

�Ʃƣ ƾƣƿ ǀƻ ƞƶƾƺ ǄƫƣƶƢƾ ƞ ƽƣƻƽƣƾƣƹƿƞƿƫƺƹ ƺƤ Ƥƞƶƶƫƹƨ ƿƺƹƣᅭƞƾ ƞ ƽƩǄƸƣᅟƫƹƿƣƽƹƞƶ ॵᅭƿƩƞƿ ơƺƽƽƣơƿƶǄ Ƣƣƽƫǁƣƾ
ƿƩƞƿ Ƥƞƶƶƫƹƨ Ʃƞƾ ƿƩƣ ƾƞƸƣ ƽƫƨƩƿǂƞƽƢ ƣƦƤƣơƿ ƞƾ ƿƺƹƣᅟƶƺǂƣƽƣƽƾ ƶƫƴƣ ǃࡴ ᅵƿƽƣƣƾᅷᄙ �Ʃƣƽƣƞƾ Ʋᅍ মͬࡴ ᅵƟƞƹƴᅷ ᄬƹƺƹƶƺǂᅟ
ƣƽƫƹƨ ƩƫƨƩᄭ ƶƣƞǁƣƾ ơ মͬࡴƻᅍ মͬࡴ ᅵǂƫƶƶ Ɵƣᅷ ƩƫƨƩᄕ Ʋᅍ মͬࡴ ᅵơƺƶƢᅷ ᄬƿƺƹƣ ƶƺǂƣƽƣƽᄭ ƞƹƢ Ʋᅍ ͬࡴ ᅵơǀƿᅷ ƟƺƿƩ ƶƺǂƣƽ ƫƿᄘ

ᄬᇻᄭ ��ᄘ ॴƲᅍͬࡴᄵॴơͬࡴᄵॴƻᅍͬࡴ ॴƲᅍͬࡴॵᄵॴơͬࡴᄵॴƻᅍͬࡴ ॴƲᅍͬॵࡴᄵॴơͬࡴᄵॴƻᅍͬࡴ
��ᄘ Ʋᅍ মͬࡴᄵơ মͬࡴᄵƻᅍ মͬࡴ Ʋᅍ মͬࡴᄵơ ফͬࡴᄵƻᅍ ফͬࡴ Ʋᅍ ͬࡴᄵơ ফͬࡴᄵƻᅍ ফͬࡴ

�Ʃƣƻƽƺơƣƾƾƣƾ ƞƟƺǁƣ ƞơơƺǀƹƿ Ƥƺƽ ƿƩƣ ǁƞƾƿ Ɵǀƶƴ ƺƤ�ƫƺǂƞǂƺƽƢƾᄙ�ƺǂƣǁƣƽᄕ ƣǃơƣƻƿƫƺƹƾ ƞƽƣ ƹǀƸƣƽƺǀƾ
ᅭǄƣƿ ƾǄƾƿƣƸƞƿƫơᄙ 
ƫƽƾƿᄕ ƿƩƣƽƣ Ƹǀƾƿ Ɵƣ ƞ ƤǀƽƿƩƣƽ ǀƹƢƣƽƶǄƫƹƨ Ƹƞƽƴƣƽᄙ 	ǁƣƽǄƿƩƫƹƨ ƨƫǁƣƹ ƾƺ Ƥƞƽ ƣƹƾǀƽƣƾ
ƿƩƞƿ ǂƺƽƢƾ ƸƞǃƫƸƞƶƶǄ Ʃƞǁƣ ƺƹƣ ƻƣƞƴ ᄬƾƿƽƣƿơƩ ƺƤ ƩƫƨƩ ƿƺƹƣƾᄭᄙ �ǀƿ ᄬᇵᅟƶƣƤƿᄭ ƾƩƺǂƾ ƿƩƞƿ ƫƹƿƣƽƽƺƨƞƿƫǁƣƾ
ơƞƹ Ʃƞǁƣ ƿǂƺᄙ �ƣƻƣƞƿ ƻƣƞƴƾ ƞƽƣ Ƹƺƾƿ ƤƽƣƼǀƣƹƿ ƫƹ ƾǄƹơƩƽƺƹƫơƞƶƶǄ ǀƹƢƣơƺƸƻƺƾƞƟƶƣ ƞƹƫƸƞƶ ƹƞƸƣƾᄙ 
ƺƽ
ơǀƽƽƣƹƿ ƻǀƽƻƺƾƣƾᄕ  ƻƺƾƫƿ ॷᄕ ǂƩƫơƩ ƣƹƢƾ ƞ ƻƣƞƴ Ɵǀƿᄕ ǀƹƶƫƴƣ ॵᄕ Ƣƺƣƾ ƹƺƿ Ɵƽƫƹƨ ƿƩƣ ƽƫƨƩƿǂƞƽƢƾ ƾƣƞƽơƩ Ƥƺƽ
ƺƿƩƣƽ ॴᅷƾ ƿƺ ƞ Ʃƞƶƿᄙ �ƺƾƾƫƟƶǄ ƽƣƥƷƣơƿƫƹƨ ƢƫƞơƩƽƺƹǄᄕ ƿƩƣƾƣ Ƹƞƽƴƾ ƞƽƣ ƺƹƶǄ ƣǁƣƽ ƶƣǃƣƸƣ ƫƹƿƣƽƹƞƶᄙ

ᄬᇳᇲᄭ ��ᄘ ॴƨͬƵॴơƢ ॴƨͬॷƵॴơƢ ƢƴॴƨƞॷࡴॴƴƢॵ ƢƴॴƨƞॷࡴॴƴƢॵᄵॴƲࡄʍࡴƧࡐƞ
��ᄘ ƨ মͬƵơǾ ƨ ͬƵơǾ ᄴƾƺƸƣƿƩƫƹƨᄙؤᄵ ǽƴƨǄࡴƴǾ ǽƴƨǄࡴƴǾᄵƲࡄɲ� ࡴƧࡐǂ ᄴƞƹƿᅟƟƶƞơƴᄵ

�ƿƩƣƽ ƣǃơƣƻƿƫƺƹƾ ƞƽƣ ƸƺƢƣƶƶƣƢ ǁƫƞ Ƣƣƶƣƿƫƺƹ ƺƤ ॴ ƞƹƢ ॵᄙ 
ƺƽ ƫƹƾƿƞƹơƣᄕ ƷǾƵ ƫƾ ƞ ƿƺƹƣᅟƶƺǂƣƽƣƽ ᄬƣᄙƨᄙᄕ
ƷǾƵᄵƻ ফͬࡴ ᅵƟǀƿơƩƣƽᅟؗآؠᅷᄭ Ɵǀƿ ƿƩƣ ƫƸƻƣƽƤƣơƿƫǁƣ ƣǁƫƢƣƹƿƫƞƶ ᄬƞƸƺƹƨƾƿ ƺƿƩƣƽ ƸƺƽƻƩƣƸƣƾᄭ ƽƣƾƫƾƿƾ ƶƺǂƣƽƫƹƨ
ᄬƷǾƵᄵǿࡴ ኝ ƷǾ� ࡴƵǿࡴᄕ ƹƺƿ ᅚƷǾ� ࡴƵǽࡴᄭᄙ �Ʃƣ ƻƽƺơƣƾƾ ơƞƹ ƟƣƸƺƢƣƶƶƣƢ ƟǄ Ƣƣƶƣƿƫƺƹ ƺƤ ॵ ƻƽƣơƣƢƫƹƨ ᄘؗةᄙؘؙأؠ ॴƷƢƵॵ
!→ ॴƷƢƵᄙ �Ʃƫƾ ƽƣƾƫƾƿƞƹơƣ Ƣƺƣƾ ƹƺƿ ƞƻƻƶǄ Ƥƞƶƶƫƹƨ ƿƺƹƣ ᄬƣᄙƨᄙᄕ ƨǄࡴᄵǀȶࡴ ኝ ƨǄࡴǀȴࡴ ᅵƽƞƫƾƣᅟؙأؠᄙؘؗةᅷᄭᄙ �ƣƨƞƿƫƺƹ ƫƾ
Ƹƺƽƣ ƽƣƾƫƾƿƞƹƿᄕ ƿƩƺǀƨƩᄕ ƿƽƫƨƨƣƽƫƹƨ ॴᅟƢƣƶƣƿƫƺƹ ƹƺƿ ƺƹƶǄ ƞƿ ƿƩƣ ƽƫƨƩƿ ƣƢƨƣᄕ Ɵǀƿ ƞƹǄǂƩƣƽƣ ƫƹ ƿƩƣ ƻƽƣơƣƢƫƹƨ
ƾǄƶƶƞƟƶƣ ᄬƣᄙƨᄙᄕ ॴƨƞॵࡴ !→ ॴƨƞࡴᄭᄕ ƽƣƾǀƶƿƫƹƨ ƫƹ Ƥƞƶƶƫƹƨ ƿƺƹƣƾ ƟƣơƺƸƫƹƨƩƫƨƩ ᄬƣᄙƨᄙᄕƨǄࡴᄵƧʿࡴኝƨǃࡴƧʿࡴᄕ ƹƺƿ ᅚƨǄࡴƧʽࡴᄭᄙ
� ơƞƾƣ ƺƤ ॴᅟƢƣƶƣƿƫƺƹ ƞƽƫƾƣƾ ƫƹ ƞ ƾƻƣơƫƧƬơ ƾǄƹƿƞƨƸƞƿƫơ ᄬƽƞƿƩƣƽ ƿƩƞƹƸƺƽƻƩƺƻƩƺƹƺƶƺƨƫơƞƶᄭ ơƺƹƧƬƨǀƽƞƿƫƺƹᄘ
ƞ ƹƺƹƶƺǂƣƽƫƹƨ ƩƫƨƩ ƫƾ ƶƺǂƣƽƣƢǂƩƣƹ ƫƿ ƫƾ ƿƩƣƸƫƢƢƶƣ ƺƤ ƿƩƽƣƣ ƾǄƶƶƞƟƶƣƾᄕ ƿƩƣ ƧƬƽƾƿ ƺƤ ǂƩƫơƩ ƫƾ ƶƺǂᄙ 	ᄙƨᄙᄕ মͬƴ
ᅵƸƞƴƣᅷ ƫƾ ƞ ƹƺƹƶƺǂƣƽƫƹƨ ƩƫƨƩ ᄬॴ মͬƴᄵॴƲᅍȵࡴ ᅵƸƞƴƣƽᅷᄭ ƞƹƢ ƻɳࡴ ᅵƩƺǀƾƣᅷ ƫƾ ǀƹƢƣƽƶǄƫƹƨƶǄ ƶƺǂ ᄬƻɲࡴᄵॴƨǾ� ࡴ ᅵƩƺǀƾƣƶƣƾƾᅷᄭᄙ
�ƣƿ ᅵƩƺǀƾƣƟǀƫƶƢƣƽᅷ ƫƾ ƹƺƿ ᅚƻɲࡴᄵ মͬƴᄵƲᅍȵࡴ ᄬ�ॴ�ॴ�ᄭᄕ Ɵǀƿ ƻɲࡴᄵ ফͬƴᄵƲᅍȵࡴ ᄬ��ॴ�ᄭ ǂƫƿƩ ƿƩƣ ॴ ƺƤ ͬƴ ƢƣƶƣƿƣƢᄙ

�Ʃƣƾƣ ƣǃƞƸƻƶƣƾ ƫƶƶǀƾƿƽƞƿƣ ƿƩƣ Ƥƞƾơƫƹƞƿƫƹƨ ƫƹƿƽƫơƞơǄ ƺƤ �ƫƺǂƞ ƿƺƹƣ ƨƽƞƸƸƞƽᄙ �Ʃƣ Ƥǀƶƶ ƻƞƻƣƽ ǂƫƶƶ
ƞƶƾƺ ƾƩƺǂ Ʃƺǂ Ƥƞƶƶƫƹƨ ƿƺƹƣ ƫƾ ƢƫƾƿƽƫƟǀƿƣƢ ƞƸƺƹƨƾƿ ƻƽƫƹơƫƻƶƣ ƻƞƽƿƾ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ǁƣƽƟ ᄬƾǀƨƨƣƾƿƫƹƨ ƿƩƞƿ ॵ ơƞƹ
ƸƣƿƞƿƩƣƾƫƾƣ ǂƫƿƩ ƿƩƣ ƧƬƹƞƶ Ƹƺƽƞ ƺƤ ƿƩƣ ƽƺƺƿᄭᄕ ƿƩƞƿ ƿƺƹƣ ƞƾƾƫƨƹƸƣƹƿ ơƞƹ ƻƽƣơƣƢƣ ƾǀƦƧƬǃƞƿƫƺƹ ƺƽ ƿƩƣ
ƽƣǁƣƽƾƣ ᄬƾǀƨƨƣƾƿƫƹƨ ƣǃƫƾƿƣƹơƣ ƺƤ ƞƦƧƬǃ ƶƣǁƣƶƾ ƫƹ �ƫƺǂƞᄭᄕ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƞƿ ƽƺƺƿ ƿƺƹƣ ƾƺƸƣƿƫƸƣƾ ƾƻƽƣƞƢƾ ƺƹƿƺ
ƞƦƧƬǃƣƾ ƺƹƶǄ ǀƹƢƣƽ ƽƞƿƩƣƽ ƣǃƿƽƞƺƽƢƫƹƞƽǄ ơƺƹƢƫƿƫƺƹƾ ᄬƣᄙƨᄙᄕ ƺƹƶǄ ƫƤ ƿƩƣ ƽƺƺƿ ƣƹƢƾ ƞƹƢ ƿƩƣ ƞƦƧƬǃ Ɵƣƨƫƹƾ ǂƫƿƩ
Ʋᄕ Ʒᄕ ƺƽ ƻᄖ Ʃƣƹơƣᄕ ƲᅍɳƷᄵƲࡐǃ ᅵƸƺǀƹƿƞƫƹᅟؖآ؟ᅷ ƾƻƽƣƞƢƾ ƩƫƨƩ ƺƹƿƺ Ʋࡐƞᄕ Ɵǀƿ মͬƳᄵƲࡐǂ ᅵƩƞƫƽᅟؖآ؟ᅷ Ƣƺƣƾ ƹƺƿᄭᄙ

ᇴ



Tonal upstep and downstep in San Juan Piñas Mixtec (Tò’ōn Ndā’ví) 
Claudia Duarte-Bórquez, Claudia Juárez Chávez & Gabriela Caballero 

 

Introduction. While downstep, a phenomenon where a contrastive lowering in pitch resets the register of 
following tones, is a widely attested phenomenon in tonal systems, tonal upstep is unusual typologically 
(Snider 1990). Both phenomena raise questions concerning the phonological representation of register 
effects, with analytical alternatives ranging from phonetic pitch-implementation rules, to floating tones, to 
inclusion of a separate register tier (Snider 1988, Truckenbrodt 2002, Paster & Kim 2011). Drawing on 
original data, in this talk we make an empirical contribution by providing the first detailed description of 
register effects in the tone system of  San Juan Piñas Mixtec (Tò’ōn Ndā’ví; henceforth SJPM), a 
previously undocumented Oto-Manguean language spoken in Oaxaca and diaspora communities in 
Mexico and the US. SJPM provides a particularly interesting case for the typological, theoretical and 
areal understanding of tone systems given that its exhibits several rare properties: (i) it possesses a 
contrast between underlyingly specified M-toned tone-bearing units (TBUs) and underlyingly toneless /Ø/ 
TBUs; (ii) it exhibits upstep; and (iii) it features downstep in lexically-conditioned tone sandhi contexts 
that interacts with upstep. We provide an analysis of the lexical tonal system of SJPM based on Register 
Tier Theory (RTT) (Snider 1999), and argue that the tonal system of SJPM is best described with three 
underlying tonal primitives (H, L and M tones) and register features independent of tone. We compare 
this analysis with an alternative deriving register effects from tonal interactions. 
 

Preliminaries. We posit the TBU in SJPM is the mora and that the minimal word/root template is 
bimoraic. Following the analysis of other Mixtec varieties (Ixpantepec Nieves (Carroll 2015), Ixtayutla 
(Penner 2019) and Alcozauca (Uchihara & Mendoza 2021)), we argue the bimoraic root template in 
SJPM equals a metrical foot, the domain of various phonological processes and static phonological 
constraints. We propose a lexical tonal inventory that includes three level specified tones (/H, M, L/), 
which may either surface as level tones [H, M, L] or as rising tones [LM, LH] depending on the 
association patterns of these tones. Other surface tonal patterns include grammatically derived contour 
tones, downstep, and upstep. SJPM exhibits a greater tonal density than other Mixtec varieties, with 16 
lexical tone patterns in bimoraic, monomorphemic roots (whether monosyllabic or disyllabic); several 
representative examples are provided in (1). (In this abstract, H = 5, M = 3, L = 1.)   
(1)  a.  H    ĩ5ĩ5 'hail'  d. M.H     ĩ3ĩ5     ‘peel’ g. LM.M  ti13na3      ‘dog’   

b.  M       ĩ3ĩ3 'one'  e. M.LH   ĩ3ĩ15     ‘skin’ h. LM.H   ʃa13ni5   ‘dream’ 
c.  L    ĩ1ĩ1 'nine'   f. H.M      ʃi5ka3     ‘far’   i.  H.L      ⁿdi5ka¹   ‘wide’ 
 

Metrical feet are aligned at the right edge of the prosodic word (PrWd), a constituent that may contain 
additional moras preceding the foot. Pronominal enclitics may adjoin to the prosodic word (PrWd1), 
forming a recursive prosodic word (PrWd2), [ki³(ko¹to¹)Ft]PrWd1=ɲa5]PrWd2 ‘She will visit.’ 
 

Lexically-conditioned tone sandhi. Mixtec tone systems display significant diversity and complexity, 
featuring elaborate tone sandhi phenomena (Pike 1944, Josserand 1983). In SJPM, some morphemes bear 
floating H and L tones that trigger sandhi. For instance, consider the tone patterns of M-toned roots with 
floating L: while not detectable in isolation, a L tone may surface on its sponsor morpheme (2a) or a 
following TBU (3a) when followed by an enclitic or another word. This is an instance of lexically-
conditioned tone sandhi: presence or absence of a floating tone is not otherwise predictable. 

(2) Base                       Sandhi context 1     Sandhi context 2 
a.  /ML/    i3ta3    ‘flower’      M.ML=H  i3ta31=ndo5 ‘your flower’   M.ML H.M i3ta31  ka5ʔno3 ‘big flower’ 
b.  /M/     le3so3  ‘rabbit’       M.M=H    le3so3=ndo5 ‘your rabbit’     M.M H.M    le3so3 ka5ʔno3 ‘big rabbit’ 

(3) Base 
a.  /ML/    i3ta3    ‘flower’      M.M=L     i3ta3=ra1     ‘his flower’    
b.  /M/     le3so3  ‘rabbit’       M.M=M    le3so3=ra3   ‘his rabbit’      
We argue that tonal processes attested in the stem-enclitic domain (including, but not limited to, floating L 
tone association) provide arguments for tonal (under)specification in SJPM, showing an asymmetry 
between specified (=ndo5 ‘2pl’, =va3 ‘emphatic’) and unspecified (=ra ‘3sg+m’) enclitics in terms of their 



behavior in different sandhi contexts, (2a) vs. (2b). In the absence of a floating tone docking, we propose 
that underlyingly toneless TBUs are realized as [M] through a process of default M-tone insertion.  
 

Register effects. Floating L tone may also condition downstep, e.g., M-toned stems with and without L 
floating tones, indistinguishable in isolation, are distinguished when attaching M-toned enclitics: floating 
L conditions that the enclitic M tone is realized at a lower pitch level than the stem M tone, (4b-c).  
(4) a.  /M/       le3so3       ‘rabbit’        /M=M/    [M.M=M] le3so3=va3 ‘rabbit!’ 
      b.  /ML/      i³ta³       ‘flower’ /ML=M/   [M.M=↓M]  i³ʰta³=va↓2  ‘flower!’ 
      c.  /ML/      ɲa³ʔmi³     ‘sweet potato’  /ML=M/   [M.M=↓M]   ɲa³ʔmi³=va↓2  ‘sweet potato!’ 
 

SJPM also exhibits upstep: an extra-high tone surfaces in limited phonological contexts, namely after H 
tones. While its distribution is phonologically predictable, extra-high tones result in phonemically 
contrastive melodies, (5a) vs. (5b) and (5c) vs. (5d). 
(5) a. [H.H]     ĩ5ĩ5       ‘hail’          b.  [H.↑H] le5e↑6 ‘baby’ 
      c. [H.H]    ɲo5tʃi5 ‘beautiful’ d.  [H.↑H] ti5ku↑6 ‘needle’    
 

As in most other languages with upstep (e.g., Krachi (Guang; Ghana)) (Snider 1990), instances of upstep 
in SJPM are immediately followed by a lowering of the register (downstep in the case of SJPM), (6). 
(6) a. [H.↑H=↓H]  le5e↑6=ɲa↓4    ‘her baby’ b. [H.↑H=↓H]   ti5ku↑6=ɲa↓4  ‘her needle’ 
 

Upstep in SJPM is also attested as the result of alternations: present tense is encoded by a grammatical 
floating H tone that docks to the first TBU of the morpheme within its (syntactic) scope, overwriting the 
lexical tone of that TBU (7). In the case of morphemes bearing a floating L tone, there is rightward 
spreading of H tone after the grammatical H tone docks, yielding the context for upstep, (7c). 
(7) a.  /L/ kã¹ʔã¹ ‘speak’  [H.L]     kã5ʔã¹     ‘speaking’   
      b. /M/ ndi3ko3 ‘grind’    [H.M]       ndi5ko3   ‘grinding’  
      c. /ML/ ka3ki3  ‘put’  [H.↑H]     ka5ki↑6    ‘putting’ 
Finally, while upstep appears to be restricted to the prosodic word, evidence that downstep is unbounded 
comes from the fact that all following tones in the utterance are realized within a lower register, (8). 
 

(8) [ti5   le3so3  ʃi5ni↑6=ti4   ti4   sa2a2] 
/tiH   leMsoM  ʃiHniM+L=tiH   tiH   saMaM/ 
CL.3SG.ZOO rabbit see.PRS=3SG.ZOO CL.3SG.ZOO bird 
‘The rabbit sees the bird’  
 

Analysis. Register Tier Theory (RTT) (Snider 1999, 2020) elaborates on Autosegmental Phonology by 
decomposing tone into two main tiers: a tonal tier (H, L), and a register tier (h, l). Register features 
encode that an associated TBU(s) be realized within a pitch register higher (h) or lower (l) than the 
preceding register setting. We propose that the SJPM tone system can be analyzed with five feature 
values: three tones (H, L and M) and that upstep and downstep result from two additional phonological 
primitives, a h and l register features. H, L and M morphemes are specified for the tonal features H, L and 
M, respectively, and toneless morphemes are underspecified for tone. We analyze SJPM morphemes 
triggering lexically-conditioned downstep as bearing a floating L tone with an associated l register 
feature. In order to account for upstep, we adopt Snider’s (1988) analysis of Acatlán Mixtec, where 
upstep is attested when there are sequences of two TBU’s, each of which is associated with separate, 
though identical H tones and identical h features, in both underlying and derived contexts. Upstep results 
from the second h register feature indicating that the register is changed to the next register higher. In 
contrast to Acatlán, this configuration in SJPM is only attested when the two h’s precede a l in the register 
tier, which we attribute to a post-lexical rule inserting a h register feature before a l. No upstep is attested 
in other contexts with sequences of H tones. There is no need to posit a fourth phonemic tone in SJPM.   
 

Conclusion. The SJPM case is relevant for our understanding of the Mixtec tonal landscape: while tonal 
upstep is attested in other varieties of Mixtec (Acatlán (Pike & Wistrand 1947, Snider 1988), Peñoles 
(Daly & Hyman 2007)), upstep in these varieties is unbounded and not accompanied by downstep, in 
contrast to tonal upstep in SJPM. This talk concludes by discussing the implications of the description and 
analysis of tone in SJPM to the development of resources for language reclamation. 



Headless relative clauses in Mam 
Noah Elkins & Colin Brown | University of California, Los Angeles 

 
This paper provides an investigation of the morphosyntax and semantics of headless relative clauses 
(HRCs) in Mam (ISO: mam, Mayan; Todos Santos dialect), a VSO, ergative language of Guatemala, 
based on novel fieldwork. HRCs are defined as embedded clauses which contain a gap, lack an external 
nominal head, and share a distribution and interpretation with nominal phrases (DPs) or adpositional 
phrases (PPs) (Caponigro 2020, and references therein). The example in (1) shows a HRC introduced by a 
wh-expression (free relative); here al ‘who’ functions as an argument of the matrix predicate ‘see’. 
(1) Ø-Ø-Ok n-che’ya [al e-Ø-tz laq’oo-n  t-e k’um]. 

com-b2/3s-dir a1s-see.ds   [who com-b2/3s-dir buy-ap  a3s-prep güicoy] 
‘I saw who bought the güicoy.’ 

 
The literature on relative clauses identifies three subtypes of free relatives (FR), those HRCs 

introduced by a wh-expression: “maximal”, “existential”, and “free-choice” (Caponigro 2020), all of 
which are attested in Mam. One that is maximal satisfies the properties of definiteness: it can be replaced 
and paraphrased by a definite DP or by a PP with a definite DP as its complement; referentiality: it refers 
to an individual; and maximality: it refers to the largest (‘maximal’) individual of a set of individuals. (1) 
above is an example of a maximal free relative in Mam. The typologically rarer existential free relative 
expresses existential meaning: it can be replaced/paraphrased by an existentially quantified nominal 
expression, and may be introduced by an existential predicate. For instance, in Mam, existential HRCs 
can follow the existential predicate at ‘exist’ (2). 
(2) At [ja k-’w-el=ix n-muq’u-’n n-chmaan=a  ]. 

exist [where b2/3s-dir-pot=dir a1s-bury-ds a1s-grandfather=lp  ] 
‘There is a place I will bury my grandfather.’ lit. ‘There is where I will bury my grandfather.’ 

 
The final type of FR are free-choice free relatives, which have a free-choice inference: A sentence 
containing a free choice HRC obligatorily triggers an inference of ignorance or indifference, and contain a 
free-choice marker. The free-choice marker in Mam =xa encliticizes to the wh-expression introducing 
the relative clause (3). 
(3) K-xe’-l w-oon=a [al=xa tz-uul  t-i’j]. 

b2/3s-dir-pot a1s-help=lp [who=fc b3s-arrive.here  a3s-prep] 
‘I will help whoever comes’ 

 
We outline the morphosyntax of wh-interrogatives, headed relative clauses, and headless relatives 

in Mam, focusing on the availability of wh-expressions to appear in these interrogative and 
non-interrogative contexts, and show that the the formation of FRs is especially permissive in Mam, 
allowing the full set of wh-expressions to appear in maximal FRs, with a near-complete set appearing in 
the remaining two kinds (‘when’ existential and free-choice FRs are characterized by the presence of a 
complementizer distinct from the interrogative wh-expression). We also show that all three constructions 
share the same extraction morphology and exhibit an ergative extraction restriction prohibiting the 
wh-movement or relativization of a transitive subject (ameliorated by antipassive morphology). 

A summary table showing the distribution of wh-expressions across the aforementioned 
constructions in Mam is presented in Table 1. 



Table 1: Distribution of wh-words across constructions in Mam 
 who what when where how why what/ 

which NP 
how much/ 
how many 

Headed RCs √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Maximal √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Existential √ √ # √ √ √ √ √ 

Free-choice √ √ # √ √ √ √ √ 

 
This paper thus contributes to our understanding of free relatives and non-interrogative uses of 

wh-expressions in Mayan languages and beyond, adding to the typology of indefinite expressions 
(Haspelmath 1999) and wh-items, and building on existing description of Mam relative clauses (England 
2017, Scott 2018). 

Following a discussion of free relatives, we also examine so-called ‘light-headed’ relative clauses 
(Citko 2004), which are RCs introduced not by a wh-expression but by a determiner element. We see that 
light-headed RCs in Mam are obligatorily marked with the demonstrative j=, which distributionally 
serves to modify DPs. In (4) we show an example of demonstrative j= modifying what is unquestionably 
a nominal. In (5a), we show that demonstrative j= is also used to introduce HRCs; (5b) shows that 
without j= an HRC is still grammatical. For this latter type, we propose that there is a phonetically 
unpronounced head which sets off the light-headed RC. 
(4) E-Ø-xi’ awax qe’ya t-wi’ j=witz lu 

com-b2/3s-dir climb we.excl a3s-head dem=mountain here 
‘We climbed this mountain here’ 

(5) a.  Ma Ø-txi’ n-waa-’n j=ØN [s’-etz t-laq’o-’n Juana] 
prox b2/3s-dir a1s-eat-ds   dem  [dist.2/3bs-dir a1s-buy-ds   Juana] 
‘I ate what Juana bought’ 

b. Ø-Ø-Ok n-che’ya ØN [e-Ø-tz laq’oo-n t-e  k’um] 
com-b2/3s-dir a1s-see.ds   [com-b2/3s-dir buy-ap a3s-prep güicoy] 
‘I saw who bought the güicoy’ 

 
In sum, this paper broadens the empirical landscape regarding HRCs and provides novel 

description and analysis of relative clause and free relative clause formation in Mam, an 
underdocumented Mayan language. 

 
References: Caponigro, I. (2020). “Introducing headless relative clauses and the findings from 
Mesoamerican languages.” Headless Relative Clauses in Mesoamerican Languages. Citko, B. (2004). 
On headed, headless, and light-headed relatives. NLLT. England, N. (2017). “Mam.” The Mayan 
Languages. Haspelmath, M. (1999). Indefinite Pronouns. van Riemsdijk, H. (2005/2017). “Free 
relatives: a case study.” Blackwell Companion to Syntax. Scott, T. (2018). Extraction morphology and 
relative clauses in Mam. Proc. WSCLA 23. 



Factivity and clausal nominalization in Karitiana
Maria del Mar Bassa Vanrell & Karin Vivanco

overview: Factivity of cognitive verbs is the phenomenon in which the proposition
taken by the verb must be interpreted as true (see Kiparsky and Kiparsky 1971). One
may assume that the factive interpretation of an item is lexically encoded in the item
itself. Alternatively, it has been observed that the structure of the clausal complement
may impact the interpretation of certain factive verbs, such as ‘know’, ’regret’, ‘forget.’
Cross-linguistic evidence shows that embedded clauses with nominal features seem to
trigger a presuppositional/factive reading of these verbs (Moulton 2009, Kastner 2015,
Özyildiz 2017, Moulton and Bogal-Allbritten 2017, Bochnak and Hanink 2022). In light
of this discussion, we checked whether a similar phenomenon can be found in Karitiana,
a Brazilian Indigenous language. All embedded clauses in this language can be regarded
as nominalized because (1) they exhibit nominal morphology, such as the locative post-
position -p, the nominalizer -pa, and case-markers; and (2) they are islands for extraction
as any noun phrase in the language (Vivanco 2022). Therefore, nominalization of clausal
complements in Karitiana could lead to a higher number of factive interpretations of
verbs. In other words, the leading question is the following: does nominalization of
embedded clauses in Karitiana make the matrix cognitive verb become factive?

hypothesis: We propose that the structure of the clausal complement impacts the
interpretation of the matrix verb (for example, as factive or non-factive) in Karitiana.
Namely, the nominal status of the embedded clause gives rise to factive readings of verbs
that are not usually factive in other languages, such as ‘believe’ or ‘think.’

data: In order to check our hypothesis, we ran a test in which the speaker had to judge
whether a sequence of two sentences was contradictory or not. The second sentence
negated the truth of the proposition denoted by the embedded clause, hence yielding a
contradiction in the case of factiviy:

(1) João
João

;-na-aka-t
3-decl-cop-nfut

i-diwyt-;
nmz-forget-cop.agr

Luciana
Luciana

ombaky
jaguar

oky-ty.
kill-obl

#I-oky
3-kill

padni
neg

Luciana
Luciana

ombaky
jaguar

“João forgot that Luciana killed a jaguar. #(But) Luciana didn’t kill a jaguar”.

We tested the following groups of verbs: (A) verbs that are usually factive across lan-
guages, and (B) verbs that are not usualy factive across languages.

(A) PUTATIVE FACTIVE (B) PUTATIVE NON-FACTIVE

diwyt (‘forget’)
sondyp (‘know’)
kybawa (‘doubt’)
sikina (‘remember’)
koro’op yra (‘lament’)

kywyt (‘believe’)
pyting (‘want’)
koro’op kãra (‘think’)
sadn (‘say’)
botyy (‘repeat’)

Table 1: List of verbs tested



One Karitiana speaker was consulted in an in-person fieldwork in October, 2022. All
these verbs were tested in a structure such as (1).

RESULTS: All sequences with verbs in Table 1 were judged by the speaker as contradic-
tory. Surprisingly, even those sequences with verbs that are not usually factive in other
languages (those in column B in Table 1) were also judged as contradictory, unlike their
English counterparts that are perfectly acceptable:

(2) João
João

;-na-aka-t
3-decl-ncop-nfut

i-kywiti-t
nmz-believe-cop.agr

Luciana
Luciana

ombaky
jaguar

oky-ty.
kill-obl

#I-oky
3-kill

padni
neg

Luciana
Luciana

ombaky
jaguar

“João believes that Luciana killed a jaguar. (But) Luciana didn’t kill a jaguar.”

(3) João
João

;-na-aka-t
3-decl-ncop-nfut

i-koro’op
nmz-inside

kãra-t
suspect-cop.agr

Luciana
Luciana

ombaky
jaguar

oky-ty.
kill-obl

#I-oky
3-kill

padni
neg

Luciana
Luciana

ombaky
jaguar

“João thinks that Luciana killed a jaguar. (But) Luciana didn’t kill a jaguar.”

These data suggest that nominalization of embedded clauses may contribute to the fac-
tivity of cognitive verbs, thus supporting our original hypothesis.

IN SUM: Karitiana data shows that the structure of the clausal complement may in-
fluence the factive interpretation of matrix cognitive verbs: given that nominalization
of the embedded clause occurs across the board, all verbs in Table 1 are understood as
factive. Additional data will be elicited to investigate how non-factive interpretations of
these cognitive verbs can be expressed in Karitiana.
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Different sizes of Gitksan complements 
             Neda Todorović 

It has been argued that verbal complements are of predictably different sizes. Based on the cross-clausal 
temporal/syntactic dependence, Wurmbrand (2001 et seq.) classifies propositional complements (e.g., 
‘say’) as CPs (temp./syntac. independent), future-irrealis complements (e.g. ‘want’) as optionally 
ModP/TP, and tenseless complements (e.g., ‘try’) as VP/vP (temp./syntac. dependent). This division 
has mainly been posited for Indo-European languages; the (in)dependence is immune to finiteness. This 
talk considers Gitksan (Tsimshianic), which has agreement, but lacks temporal morphology. I argue 
that Gitksan complements are also of different sizes.  Mehl ‘say’-type complements are CPs. Gitksan 
‘want’ and ‘try’ each have 2 lexical items.  Complements of (a) hasak ‘want1’and bak ‘try1’ are AspP, 
(b) nim ‘want2’and si’ix ‘try2’ are vP. The evidence includes: a complementizer, future marker, subjects. 
Data. Gitksan has a VSO order. Complementizer wil only occurs under mehl ‘say’ (1), and not under 
hasak ‘want1’ and bak ‘try1’(2), or under nim ‘want2’ and si’ix ‘try2’ (3). 
1. Mehl-d-i=s     Jane   [(wil=t) gup=hl   hun]. 
             tell-T-TR=PN   J.         COMP=3.I eat=CN    fish 
 ‘Jane said that she ate the salmon.’ 
2.  a. Hasak=s   Jane   [(*wil) dim=t       gup=hl   hun].   b. Bag-a=s    J. [(*wil)  dim=t      gup=hl hun]. 
         want=PN J.         COMP PROSP=3.I  eat=CN  fish           try-TR=PN J. COMP PROSP=3.I  eat=CN  fish 
        ‘Jane wanted to eat the salmon.’                ‘Jane tried to eat the salmon.’ 
3.  a. ‘Nim  [(*wil) gub-i=s       Jane  hun].                     b. Si’ix   [(*wil)    gub-i=s          Jane  hun]. 
         want   COMP    eat-TR=PN  J.       fish                    try         COMP   eat-TR= PN     J.      fish 
        ‘Jane wanted to eat the salmon.’                ‘Jane tried to eat the salmon.’ 
Future dim. Gitksan lacks temporal morphology; bare predicates get present/past reading (4a), but 
future reading requires dim (4b). (Jóhannsdóttir and Matthewson 2007 (JM)). With mehl ‘say’, dim 
occurs only with future reading (5); with hasak ‘want1’ (6a) and bak ‘try1’(7a), it is obligatory; with 
nim ‘want2’ (6b) and si’ix ‘try2’ (7b), it is prohibited.  
4. a. Luu   am=hl goot=s     Dianna.        b. *(Dim)   yookw=t      James. 
        in     happy=CN heart=PN   D.               PROSP   eat=PN J. 
      ‘Dianna is happy./Dianna was happy’ (JM 2007:301)      ‘James will eat.’  (JM 2007:302) 
5. [I’m looking for Colin. You asked Michael where he was. You tell me what Michael said to you.]  
     Mehl-d-i=s        Michael  loo-‘y        [yukw   (dim)        bax̱=s     Colin]. 
     tell-T-TR=PN          M.             OBL-1SG.II [PROG   (PROSP)     run=PN   C.] 
i. w/o dim: ‘Michael told me that C is running now.’  ii. with dim: ‘M. told me that C is going to run.’ 
6. [There’s a charity run next week. Will Colin run?] 

a.   Hasak̲-t    [*(dim)     bax̱-t].                   b. ‘Nim   [(*dim)     bax̱-t]. 
         want-3.II  *(PROSP)  run-3.II                         want   (*PROSP)  run-3.II 
        ‘He wants to run.’                                                    ‘He wants to run.’            (Author & 2018) 
7. [We are watching the race and I spot injured Colin trying to run, limping along. I tell you:] 

a.   Bag-a-t       [*(dim)     bax̱-t].      b. Yukw  si’ix   [(*dim)     bax̱-t]. 
         try-TR-3.II  *(PROSP)   run-3.II                       PROG    try     (*PROSP)   run-3.II 
        ‘He is trying to run.’                                               ‘He is trying to run.’      (Author & 2018) 
Disjoint subject reference is fine with mehl ‘say’/ hasak ‘want1 (8,9). Bak ‘try1’disallows it and has 
an overt matrix subject (10). Nim ‘want2’/ ‘si’ix’ ‘try2’ have one overt embedded subject (11). 
8. a. Mehl-d-i=s      Jane  [wil=t      gup=hl  hun].    b. Mehl-d-i=s   Jane [wil=t  gup=s Colin=hl  hun].     
        tell-T-TR=PN   J.       COMP=3.I  eat=CN   fish          tell-T-TR=PN  J.   COMP=3.I eat=PN  C.      fish 
        ‘Jane said that she ate the salmon.’                      ‘Jane said that Colin ate the salmon.’ 
9. a. Hasak=s     Jane  [dim=t        gup=hl  hun].   b. Hasak=s      Jane [dim=t    gup=s Colin=hl   hun].            
        want=PN    J.           PROSP=3.I  eat=CN  fish           want=PN      J.        PROSP=3.I eat=PN  C      fish 
        ‘Jane wanted to eat salmon.’                    ‘Jane wanted Colin to eat salmon.’ 
10. a. Bag-a=s  {Jane} [dim=t    gup=hl {*Jane} hun].  b. *Bag-a=s Jane [dim=t  gup=s Colin=hl hun]. 
         try-TR=PN J.         PROSP=3.I  eat=CN         fish            try-TR=PN J.      PROSP=3.I  eat=CN C. fish   
         ‘Jane tried to eat salmon’            ‘Jane tried (to arrange) for Colin to eat salmon’ 
11.a. ‘Nim {*Jane} [gub-i=s  {Jane}=hl  hun].          b. Si’ix {*Jane} [gub-i=s    {Jane}=hl     hun]. 
           want   J.             eat-TR=PN J.            fish                 try      J.           eat-TR= PN J=CN           fish      
           ‘Jane wanted to eat salmon.’                                ‘Jane tried to eat salmon.’
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VERB WIL DIM DISJOINT SUBJ MATRIX/EMBEDDED DP SUBJ 
mehl : ’say’ OK optional OK Matrix & Embedded 
hasak: ’want1’ * obligatory OK   Matrix & Embedded 
bak: ’try1’ * obligatory * Matrix 
‘nim:’want2’/ si’ix: ’try2’ * prohibited * Embedded 

TAM domain. JM capture present/past readings with a covert non-future Tense (12a). Dim is a pro-
spective (forward-shifting) aspect (12b); it combines with a (covert) modal (Matthewson et al. 2022). 
Future reading is then a combination of Tense + modal + dim. Since T can be {present} or {past}, T + 
modal + dim is predicted to derive ‘real’ future and future-in-the past (cf. Abusch’s (1985) T + woll). 
12. a. ⟦non-future	T⟧g,C = %t : t ≤ tC . t         b. ⟦dim⟧g,C = %P⟨",#$⟩. %t.%w. ∃t’ [t<t’ & P(t’)(w)] 
Mehl-complements. Given that wil is allowed, these complements project CP. CP entails TP. The em-
bedded T is ordered with respect to the matrix event time (ET). Nothing requires dim (5), but when it 
is there, it is ordered with respect to the embedded T. This also captures (a) dim being back-shifted from 
the matrix verb (due to the embedded {past})(13), (b) a range of temporal readings (to be shown). As 
for subjects, the propositional semantics allows for disjoint reference; thus, when silent, the embedded 
subject is pro (14) (there is rich verbal agreement). Forbes (2018) derives VSO through (1) tucking-in 
S (and O) vP-externally, (2) the vP-remnant movement. This analysis can fit into that. 
13. [We saw Colin earlier in his running gear. You’re on the phone with him now. What does he say?]   
a. Mehl-d-i=s Colin [yukw dim bax̱-t].  
      say-T-TR-=PN   C.  [PROG  PROSP run-3.II] 
     ‘C. says that he was going to run.’   b. [TP pres [VP mehl [CP [TP  past  [MODP ∅ [ASPP DIM [VP]]]]]] 
14. [vP DPi [VP mehl  [CP wil [TP T (MODP) (ASPP dim) [ASPP (PROG/PERF) [vP DPj / proi/j  [VP]]]]]]]  
Hasak-complements have no wil, so, no CP. Suppose there was an embedded non-future T. If this T is 
{past} (back-shifted from the matrix ET), we incorrectly predict that the embedded ET can be before 
the matrix ET (and in the future w.r.t. some other past interval, due to dim) (15a,b) (cf. 13). With no 
embedded T, the embedded ET is correctly always future-oriented w.r.t matrix ET. Further, (a) hasak 
has modality like English ‘want’ (Author & 2018), (b) futurity comes from dim, so I propose that hasak 
directly combines with AspP hosting dim (15c). As for subjects, if ‘want’ relates the matrix subject 
and a proposition, nothing forces subject coreference; like with mehl-complements, there is pro (15d). 
15. [There was a party yesterday and there was a lot of food. There was also smoked salmon,         but you  
      didn’t eat it. Today, you are thinking how you should’ve tried it, it looked delicious.] 
a. #Hasag-a’y   [dim   gup=hl hun].     b. [TP pres [VP hasak  [TP past [MODP ∅ [ASPP dim [VP]]]]]]]] 
      want-1SG.II PROSP eat=CN fish        c.   [VP hasak  [ASPP dim [VP]]]]]]]] 
     ‘I want to have eaten the salmon.’     d.  [vP DPi [VP hasak [ASPP1 dim [AspP PF [vP DPj/proi/j [VP]]]]]] 
Bak-complements have structure similar to hasak (16). But, if trying is simultaneous with the embed-
ded ET, dim should be out. Author & (2018) show that bak is unlike English ‘try’, and like ‘want’, e.g., 
In John wanted/#tried to cut a tomato, but there was no tomato to cut (Sharvit 2003), the tomato doesn’t 
have to exist). Bak is more like Grano’s (2011) ‘try’: (a) agent is presupposed, (b) the initial stage of 
the embedded event is the agent’s mental preparation stage (not the actual event), (c) try picks this stage. 
In this way, (a) there is room for the delay of the embedded ET, so dim is fine (note: the embedded ET 
can only be in the near future), (b) the embedded event (a property) shares the agent with ‘trying’, hence 
the co-reference (see e.g., Sundaresan & McFadden (2009) for PRO in finite and smaller contexts). 
16. [vP  DPi [VP bag [ASPP1 dim [AspP PF [vP PROi [VP]]]]]] 
Si’x-complements have actuality entailments. This also means that there is no lag between si’ix and 
the embedded ET, dim is not allowed. Both properties are similar to Sharvit’s modal progressive ‘try’, 
but a progressive yukw can precede si’ix (7b), and si’ix needs to be next to the V. I posit it in VP2, with 
subject in vP1 (17a). With vP-remnant movement, si’ix ends up next to the V. ‘Nim-complements have 
the same structure (17b). One option is that their prospective aspect is built into the vP (Travis 2010). 
17. a.  [VP2 si’ix [VP1 DP [VP]]]       b.  [VP2 nim [VP1 DP [VP]]] 
Summary: Although temporally unmarked, Gitksan complements are also structurally/semantically 
different. The twist is the split of ‘want’ and ‘try’ complements into 2 structural/semantic categories. 
Select. Refs: Jóhannsdóttir, K. & L. Matthewson. 2007. Zero-marked tense: The case of Gitksan. 
NELS 37: 299-310 • Sharvit, Y. 2003. Trying to be progressive: The extensionality of try. JofS: 403-
445 • Wurmbrand, S. 2001. Infinitives: Restructuring and clausal Structure. Moulton de Gruyter.  



A Typology of Roots in Ktunaxa 

Rose Underhill (UBC), Anne Bertrand (UBC), Terrance Gatchalian (McGill) 
Introduction: This presentation focuses on the properties of roots in Ktunaxa, a language isolate spoken 
in the Columbia River Basin in Canada and in the United States. The main contribution of this project 
is to provide a language-internal typology of root classes.  
Based on the distribution of certain prefixes in the nominal and verbal domain, we find that Ktunaxa 
possesses 4 types of roots distinguished along three axes: whether they denote an eventuality, whether 
they carry aspectual information, and whether they are eventive. Although no single axis divides 
nominal from verbal roots, in concert these properties create categorizing environments such that 
certain roots are limited to verbal or nominal contexts, while others may appear in both contexts. One 
implication of this analysis is that categorization in Ktunaxa is not a lexical feature of roots (e.g. 
Ramchand, 2008), nor a result of dedicated categorizing heads (e.g. Harley & Noyer, 1999), but instead 
arises as the outcome of the semantic selectional properties of certain functional projections (e.g. Lieber, 
2006). This project fills a gap in the literature on Ktunaxa morphology and root typology (Boas, 1926; 
Garvin, 1951; Morgan, 1991) by highlighting combinatorial patterns that have not, to our knowledge, 
been explicitly described and analyzed.  
Empirical problem: Ktunaxa possesses bound and free roots in both the nominal and verbal domain, 
as shown in (1) and (2). In the verbal domain, bound roots minimally require a prefix containing 
aspectual information (telicity, scalarity, or number) in order to surface, while in the nominal domain, 
bound roots require what we tentatively label as the nominalizing prefix ʔa·k-. 

(1) a. ʔik-ni b. *(s)-nut-i (2) a. paⱡkiy b. *(ʔa·k)-ⱡik 
  eat-IND  PROG-chase-IND   woman  NMLZ-be.foot 
  ‘3p eats’  ‘3p chases 3p’   ‘woman’  ‘foot’ 

Some bound roots occur in both the nominal and verbal domain. This is the case for -ⱡik ‘be.foot’ which 
occurs with nominal prefix ʔa·k- (2b) and with verbal prefixes like ha- ‘have’ (3). This could be taken 
as evidence that the prefixes ʔa·k- and ha- are categorizers. However, despite requiring a prefix in verbal 
contexts, bound roots denoting motion events cannot host the nominal prefix ʔa·k-, as in (4), which 
instead suggests that such roots are intrinsically categorized. Similarly, free roots like ʔik ‘eat’ and 
paⱡkiy ‘woman,’ which never appear with such prefixes, appear to carry an intrinsic category in their 
respective domains. 

(3) Hu ha-ⱡik-ni.  (4) * ʔa·k-nut 
 1.SBJ have-be.foot-IND   NMLZ-chase 
 ‘I have big feet.’     Intended: ‘chase’ 

This raises the following questions: (i) what function do the prefixes serve; (ii) do nominal and verbal 
prefixes constitute a unified category; and (iii) (how) do they contribute to syntactic categorization? 
Analysis: We argue that prefixes found in the nominal and verbal domain contribute different types of 
information: (i) ʔa·k- combines with roots denoting states, where it existentially binds an event variable; 
the resulting expressions are nominal. (ii) Aspectual prefixes combine with roots denoting eventualities 
lacking aspectual information; the resulting expressions are verbal.  
I. FREE ROOTS like paⱡkiy, which occur exclusively in the nominal domain, are incompatible with 
aspectual prefixes as shown in (5). They are also incompatible with the prefix ʔa·k-.   
(5)    *s/ha/wiⱡ-paⱡkiy                (6) * ʔa·k-paⱡkiy   
  PROG/have/big-woman               NMLZ-woman 
  Intended : ‘being/have/big woman’  Intended: ‘woman’ 
In contrast, bound roots like -ⱡik ‘be.foot’ that can host ʔa·k- exhibit evidence of stativity. In the verbal 
domain, they can host aspectual prefixes (cf. 3), but are incompatible with the progressive prefix s- as 
shown in (7), unlike eventive roots like -nut ‘chase’ (Underhill, in prep).  
(7) a. *s-ⱡat̓-ni   b. s-nut-i 

  PROG-arm-IND    PROG-chase-IND 
  Intended: ‘3p is having/being an arm’  ‘3p is chasing 3p’ 

We propose that the contrast between free and bound roots in the nominal domain corresponds to a 
difference in the type of expression they denote. Free roots denote individuals, and bound roots denote 
states. Hence, the function of ʔa·k- in the nominal domain is to bind the state variable of bound roots, 



as illustrated in the denotation in (8). This also correctly predicts that  ʔa·k- cannot attach to bound 
motion roots (-nut 'chase'), which denote events rather than states. 

(8) ⟦ʔa·k-⟧ = λP. !s[P(s)] 

II. PREFIXES that occur in the verbal domain always carry information related to lexical aspect, 
including telicity (6), scalarity (7), and number (8). We take this to show that the bound roots they attach 
to do not carry lexical aspect meaning. Consequently, we analyze verbal prefixes as an instantiation of 
the functional projection which encodes inner aspect as shown in (9).  

(6) Hu wa-x-i (7) Hun wiⱡ-ⱡik-ni (8) Qaⱡsa-q̓nuk-ni 
 1.SBJ  come.TEL-move-IND  1.SBJ  big-be.foot-IND  three-be.lake-IND 
 ‘I arrived.’  ‘I have big feet.’  ‘There are three lakes.’ 
(9) [vP [v ] [InAspP [InAsp ha-] [VP -ⱡat̓/-(a)x]]] 

A consequence of this analysis is that free verbal roots must already carry lexical aspect information: 
we propose they are licensed as Inner Aspect heads, as illustrated in (10). This has the added benefit of 
providing a syntactic explanation for why stative free roots do not combine with ʔa·k-: ʔa·k- selects for 
a phrase below Inner Aspect. 

(10) [vP [v ] [InAspP ʔik]] 
The structure in (10) predicts we will find evidence that free verbal roots encode lexical aspect, i.e. 
through their combinatorial properties with preverbal modifiers, which has yet to be tested.  
Outcomes: The distribution of these two classes of prefixes (nominal and verbal) is a function of three 
semantic features of the roots. Table 1 below summarizes these dependencies. 

 Eventuality 
No eventuality  No lexical aspectual feature [+/- lexical 

aspect]  [-event] [+event] 
Example root -ⱡik 'be.foot' -nut 'chase' ʔik 'eat' paⱡkiy 'woman' 
Prefix 
compatibility  ha-  ʔa·k-  ha-  None  None 

Syntactic 
category  Verb  Noun  Verb  Verb  Noun 

Table 1: Summary of feature dependencies for prefixation 
Relative to our three questions, this analysis claims that verbal and nominal prefixes serve different 
purposes: while verbal prefixes provide aspectual information, the nominal prefix binds an event 
variable. Thus, the two classes of prefix do not constitute a unified category: although they appear in 
the same position relative to the root, they have different functions. Relatedly, they do not serve as 
syntactic categorizers. Instead, categorization in Ktunaxa derives from the interaction of three features 
(eventuality, lexical aspect, eventiveness), none of which independently distinguishes a nominal from 
a verbal category. 
An intriguing outcome is that categorization need not be specified at the root level, but equally is not 
specified with a dedicated syntactic head (e.g. v or n). Instead, categorization arises as a function of the 
properties discussed above: the category free roots receive depends on their type (eventuality vs. 
individual), and whether they carry lexical aspect information. Bound roots are categorized as a function 
of their eventuality type (event vs. state). As a result, Ktunaxa has what looks like a hybrid system of 
categorization, where some expressions are intrinsically categorized, while other acquire their category 
through the course of the syntactic derivation.  
References: Boas, F. (1926). Additional notes on the Kutenai language. IJAL 4. Garvin, P. (1951). 
Kutenai IV: Word Classes. IJAL 17. Harley & Noyer (1999). Distributed Morphology. Lieber, R. 
(2006). The category of roots and the roots of categories. Morphology 16. Morgan, L.  (1991). A 
description of the Kutenai language.  Ramchand, G. (2008). Verb meaning and the lexicon. 
 



Edge Asymmetries in St’át’imcets (Lillooet Salish) 
Henry Davis, UBC 

 
1. Predicate-Initial Systems and the Left Edge 
A leading intuition in the literature on V-initial (more properly, predicate-initial) systems is that what 
distinguishes them from subject-initial (in particular, SVO) systems isn’t so much the ability of predicates 
to occupy initial positions as the inability of subjects to precede them. In this paper I pursue this intuition 
for the Northern Interior Salish language St’át’imcets/Lillooet (ST). I argue that ST (and other Northern 
Interior and Central Salish languages) are subject to the following Left Edge Restriction (LER): 
(1) No phrase can occur on the left edge of any clausal projection. 
Crucially, there is no corresponding restriction on the right edge: post-predicative word order is flexible, 
and extraposition freely available. I argue here that the linear asymmetry between the left and right edges 
masks a fundamental symmetry in the clausal hierarchy. 
2. The Left Edge Restriction in St’át’imcets 
In ST, word order is predicate-initial (with flexible VOS~VSO ordering post-predicatively). 
(2)  ƛ̓ax̌il-mín-as   ta=qʷíl ̕qən=a   ta=staníyh=a 

attack-RLT=3ERG  DET=wolverine=EXIS  DET=moose=EXIS 
‘The wolverine attacked the moose’ or ‘The moose attacked the wolverine.’ (Both possible, 
default interpretation varies by dialect, with VOS for Upper and VSO for Lower St’át’imcets: 
Davis 1999.) 

Functional projections above the vP level (including temporal, modal, and clause-typing heads, as well as 
subject agreement) are realized as second position clitics, which attach in a fixed order to the highest 
predicative element (either the main predicate, or a pre-predicative auxiliary as in (3): Davis & Huijsmans 
2021): 
(3)  plan=ɬkaxʷ=ká=tuʔ   ʔəs-kʷíl ̕  s-xin̓-s 

already=2SG.SUBJ=IRR=REM  STAT-ready  NMLZ-long.time-3POSS 
‘You should have been ready a long time ago!’ 

The absence of phrasal specifiers at the left edge applies not only at the vP/TP level, but extends upwards 
to CP: WH-words are predicative, and as predicate heads they occupy the left edge of their phrasal 
projection, while in embedded contexts, they are preceded by proclitic complementizers (4): 
(4)  qan̓ím=ɬkan  [ɬ=[stám̓=as   [kʷu=waʔ száytən-su]]] 

hear=1SG.SUBJ  [COMP[=what=3SJV  [DET=IPFV doing-2SG.POSS]]] 
‘I heard what you did.’ (More literally: ‘I heard what it was that was your doing.’) 

There are two sets of partial exceptions to the LER. One involves left dislocation, which shows the 
diagnostic properties of a sentence-external operation: it triggers an intonation break, is confined to root 
clauses, involves both adjuncts and arguments, is indifferent to grammatical function, leaves a resumptive 
pronoun, and violates island conditions. The second involves pre-predicative topics, which are permitted 
only in the Lower dialect of ST, where they are restricted to matrix clauses; in the Upper dialect, they are 
simply ungrammatical. 
3. Left Edge Shielding and the LER 
It might be argued that the LER is simply a statement of a typological generalization: after all, it’s not news 
that predicate-initial languages tend to be head-initial. However, the phenomenon of left-edge shielding 
argues that the LER has an active role in the grammar. As noted above, Upper ST obeys the LER 
exceptionlessly: but it readily tolerates pre-predicative subjects as long as a pre-predicative auxiliary is 
present, as shown by the Upper ST examples in (5). 
(5)  a.  xʷuz̓ cʔas  ta=naplít=a   n-q̓aʔ-c-xál 

PROS come  DET=priest=EXIS  LOC-eat-mouth-ACT 
‘The priest will come to hold communion.’ 

b.  xʷuz̓  ta=naplít=a   cʔas  n-q̓aʔ-c-xál 
PROS DET=priest=EXIS  come LOC-eat-mouth-ACT 
(same) 



This shows that there is nothing inherently ungrammatical about a subject in the left-branching specifier of 
a clausal projection – only when it finds itself on the left edge. It should also be emphasized that the pre-
predicative DPs in (5) are not topics: they are available in both dialects, can occur freely in subordinate 
clauses, and are indistinguishable semantically and pragmatically from post-verbal subjects. 
4. The Right Edge 
In contrast to the restricted possibilities available at the left edge of the clause, word order is highly flexible 
at the right edge – there is no right edge restriction. Furthermore, it can be shown that irrespective of the 
linear order of arguments, the subject occupies a higher position than the object. Consider the following VP 
ellipsis data: 
(6)  plan  qʷal ̕út-s-as   kʷ=s-John   kʷ=s-Mary, 

already speak-CAUS-3ERG  DET=NMLZ-John  DET=NMLZ=Mary 
plan  ƛ̓it   kʷ=s-Lisa 
already  also [VP______] DET=NMLZ-Lisa 

(i) ‘Mary has already spoken to John, and Lisa has, too.’ (ii) ‘John has already spoken to Mary, and Lisa 
has, too.’ (iii) *‘Mary has already spoken to John, and to Lisa too.’ (iv) *‘John has already spoken to 
Mary, and to Lisa too.’ 
Here interpretation (i) entails VOS order in the antecedent clause to ellipsis, whereas (ii) entails VSO order. 
In the clause containing ellipsis, however, the subject is always outside the ellipsis site, as shown by the 
unavailability of interpretations (iii) and (iv). 

Furthermore, VP ellipsis can elide one or more auxiliaries as well as the main predicate phrase, as 
long as the LER is respected: 
(7)  Q:  wáʔ=ha  kʷu=xʷúz̓  nas ʔác̓x̌-ən-as  ta=sqáczaʔ-sw=a   natxʷ 
  be=Q  DET=PROSP  go  see-DIR-3ERG  DET=father-2SG.POSS=EXIS tomorrow 

‘Is anyone going to go see your father tomorrow?’ 
A:  ʔiy, *(xʷúz̓ )  (nas)   kʷ=s-Bill  
 yes *(going to)  [AUXP (go) [VP ______]]  DET=NMLZ-Bill 
 ‘Yes, Bill’s going to (go) see your father tomorrow.’ 

Here, the intermediate auxiliary nas ‘go’ can be elided (the prospective auxiliary xʷúz̓ cannot, because it is 
needed to license the ellipsis site, as well as to shield the subject). This shows that the post-predicative 
subject must be able to raise out of Spec vP/Spec VoiceP to the rightward specifier of an AUXP (the exact 
nature of the auxiliary projection is not important to the argument). The VP ellipsis data thus show us the 
mirror image of the pre-predicative subjects in (5), which can occupy the specifier of any AUXP except the 
highest one, due to the LER. 
5. Structural Symmetry and Linear Asymmetry 
The picture that emerges can be characterized as follows: 
(i)  There is a striking linear asymmetry in ST between the left edge (highly constrained, as encoded 

by the LER) and the right edge (unconstrained). 
(ii)  However, in terms of height in the tree, the pre-predicative and post-predicative domains are 

symmetrical, and in fact, movement of the subject to specifier positions can proceed either up the 
right or the left periphery, as long as the LER is respected, suggesting that there is no inherent 
directionality for specifiers. 

Adopting this viewpoint allows for a rather elegant account of all major word orders in the language. 
Starting from the premise that the language must distinguish a VP constituent (as evidenced above), two 
base orders (SVO and VOS) are possible. Choosing the SVO option violates the LER, motivating verb-
raising as far as Voice (independently supported by mirror-principle ordering in the suffixal, but not the 
clitic domain: Davis & Huijsmans 2021). The result is either VSO order (for an SVO base) or (string-
vacuously) VOS order (for a VOS base). Leftward movement of the subject yields AUX SVO order, while 
rightward movement (necessary in order evacuate the subject from the vP in cases of VP ellipsis) once 
again yields VOS order. 
References. Davis, H. 1999. Word order and configurationality in St’átimcets. ICSNL 34. Davis, H & M. 
Huijsmans. 2021. Clitics and coordination in two Salish languages. WCCFL 39. 
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Labrador Inuttitut Causatives: The view from non-transitives 
Susana Bejar and Alana Johns, University of Toronto 

 
Introduction: This talk examines causative morphology in Labrador Inuttitut, a polysynthetic 
language with both null causatives (1) and an overt morphological causative -(t)ti (2). Focusing on 
causativized non-transitives, we examine the distribution of null vs. -(t)ti forms, which we propose to be 
due to structural differences that are sensitive to both agentivity and animacy. These structural differences 
are further argued to illuminate the availability of certain special uses of causativization: polysemy 
between direct and indirect causative interpretations and non-valency increasing causatives, both of 
which are only available with -(t)ti causatives.  
(1) a. Kajottak siKumi-kKau-juk (2) a. nigi-kKau-juq   
      cup          break-RECENT.PST-PART.3SG  eat- R.PST-PART.3SG    
   ‘The cup broke’    'He (or she) was eating.' 
 b.  siKumi-kKau-jaga   b. nigi-ti-kKau-jaga 
  break-R.PAST-PART.1SG/3SG   eat-CAUS-PART.1SG/3SG 
   ‘I broke it’     'I made him (or her) eat.' 
Background: Causatives typically involve valency increasing structures that introduce an argument (the 
causer) that is not part of the initial event characterized by the predicate (Hale & Keyser 1993, Levin & 
Rappaport Hovav 1995, Harley 1995, Pylkkänen 2008, Ramchand 2008; see Jensen and Johns 1989, 
Allen 1998 for Inuktitut). It has been reported for various varieties of Inuktitut that overt causatives can 
be used with most verbs, if not all, while null causatives are restricted to a subset of verbs (Allen 
(1998:640). The nature of restrictions on null causatives have been widely studied, but not for Inuktitut, 
though Allen observes that null causatives can include change of state verbs, verbs of grooming, some 
verbs of motion, verbs of putting, verbs of emission and verbs of appearance. We aim to sharpen the 
characterization of this divide. 
Agentivity, animacy and aspect: Looking at non-transitive initial events, we show that the distribution 
of null vs. overt causatives is sensitive to both agentivity and animacy of the sole argument (cf. Tollan 
and Massam 2022). The null causative is possible for non-agentive verbs (3) but agentive verbs require 
the overt causative (4).  However, even non-agentive verbs must use the overt causative if the sole 
argument is animate (5). The form of the causative is also sensitive to aspect: the causative of punctual 
predicates surfaces as -tti (5b) while the causative of atelic predicates surfaces as -ti (2b,4c), but aspect 
does not seem to impact the distribution of the null form. 
(3) a. Kajottak siKumi-kKau-juk  b.  siKumi-kKau-jaga   
 cup          break-RECENT.PST-PART.3SG  break-R.PAST-PART.1SG/3SG 
 ‘The cup broke’     ‘I broke it’                  
      c. iklivik   amma-juk  d. (iklivik)  amma-jaga 
 box  open-PART.3SG   box  open-PART.1SG/3SG 
 'The box is open.'    'I opened the box/it.' 
(4) a. angutik pisu-juk    c. angutik pisu-*(ti)-jaga 
 man   walk-PART.3SG   man   walk-CAUS-PART.1SG/3SG 
 'The man is walking.'    'I made the man walk.' 
 (5)  a.  kata-kKau-juk    b.   kata-*(tti)-Kau-jaga         
 drop-R.PAST-PART.3SG    drop-caus-R.PAST- PART.1SG/3SG 
 'He dropped (from the tree)'            'I made him drop (from the tree).' 
Proposal: We propose that the null and overt causatives realize distinct structural positions in the 
extended projection of vP (6). For present purposes we label these positions v1ø and v2-ti. We further 
propose that V1 hosts a phi-probe that searches for animate arguments. In non-transitives whose sole 
argument is neither agentive nor animate, the specifier of v1 (realized as ø) is available to introduce a 
causer (7a) resulting in a null causative.  However if the sole argument is agentive, this agent is 
introduced in the specifier of of v1 and so v2 must be added to introduce a causer (8b), realized by -(t)ti. 
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If the sole argument is not an agent but animate it will satisfy the phi-probe and move to Spec,v1. Here, 
too,  v2 must be added to introduce a causer (8c).  

 

 
States and results: The above account predicts that the overt causative will generally be attested in 
structures where v1 is not available to introduce a causer. We find supporting evidence for this from 
statives which are split with respect to they require -(t)ti  (8),(9). We argue that  statives that require -(t)ti 
are actually inchoative resultatives whose sole argument is an argument of v1 (cf. Levin & Rappaport 
2010, Mateu & Acedo Matellan 2012, Cuervo 2014). Therefore a causer requires the addition of v2.  
(8) a.  Kausit-tuk  b.  Kausit-ti-jaga  c. *Kausittaga/*Kausijaga 
  wet-PART.3SG   wet-CAUS-PART.1SG/3SG       'I made it wet.' 
  'It is wet.'   'I made it wet.' 
(9) a. sâk  saluma-juk  b. (sâk) saluma-jaga 
  table  clean- PART.3SG  table clean-PART.PART.1SG/3SG 
  'The table is clean.'   'I cleaned the table/it.' 
Further consequences: Our account has consequences that illuminate the availability of certain special 
uses of causativization. The first is polysemy between direct and indirect causative interpretations. In 
direct interpretations, the causer "makes" the caused event happen. In indirect interpretations the causer 
"lets" the caused event happen. We argue that the "let" interpretation can only occur when the causee is a 
potential actor/initiator and that actors/initiators must be introduced at least as high as v1, forcing v2 and 
overt -(t)ti. Our analysis correctly predicts that polysemy should be available with overt -(t)ti causatives 
but not with null causatives where the sole argument is introduced lower in the structure. Likewise, the 
analysis fits the availability of non-canonical causatives which do not add to the valency of the initial 
event but instead add intentionality (purposefulness) or duration of engagement (Kittillä 2009, 
Aikhenvald 2011). Non-canonical causatives only occur with -(t)ti. Following Tyler (2022), we take these 
structures to involve expletive occurrences of v1 (no specifier introduced), thus requiring v2 (realized as -
(t)ti) to introduce the causer. 
Conclusions: The distribution of null versus overt -(t)ti causatives supports the conclusion that the latter 
has more structure than the former, a finding in keeping with what has been said for other languages. 
Specifically, agentivity and animacy of the sole argument of a non-transitive predicate both independently 
require the projection of added structure. The added structure, in turn, correlates with the availability of 
"let" vs. "make" polysemy and non-valency increasing uses of the v2 causative morpheme. 
Selected references: Allen, S. E. 1998. Categories within the verb category: learning the causative in Inufktitut. Linguistics 36-4, 633-677. 
Aikhenvald, A.Y. 2011. Causatives Which Do Not Cause: Non-Valency-Increasing Effects Of A Valency-Increasing Derivation. In 
https://doi.org/10.1163/ej.9789004206076.i-606. 86-142. Cuervo, M. C. 2014. “Alternating Unaccusatives and the Distribution of Roots.” 
Lingua, SI: Argument Realization in Morphology and Syntax, 141 (March): 48–70. Hale, K. & S. J. Keyser. 1993. On argument structure and 
the lexical expression of syntactic relations. The view from Building, 20(20), 53-109. Harley, H. 1995. Subjects, events, and licensing: MIT 
dissertation. Jensen, J. T. and A. Johns. 1989. The Morphosyntax of Eskimo Causatives. Chapter in Theoretical Perspectives on Native 
American Languages, eds. D. Gerdts and K. Michelson, SUNY Press, N.Y., 209-229. Kim, K. 2009. Introducing Non-Agentive Causatives. 
https://lingpapers.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2018/01/. Kittillä, S. 2009. Causative morphemes as non-valency increasing devices. Folia Linguistica 
43/1, 67–94. Levin, B. & M. R. Hovav. 1995. Unaccusativity: At the syntax–lexical semantics interface. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. Mateu, J., 
& V. Acedo-Matellán. 2012. “The Manner/Result Complementarity Revisited: A Syntactic Approach.” In Syntax and Semantics, 38:209–28. 
Bingley: Emerald Group Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1108/S0092-4563(2012)0000038011.Nie, Y. 2020. Licensing arguments (Doctoral 
dissertation, New York University). Pylkkänen, L. 2008. Introducing arguments. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.  Ramchand, G. 2008. Verb 
meaning and the lexicon: A First-Phase Syntax. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press. doi:10.1017/CBO9780511486319. Shibatani, M. 
& P. Pardeshi. 2002. “The Causative Continuum.” In https://doi.org/10.1075/tsl.48.07shi. Smith, L. R. 1982. An analysis of affixal verbal 
derivation and complementation in Labrador Inuttut. Linguistic Analysis 10:2, 161-189. Tollan, R., & D. Massam. 2022. “Licensing Unergative 
Objects in Ergative Languages: The View from Polynesian.” Syntax 25 (2): 242–75. https://doi.org/10.1111/synt.12232. Tyler, M. 2022. A 
uniform syntax for non-valency-increasing causatives. Abstract. BCGL 15. 



Ahtna verb formation and multiple head-movement
Phil Branigan and Nicholas Welch — Memorial University of Newfoundland

One of the fundamental analytic challenges posed by Dene (Athabaskan) languages is the apparent
use of discontinuous morphology to express both lexical meaning and tense-aspect nuances, a phe-
nomenon with significant implications for theories of the mapping between structure and meaning.
In this talk, we examine the situation in Ahtna, a conservative language of south-eastern Alaska.
(1) a. ™-dzii-gh-i-tsaetl’

across-dividing-CNJ-PFV-chop.PFV
b. y-a-c’-;-i-l-dets

4-through-INDF-CNJ-PFV–twist.PFV
‘S/he split it lengthwise.’ ‘S/he drilled a hole through it.’

In (1), the underlined morphemes ™-dzii and a- are disjunct prefixes, the presence of which alter the
meaning of the root to the free translation meanings.

Rice (1993) proposes that such discontinuities reflect movement of the verb (root) from its
base position within the verb phrase to a derived position at the right edge of the (IP/AgrP/TP)
clause, bypassing the conjunct heads between the verb phrase and the movement target. Although
insightful, this approach is technically problematic and empirically incomplete, as formulated. The
verb movement itself is not consistent with well-founded theoretical premises (Head Movement
Constraint). And the structures required are difficult to reconcile with phenomena like classifier
selection (2a) and the customary aspect (2b).
(2) a. ’i-;-l-tuuts’

TRSL-CNJ-INTR-black.PFV
b. neke-gh-i-yaax

reverse-CNJ-PFV-walk-CUST.PFV
‘it became black.’ ‘S/he customarily walked down and back.’

The first requires a sufficiently local relationship between the verb stem and the classifier for arbi-
trary lexical properties of the former to be accessible, and this does not follow naturally in Rice’s
model. The second requires that aspectual information be added to the verb stem before the fi-
nal suffixal inflection is attached (Kari 1990). But this is impossible if the verb raises directly to
I/Agr/T from its base position. Analyses based on standard head-movement fare no better, since
the verb must inevitably end up too far from the final suffix for contextual allomorphy to be found.

We then show that the discontinuity seen in such forms instead results from two specific gram-
matical features of Ahtna grammar. First, Ahtna phrase structure is uncontroversially head-final,
with SOV order, postpositions, and final complementisers.
(3) a.

D
pro

D
pro

Prt
™dzii

R
tsaetl’

v
-;

Mode
i

Conj
gh

Infl
-;

b.

Conj
gh

Mode
i

R
tsaetl’

Infl
-;



Second, the Infl verbal suffix triggers multiple head-movement, or MHM (Collins 2002, Branigan 2023),
thereby attracting a series of conjunct prefixes up before it finally attracts the verb from v. For example, to
derive the verb in (1a), MHM within the structure (3a) generates the inflected verb structure (3b).

The “prefixes” are not actually affixes in this model. As far as the morphosyntactic derivation is con-
cerned, the only true affixes in Ahtna are the suffixes. Disjunct prefixes are adjacent to the verb simply
because they are part of the adjacent verb phrase. Conjunct prefixes are a part of the verb word because of
how MHM-formed structures are interpreted by the morphophonology.

This model captures Rice’s insight and it avoids the technical problems. The verb root combines seman-
tically with the disjunct prefix because the two form a syntactic constituent. Multiple head-movement does
not violate the locality constraints on head-movement, because it results from a timing parameter which
orders labeling operations after the head-movement triggers are determined (Branigan 2023). And the de-
rived morphological structure (3b) has the verb directly connected to its inflectional suffix, and this is the
domain within which regular stem phonology (Krauss 1964, Leer 1979, Kari 1989) is applicable. It is also
the domain where idiosyncratic exponence of the inflectional suffixes are determined.

Classifier selection is unproblematic with these structures, since the Vc head combines immediately
with the verb phrase. The customary inflection in (2b) also falls into place. Unlike the conjunct prefixes,
this aspectual inflection is a true affix, which attracts the verb up from vP. MHM to Infl then displaces Conj,
Mode, and the [[R+v] Cust ] complex X0 constituent up, in turn, producing the attested form.

For verbs in which a conjunct prefix contributes to the verbal lexical semantics, an additional operation
must be involved. Consider the ‘transitional’ prefix i in (2a), which adds the inchoative meaning to the
stative root. The prefix must here originate inside vP to be a part of the lexical semantics, in a position
higher than the verb root. But if the transitional i- were to remain in place, it would block movement of
the root to v, since the conjunct morpheme is not an actual affix. It must therefore raise out of the verb
phrase and adjoin to a higher position within the clause, but below Infl. MHM then operates to bring the
adjoined i into the verb together with the series of lower heads extending down to the verb. (MHM attracts
both heads and adjuncts.) Such movements are not found in languages which do not emply MHM, because
the resulting structures cannot be externalised, but they are common in Slavic and Algonquian, where they
resolve comparable problems (Branigan 2023), For example, in the Innu-aimûn (4), the resultative predicate
shı̂peku ‘green’ has raised from inside vP to an adjoined position outside the pluractional reduplicant head,
before MHM to T applies.
(4) shı̂peku-pâ⇠peshaim-u. / green-PLACT⇠paint-3 / ‘S/he painted it green.’

This analysis of Ahtna verbal morphology extends naturally to less conservative Dene languages, such
as Navajo (5a) or T™įchǫ (5b). In these languages, the derived X0 structures, in which the verb root is
immediately attached to the suffix, provide the possibility of the more fusional stem forms found in (5), for
example.
(5) a. Ni’eesh™e (Faltz 1998) b. Shįįtį (Jaker et. al. 2013)

ni-y-sh-lé

give-INDF-SRTV-IMPF.1s-do.IMPF
shè#į-tį
food#OPT.CNJ.2s-eat.IMPF

‘I’m making a series of payments.’ ‘You would dine.’

Finally, we show that a model of Dene verbal morphology based on MHM explains the typologically
unusual combination of head-final structure with a largely prefixal verbal morphology (Vayda 2019). In our
model, the conjunct “affixes” are a part of the verb simply because of the normal output of MHM derivations,
and not because they are prefixes. Dene grammars are thus uniformly head-final and suffixing.



Polar questions in Sm’algyax Colin Brown — University of California, Los Angeles

Overview: This paper presents novel description and analysis of polar questions in Sm’algyax (ISO

639-3: tsi, Tsimshianic, British Columbia/Alaska), focusing on the characterization and linearization

of a particle ii which appears in polar interrogatives.

Position of ii: Sm’algyax, an ergative VSO language (2), forms polar interrogatives by way of the

interrogative enclitic ii, glossed as “Q”. We observe that the clitic follows a lexical host (V or N) and

appears in a fixed position, which is sensitive to the valency of the predicate: in intransitive sentences,

ii encliticizes onto the predicate (3), while in transitive sentences, it appears on the transitive subject (4).

Put differently, ii appears to the left of an absolutive argument.

(1) Dawł=a

leave=CN

hana’a.

woman

‘The woman left.’ [V S]

(2) Gab=a

eat=CN

haas=a

dog=CN

hoon?

fish

‘The dog ate the fish.’ [V S O]

(3) Dawł=ii=ł

leave=Q=IRR.CN

hana’a?

woman

‘Did the woman leave?’ [V=ii S]

(4) Gab=a

eat=CN

haas=ii=ł

dog=Q=IRR.CN

hoon?

fish

‘Did the dog eat the fish?’ [V S=ii O]

This linearization pattern is unaffected by elements which may appear preceding the predicate (such as

negation or aspectual marking), or non-core arguments and adjuncts following the core arguments of the

predicate.

Characterizing ii: This interrogative clitic is restricted to root/matrix interrogative sentences such as (3)

and (4). It does not appear in questions embedded under rogative or responsive predicates (respectively,

those predicates which embed only interrogative complements, such as ‘ask’ or ‘wonder’, and those

which embed interrogative and declarative predicates, such as ‘know’ or ‘tell’); embedded questions are

instead obligatorily marked by the irrealis complementizer dza (5).

(5) Yagwa=n

PROG=1SG.I

güüdag-an

ask-2SG.II

[*(dza)

[*(IRR)

hasag-an(*=ii)

want-2SG.II(*=ii)

ła

INCEP

dm

PROSP

yeltg-n].

return-2SG.II]

‘I’m asking you if you want to go back.’

Furthermore, I also show that ii does not appear in wh-questions (which feature a distinct clitic u,

which is also a root-level phenomenon), indefinite/existential quantifiers, or disjunction. Based on this

distribution, I rule out an analysis of ii as being a so-called Q(uestion)-particle such as Japanese ka or

Tlingit sá (Kuroda 1965; Hagstrom 1998; Cable 2010; Uegaki 2018:a.o.), which we would minimally

expect to appear in embedded interrogative clauses.

I instead analyze ii (alongside the wh-interrogative clitic u) as being associated with interrogative sen-

tential mood: a particle conventionally linked to the fundamental conversational function of “asking”,

and distinct from a clause-typing element, such as a C[+Q] (Portner 2018). More formally, I suggest

that ii instantiates a left-peripheral Mood head (adapted from Cinque’s 1999 MoodSpeechAct projection),

which selects for an interrogative CP complement. Question embedding predicates cannot embed the

MoodP headed by ii, but instead select for the same interrogative CP complement embedded by the

Mood projection. This syntactic behaviour accounts for the presence of ii in root interrogatives, and its

absence elsewhere, and provides support for analyses which encode the sentential force within the sen-

tence’s syntactic representation (Krifka 2001; Speas and Tenny 2003; Sauerland and Yatsushiro 2017).

This root/embedded distinction is schematized in (6).

(6) a. Matrix questions: [MoodP =ii [CP +Q [TP . . . ]]]

b. Embedded questions: [V P ASK/KNOW [CP +Q [TP . . . ]]]



I provide supporting evidence for (6) from parallel distributional behaviour of the wh-interrogative

clitic u, the distribution of other sentential clitics including evidential elements with which ii may not

cooccur, scopal behaviour with other semantic operators, as well as data from coordinated questions

which feature a single occurrence of the interrogative particle, which I suggest shows that a single Mood

projection may scope over coordinated interrogative CPs.

Linearizing ii: A remaining question pertains to how the clitic ii might appear clause-internally to the

left of an absolutive element. I provide a first pass at accounting for this linearization, suggesting that

this left-peripheral clitic undergoes post-syntactic phonological lowering to lean on a phrasal host (data

from Ā-extraction and coordinated questions rule out a syntactic raising analysis):

(7) [=cl [ XP =cl YP ]]

It is not immediately clear what kind of constituent the clitic leans on. Prominent analyses of verb ini-

tial languages, such as V raising (Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1998, 1999) or VP raising (Massam

2001), do not yield constituents which contain the verb and subject, and exclude the object. However,

so-called “high-absolutive” analyses of ergative languages (Aldridge 2004; Legate 2008; Coon et al.

2014), which assume that intransitive subjects and direct objects evacuate the VP to occupy a struc-

turally higher position do allow such constituents. If we assume a phrasal syntax in which an absolutive

argument moves out of the VP, and the VP undergoes phrasal movement above the absolutive argument,

we have an appropriate constituent (modulo the ordering of V over S which may independently be ex-

plained as head movement to a Voice projection) for the clitic to lean on. This is schematized in (8) for

intransitive questions such as (3) and (9) for transitive questions such as (4).

(8) [=ii [ [V S ] =ii S ]] (9) [=ii [ [V S O ] =ii O ]]

Outlook: This paper positions ii among a growing typology of particles that appear in polar interrog-

atives, which includes (i) the aforementioned Japanese-style Q-particles which appear in root and em-

bedded interrogatives as well as other, non-interrogative, environments; (ii) those particles which appear

only in interrogative clauses, but freely embed under rogative and responsive predicates, such as Finnish

-kO and Turkish -mI (Gonzalez 2021); and (iii) those particles which appear only in interrogative clauses,

but may only embed under rogative predicates, such as Hindi-Urdu kyaa (Bhatt and Dayal 2020). Con-

trary to these other particles, Sm’algyax ii has the most restricted distribution, appearing only in root

interrogative sentences.

Polar Q? Wh-Q? Embedded Q? Q only?

Japanese Yes Yes Yes No

Finnish/Turkish Yes No Yes Yes

Hindi-Urdu Yes No Sometimes Yes

Sm’algyax Yes No No Yes

Table 1: Characterizing interrogative particles (adapted from Gonzalez 2021)

This paper also enriches our understanding of the effects of syntactic ergativity, adding sentential-

clitic linearization as a potential diagnostic supporting previous work which analyzes syntactic ergativity

effects as arising due to the evacuation of an internal argument (intransitive subject or transitive object)

from the verbal projection.

Selected references: R. Bhatt and V. Dayal. Polar question particles: Hindi-Urdu kya:. Natural

Language and Linguistic Theory, 2020 ; S. Cable. The Grammar of Q: Q-Particles, Wh-Movement, and

Pied-Piping. Oxford University Press, 2010 ; A. Gonzalez. Polar questions and interrogative particles:

a crosslinguistic investigation. PhD thesis, Harvard, 2021 ; M. Krifka. Quantification into question acts.

Natural Language Semantics, 9(1):1–40, 2001.



i@a33 U�j@c jR URajL�Nj3�n �<a33L3Nj
T3j3a ;aCc@CN �N0 rCII Qu8Ra0 VKBiW

i@3a3 Cc 03$�j3 Rq3a s@C,@ L3,@�NCcLc 03aCq3 URajL�Nj3�n �<a33L3Njġ� cCN<I3 L�aG3a CN03uCN< 83�jna3c
8aRL LnIjCUI3 �a<nL3NjcY � ,Ra3 Cccn3 Cc s@3j@3a �II URajL�Nj3�n �<a33L3Nj 03aCq3c 8aRL j@3 c�L3 L3,@A
�NCcL ViaRLL3a lzze. 73N<3a lzS4W. Ra s@3j@3a j@3a3 �a3 LnIjCUI3 0CcjCN,j L3,@�NCcLc VrRRI8Ra0 lzSfW.
cn,@ �c ,RNj3ujn�I �IIRLRaU@w V#R$�IECG lzzzW. j@3 cU3IIRnj R8 � cCN<I3 LnIjCUIwAq�In30 @3�0 V;3Ra<C lzSk.
Qu8Ra0 � tn lzlzW. Ra j@3 a3cnIj R8 � LRaU@RIR<C,�I UaR,3cc ICG3 7ncCRN �UUIwCN< jR �0E�,3Nj @3�0c VMRw3a
SOOl. rCIIC�Lc lzzkWY r3 UaRURc3 j@�j s3 N330 �j I3�cj j@a33 0CcjCN,j U�j@c jR URajL�Nj3�n �<a33L3Njġ
LnIjCUI3 q�In�jCRN. IR,�I ,RNj3ujn�I �IIRLRaU@w. �N0 IRN<A0Ccj�N,3 ,RNj3ujn�I �IIRLRaU@wġ3u�LCNCN< Ua3qCA
RncIw nNa3,R<NCy30 LC,aRq�aC�jCRN CN j@3 U�jj3aNCN< R8 URajL�Nj3�n �<a33L3Nj �,aRcc �I<RN\nC�N I�N<n�<3cY
r3 c@Rs j@�j j@3c3 0C{3a3N,3c 8RIIRs N�jna�IIw C8 j@3 I�N<n�<3c 0C{3a CN s@3j@3a j@3 a3I3q�Nj URajL�Nj3�nu
�aCc3 8aRL LnIjCUI3 q�In�jCRN. IR,�I ,RNj3ujn�I �IIRLRaU@w. Ra IRN<A0Ccj�N,3 ,RNj3ujn�I �IIRLRaU@wY
i@a33 URajL�Nj3�n U�jj3aNcY Qna G3w URCNj Cc CIIncja�j30 $w j@3 CN�3,jCRN R8 SЅό¼k q3a$ 8RaLc CN MCUCccCN<
�I<RN\nCN VDRN3c SOeeW. K3cGs�GC V;R00�a0 SOO:W. �N0 T�cc�L�\nR00w V7a�N,Cc � H3�qCjj lzz4W. c@RsN
CN i�$I3 SY 2�,@ I�N<n�<3 @�c � URajL�Nj3�n SЅό¼k cn|u. c@RsN CN $In3 j3uj CN j@3 j�$I3d j@3c3 �a3 0CcjCN,j
8aRL j@3 cCLUI3 SЅό �N0 k cn|u3c j@�j R,,na CN Rj@3a 8RaLc V3Y<Y T�cc�L�\nR00w AnG ȔSЅό-kȕ qcY A�N ȔSЅόȕ.
Aj ȔkȕWY i@3 U�jj3aNCN< R8 j@3 URajL�Nj3�n cn|u3c q�aC3c �,aRcc j@3 I�N<n�<3c CN jsR s�wc-

SY `R$ncjN3ccY �c c@RsN CN j@3 c3,RN0 ,RInLN R8 j@3 j�$I3. N3<�jCq3 �N0gRa LR0�I 8RaLc sCj@ � a3�3u
R8 TaRjRA�I<RN\nC�N !As Ȕϩζόȕ a3j�CN j@3 URajL�Nj3�n �<a33L3Nj cn|u CN MCUCccCN< �N0 K3cGs�GC. $nj NRj
CN T�cc�L�\nR00w. s@3a3 j@3 URajL�Nj3�n Cc a3UI�,30 $w j@3 cCLUI3 SЅό cn|u A�N CN N3<�jCq3 8RaLcY

lY TIna�I cnUUI3L3NjY 2�,@ R8 j@3 I�N<n�<3c @�c � cnUUI3L3Nj�aw kϿϣ cn|u j@�j R,,nac CN ,3aj�CN q3a$
8RaLc- MCUCccCN< As©. K3cGs�GC As�. T�cc�L�\nR00w A@jCY BN � SЅό¼k 8RaL CN s@C,@ j@3 j@Ca0AU3acRN
R$E3,j Cc UIna�I. j@3 SЅό¼k URajL�Nj3�n cn|u ,�N $3 �,,RLU�NC30 $w j@3 UIna�I cnUUI3L3Nj CN MCUCccCN<
$nj NRj CN K3cGs�GC Ra T�cc�L�\nR00w. �c c@RsN CN j@3 j@Ca0 ,RInLN R8 j@3 j�$I3Y
i�$I3 SY BN�3,jCRN R8 SЅό¼k q3a$ 8RaLc CN j@a33 �I<RN\nC�N I�N<n�<3c

SЅό-k URajL�Nj3�n] `R$ncj sCj@ !As] i�G3c kϿϣ cnUUI3L3Nj]
MCUCccCN< ЭζЅ AǸ

AkϱΪϟ
A�<
ASЅό-k

ЭζЅ A©
AkϱΪϟ

Asssssssssssssssss
Asssssssssssssssss

A�<
ASЅό-k

AěN
AβЛΪ

ЭζЅ AǸ
AkϱΪϟ

A�<
ASЅό-k

As©
AkϿϣ

K3cGs�GC ЭζЅ AǸ
AkϱΪϟ

A�G
ASЅό-k

AC
AΫϔ

ЭζЅ A�
AkϱΪϟ

Asssssssssssssssss
Asssssssssssssssss

A�G
ASЅό-k

AćNC
AϔϩА

ϩϱ AǸ
AkϱΪϟ

A�G
ASЅό-k

AC
AΫϔ

T�cc�L�\nR00w ЭζЅ AǸ
AkϱΪϟ

AnG
ASЅό-k
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i@nc. j@3 SЅό¼k URajL�Nj3�n cn|u V�N0 Rj@3a b�T¼k URajL�Nj3�nuW c@Rs j@3 8RIIRsCN< LC,aRq�aC�jCRN-
CN MCUCccCN<. Cj Cc aR$ncj �N0 ,�N j�G3 � kϿϣ cnUUI3L3Njd CN K3cGs�GC. Cj Cc aR$ncj $nj ,�NNRj j�G3 � kϿϣ
cnUUI3L3Njd �N0 CN T�cc�L�\nR00w. Cj Cc NRj aR$ncj �N0 ,�NNRj j�G3 � kϿϣ cnUUI3L3NjY
�N�IwcCc- i@a33 U�j@c jR URajL�Nj3�n �<a33L3NjY r3 UaRURc3 j@�j j@3 MCUCccCN<. K3cGs�GC. �N0 T�cA
c�L�\nR00w U�jj3aNc 3�,@ a3�3,j � 0C{3a3Nj L3,@�NCcL R8 URajL�Nj3�n 8RaL�jCRNY 7RIIRsCN< 3uCcjCN< sRaG.
s3 �ccnL3 j@�j j@3 URajL�Nj3�n cn|u3c a3�ICy3 BN� �N0 j@�j j@3 kϿϣ cnUUI3L3Nj a3�ICy3c kϿϣ 83�jna3c j@�j
@�q3 7CccCRN30 R{ R8 BN� VQu8Ra0 lzSOWY i@3 j@Ca0AU3acRN R$E3,j L�aG3a j@�j �UU3�ac jR j@3 I38j R8 j@3 URajA
L�Nj3�n cn|u CN j@3 �$Rq3 8RaLc Cc �N�Iwy30 �c a3�ICyCN< pRC,3 V+RRN � #�I3 lzS:WY

MCUCccCN< A�< ȔSЅό-kȕ. s@C,@ Cc aR$ncj sCj@ 0n$Cj�jCq3 As �N0 j�G3c � kϿϣ cnUUI3L3Nj. 03aCq3c 8aRL
LnIjCUI3 q�In�jCRN- BN� �<a33c sCj@ $Rj@ cn$E3,j �N0 R$E3,j. �N0 A�< cU3IIc Rnj $Rj@ R8 j@Rc3 83�jna3 $nN0I3cY
bCN,3 83�jna3c R8 $Rj@ �a<nL3Njc �a3 RN BN�. j@3 Ua3c3N,3 R8 �N �0E�,3Nj As @�c NR 3{3,j RN j@3Ca a3�ICy�jCRN.
�N0 j@3a3 �a3 kϿϣ 83�jna3c RN BN� �q�CI�$I3 jR $3 7CccCRN30 R{ �N0 a3�ICy30 �c j@3 kϿϣ cnUUI3L3NjY

K3cGs�GC A�G ȔSЅό-kȕ. s@C,@ Cc aR$ncj sCj@ CNj3aaR<�jCq3 As $nj ,�NNRj j�G3 � kϿϣ cnUUI3L3Nj. 03aCq3c
8aRL IRN<A0Ccj�N,3 ,RNj3ujn�I �IIRLRaU@w. s@C,@ ,�N R,,na �,aRcc �j I3�cj RN3 CNj3aq3NCN< @3�0 V#RʳCÑ lzSe.



lzS4. lzSOW- BN� �<a33c RNIw sCj@ j@3 SЅό cn$E3,j. �N0 j@3 URajL�Nj3�n A�G ȔSЅό-kȕ Cc �N �IIRLRaU@ R8 SЅό
cn$E3,j �<a33L3Nj j@�j Cc ,RN0CjCRN30 $w j@3 j@Ca0AU3acRN R$E3,j 83�jna3c RN pRC,3Y bCN,3 j@Cc �IIRLRaU@w
Cc IRN<A0Ccj�N,3. URajL�Nj3�nu �a3 Ua3c3aq30 �,aRcc CNj3aaR<�jCq3 AsY 7naj@3aLRa3. j@3 8�,j j@�j BN� 0R3cNȕj
,RII3,j 83�jna3c R8 j@3 R$E3,j L3�Nc j@�j j@3w ,�NNRj $3 7CccCRN30 R{ �N0 a3�ICy30 �c � kϿϣ cnUUI3L3NjY

T�cc�L�\nR00w AnG ȔSЅό-kȕ. s@C,@ Cc NRj aR$ncj sCj@ N3<�jCq3 As �N0 ,�NNRj j�G3 � kϿϣ cnUUI3L3Nj.
03aCq3c 8aRL IR,�I ,RNj3ujn�I �IIRLRaU@w V2L$C,G lzSz. #R$�IECG lzSlW. s@C,@ ,�NNRj R,,na �,aRcc �N
CNj3aq3NCN< @3�0Y i@Cc IR,�ICjw a3cjaC,jCRN a3cnIjc CN j@3 IRcc R8 j@3 URajL�Nj3�n s@3N N3<�jCRN CNj3aq3N3c
$3js33N pRC,3 �N0 BN�Y Vi@3 �N�IwcCc R8 AnG Cc Rj@3asCc3 j@3 c�L3 �c j@�j <Cq3N 8Ra K3cGs�GC A�GYW
� UaCN,CUI30 3u,3UjCRN- QN3 U�j@ jR k¼b�T URajL�Nj3�n �<a33L3NjY i@3 Ua3,30CN< �N�IwcCc ,�Ujna3c
j@3 �jj3cj30 LC,aRq�aC�jCRN CN b�T¼k 8RaLcY i@3 UC,jna3 Cc cjaCGCN<Iw 0C{3a3Nj. @Rs3q3a. CN k¼b�T 8RaLcY
rCj@ a3cU3,j jR aR$ncjN3cc. k¼b�T URajL�Nj3�nu �a3 �Is�wc aR$ncj sCj@ !As. 3q3N CN I�N<n�<3c ICG3 T�cA
c�L�\nR00w. s@3a3 !As 0CcanUjc b�T¼k URajL�Nj3�nu V#RN0�a3NGR lzlzWY rCj@ a3cU3,j jR 7CccCRN. ,3aj�CN
k¼b�T 8RaLc �IIRs � kϿϣ cnUUI3L3Nj 3q3N CN I�N<n�<3c ICG3 K3cGs�GC �N0 T�cc�L�\nR00w. s@C,@ N3q3a �IA
IRs � kϿϣ cnUUI3L3Nj CN b�T¼k 8RaLcY i@3c3 8�,jc CN0C,�j3 j@�j k¼b�T URajL�Nj3�nu a3cnIj 8aRL LnIjCUI3
q�In�jCRN CN �II j@a33 I�N<n�<3c. 3q3N s@3N b�T¼k URajL�Nj3�nu 0R NRjY

i�$I3 lY BN�3,jCRN R8 k¼b�T q3a$ 8RaLc CN j@a33 �I<RN\nC�N I�N<n�<3c
k-SϿϣ URajL�Nj3�n] `R$ncj sCj@ !As] kϿϣ-SЅό cnUUI3L3Nj]
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BN MCUCccCN<. s@3a3 LnIjCUI3 q�In�jCRN @�UU3Nc CN $Rj@ b�T¼k �N0 k¼b�T. s3 URcCj �N CNc�jC�$I3 UaR$3
V/3�I lzS9. lzlSW cU3,C~30 )ϔϩА-ϕ. ЅΞА-Ģ*Y BN K3cGs�GC �N0 T�cc�L�\nR00w. s@3a3 LnIjCUI3 q�In�jCRN
@�UU3Nc CN k¼b�T $nj NRj CN b�T¼k. j@3 UaR$3 Cc cjCII CNc�jC�$I3. $nj Cj 0wN�LC,�IIw CNj3a�,jc V/3�I lzlSW
sCj@ )ϿΞЁА*Y +RNc3\n3NjIw. s@3N j@3 cn$E3,j Cc �N b�T. j@3 UaR$3ȕc CNj3a�,jCRN 83�jna3 ,@�N<3c jR )ϔϩА-ϿΞЁА*
�N0 Cj ,�N NR IRN<3a �<a33 sCj@ j@Ca0 U3acRN R$E3,jc. 03aCqCN< j@3 �$c3N,3 R8 � LnIjCUI3 q�In�jCRN U�j@ jR
b�T¼k URajL�Nj3�nu CN j@Rc3 I�N<n�<3cY i@3 0wN�LC, CNj3a�,jCRN �N�IwcCc Ua30C,jc j@�j BN� �<a33c sCj@
$Rj@ �a<nL3Njc CN b�T¼b�T c,3N�aCRc. cR $Rj@ �a<nL3Njcȕ 83�jna3c �a3 CN UaCN,CUI3 �q�CI�$I3 jR $3 cU3II30
Rnjġ� ,Raa3,j Ua30C,jCRN. 3Y<Y T�cc�L�\nR00w lϿϣ-SЅό ACAw3\ ȔASϱΪϟAlϿϣȕ. l-SϿϣ ACAw3G ȔASϱΪϟASϿϣȕY iR
3uUI�CN s@w �II j@3 I�N<n�<3c 3LUIRw j@3 LnIjCUI3 q�In�jCRN U�j@ CN k¼b�T c,3N�aCRc. s3 UaRURc3 j@�j RNIw
BN� ,�N IC,3Nc3 )ϿΞЁА* CN �I<RN\nC�N V�N�<NRcjRURnIRn lzz9W. cR I3�aN3ac ,RNq3a<3 RN � cwcj3L j@�j �IIRsc
BN� jR �<a33 sCj@ j@3 R$E3,j CN k¼b�T c,3N�aCRc NR L�jj3a s@�j @�UU3Nc CN b�T¼k c,3N�aCRcY
+RN,IncCRNY KC,aRq�aC�jCRN �,aRcc �I<RN\nC�N CN0C,�j3c j@�j IR,�I ,RNj3ujn�I �IIRLRaU@w. IRN<A0Ccj�N,3
,RNj3ujn�I �IIRLRaU@w. �N0 LnIjCUI3 q�In�jCRN �a3 �II URccC$I3 U�j@c jR URajL�Nj3�n �<a33L3Nj. ,RNja� Ua3A
qCRnc UaRURc�Icġ�Ij@Rn<@ j@3 0CcjaC$njCRN R8 j@3c3 U�j@c Cc NRj �Is�wc 8a33. �c CIIncja�j30 $w j@3 UaCN,CUI30
�$c3N,3 R8 q�aC�jCRN CN k¼b�T 8RaLcY Qna cjn0w R8 �I<RN\nC�N @C<@IC<@jc jsR 0C�<NRcjC,c. aR$ncjN3cc �N0
7CccCRN�$CICjw. j@�j ,�N $3 �UUIC30 jR 03j3aLCN3 j@3 cj�jnc R8 URajL�Nj3�n �<a33L3Nj CN Rj@3a I�N<n�<3cY
�$$a3qC�jCRNcY Ϋϔ ,RNEnN,j CN0C,�jCq3d βЛΪ 0n$Cj�jCq3d ϔϩА CNj3aaR<�jCq3d ϩζό N3<�jCq3d ϱΪϟ R$E3,j
b3I3,j30 a383a3N,3c Ë #RN0�a3NGR lzlzY 73�jna3 <InjjRNw 8Ra �I<RN\nC�N- CNq3ac3 CN T�cc�L�\nR00wY KBi
<3N3a�Ic U�U3aY Ë #RʳCÑ lzSOY +RNcja�CNCN< IRN<A0Ccj�N,3 �IIRLRaU@wY HCN<nCcjC, `3qC3s kfY Ë 2L$C,G lzSzY
HR,�ICcL q3acnc <IR$�ICcL CN LRaU@RIR<w �N0 U@RNRIR<wY KBi Ta3ccY Ë 73N<3a lzS4Y KnIjCUI3 �<a33CN<
U3acRNc Cc NRj j@�j cU3,C�I- `3cjaC,jCRNc RN U3acRN URajL�Nj3�nuY T3NN rTH l:YSY Ë iaRLL3a lzzeY QN
URajL�Nj3�n �<a33L3NjY Ta3c3Nj30 �j H3CUyC<A?�aq�a0 rRaGc@RU RN KRaU@RIR<w �N0 �a<nL3Nj 2N,R0CN<Y
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*OUSPEVDUJPO� य़F *OVLUVU EFNPOTUSBUJWF 	४५ॳ
 TZTUFN JT SFOPXOFE GPS JUT DPNQMFYJUZ CPUI JO
UFSNT PG UIF OVNCFS PG B॒FTUFE GPSNT BOE UIF TFNBOUJD DPOUSBTUT FYQSFTTFE 	%FOOZ ����� 'PSUFT�
DVF ����� 4BEPDL ����
� य़JT QBQFS GPDVTFT PO FODMJUJD ४५ॳT 	�४५ॳ
 JO *OVLUVU 	*OVJUۗ:VQJLۗ
6OBOHBO
 XIJDI IBWF CFFO MPPTFMZ DIBSBDUFSJTFE BT GPDVT NBSLFST 	'PSUFTDVF ����� 4BEPDL ����

BOE FYBNJOFT UIF TZOUBY PG DMFॏ DPOTUSVDUJPOT� &YJTUJOH XPSL PO UIF NPSQIPTZOUBDUJD SFFYFT
PG JOGPSNBUJPO TUSVDUVSF DFOUFST PO UPQJDBMJUZ BOE JUT FFDU PO BMJHONFOU BOE XPSE PSEFS 	#FSHF
����� $BSSJFS ����
ۘXJUI GFX 	JG BOZ
 SFGFSFODF UP GPDVT PS DMFॏJOHۘBOENPSF SFDFOUMZ PO QSPTPEJD
GPDVT JO ,BMBBMMJTVU 	8FTU (SFFOMBOEJD "SOIPME ����
� )PXFWFS UIF QPSUSBJU JT MFTT DMFBS GPS DMFॏ�
JOH BOE PUIFS *OVLUVU EJBMFDUT UIF NPSQIPTZOUBDUJD TUBUVT PG �४५ॳT SFNBJOJOH VODMFBS� $MBJN�
8F QSPQPTF UIBU 	J
 �४५ॳT BSF TVCKFDUT PG TNBMM DMBVTFT 	4$T
 IBWJOH B SFMBUJWF DMBVTF 	3$
 BT UIFJS
QSFEJDBUF� BOE 	JJ
 GPDVT USJHHFST GSPOUJOH PG B <�६ॵ३>�CFBSJOH DPOTUJUVFOU PG UIF 3$ UP 4QFD'PD1
BT XBT TJNJMBSMZ QSPQPTFE GPS DMFॏ�MJLF OBSSPX GPDVT CZ 'SBTDBSFMMJ 	����
� 0VS DPOUSJCVUJPO JT
UISFFGPME� 	J
 XF QSPWJEF B GPSNBM BOBMZTJT PG *OVLUVU DMFॏ GPDVT DPOTUSVDUJPOT 	$'$
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%FNPOTUSBUJWFT JO *OVLUVU� *OVLUVU ४५ॳT GPSN B WBTU DMPTFE DMBTT XIJDI TIBSF B TFU PG EFJDUJD
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DMFॏ 	�
 JT TJNQMZ B TUBUFNFOU PG )�T SPMF 	�
 JEFOUJFT B VOJRVF NFNCFS PG B TFU PG BMUFSOBUJWFT
NBUDIJOH UIF EFTDSJQUJPO� .BUFSJBM UP UIF SJHIU JT QSFTVQQPTFE� $'$T BSF DPNQBUJCMF XJUI OBSSPX
JOGPSNBUJWF BOE DPOUSBTUJWF GPDVT F�H� JO SFTQPOTF UP RVFTUJPOT� 1PMBS JOUFSSPHBUJWFT BMTP BMMPX
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 B� [BɁOB\Rɔ^VOB] ۜUIBU XPNBO
C� [BɁOBȴ VOB ] ۜJU JT B XPNBO

$SVDJBMMZ �४५ॳT TZOUBY TFNBOUJDT BOE QIPOPMPHZ BSF EJTUJODU GSPN BEOPNJOBM ४५ॳT� F�H� 	�
 MBDLT
OVNCFS BOE QFSTPO BHSFFNFOU 	DG��
 	�
 EPFTOU NFBO ۜUIJT )BOT JT UIF MFBEFS BOE TQFDJD TBOEIJ
QSPDFTTFT PDDVS 	DG��
� )PXFWFS UIFJS FYQPOFOUT BSF JEFOUJDBM UP ४५ॳ�१२ॹ PDDVSJOH FMTFXIFSF BOE
DBO FYQSFTT EJTUBODF 	ॶॸॵॾং४९ॹॺ
 QMBDF 	F�H� ॵॻॺ
 BOE OVNCFS DPOUSBTUT 	OPU TIPXO
�



#VJMEJOH GPDVT TFOUFODFT� 'SBTDBSFMMJ 	����
 BSHVFT UIBU B TUSBUFHZ GPS 'PDVT JOUFSQSFUBUJPO JT
UP VTF DMFॏ�MJLF DPOTUSVDUJPOT XIJDI JOWPMWF B CJDMBVTBM TUSVDUVSF� *O UIFTF DPOTUSVDUJPOT UIF
GPDVTFE DPOTUJUVFOU JT NFSHFE BT UIF QSFEJDBUF PG B 4$� #VJMEJOH PO 'SBTDBSFMMJ 	����
T GPSNBM�
J[BUJPO XF TVHHFTU UIBU *OVLUVU �४५ॳT BSF TVCKFDUT PG 4$T 	�
 QBSBMMFM UP DPQVMBS DMBVTF TVCKFDUT
JO *OVLUVU� य़F 4$ QSFEJDBUF QPTJUJPO JT MMFE CZ B %1 BT JO 	��C
 PS CZ B 3$ BT JO 	���
� य़F
GPDVTFE FMFNFOU UP XIJDI $BTF NBZ CF BTTJHOFE XJUIJO UIF 3$ JT GSPOUFE UP 4QFD'PD1 XIFSF
<�६ॵ३> DIFDLJOH PDDVST� 	��
 JMMVTUSBUFT DMFॏJOH JO DPQVMBS TFOUFODFT BT JO 	��C
 	��
 XJUI B SFM�
BUJWF DMBVTF BT B QSFEJDBUF BT JO 	���
� य़JT QSPQPTBM JT JO MJOF XJUI XPSL TUBUJOH UIBU GPDVT�MJLF
JOUFSQSFUBUJPO JOWPMWFT NPWFNFOU UP UIF FEHF PG UIF $1 QIBTF 	3J[[J ����
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 [SC [ %1�४५ॳsbj ][ %1�3$pred ]]
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 [FocP [Spec,FocP %1[+foc]] 'PD0[SC [sbj %1�४५ॳ ][pred �%1[+foc]� ]]]
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 [FocP [Spec,FocP %1[+foc]] 'PD0[SC [sbj %1�४५ॳ ][RCpred
[DP 5)*/( ][CP ۪ �%1[+foc]� ]]]]

*NQMJDBUJPOT� �%५ॳT BMXBZT TVSGBDF XJUI VONBSLFE DBTF� 8IJMF UIJT GPSN BMTP IBQQFOT UP CF
UIF BCTPMVUJWF GPSN XF BSHVF UIBU �४५ॳT BSF OPU USVF १२ॹ�ॴॵॳ JO UIF TFOTF PG -FHBUF 	����
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Itzaj is a classifier-for-numerals language 
 

Introduction: Itzaj (Mayan) is considered a highly endangered language since intergenerational 
transmission is documented to be decreasing since the 1930s (Hofling 1991, 1996; Bennett et al. 
2015). Itzaj is spoken by elder speakers and by a growing number of adult L2 learners. Efforts for 
language revitalization projects are currently in progress, which involve immersion programs, 
language nests and language description with the goal of better understanding the Itzaj grammar 
of L1 and L2 speakers. This paper emerges from efforts to describe the Itzaj grammar of L1 and 
L2 speakers and focuses on one aspect of the grammar of Itzaj: the distribution of numeral 
classifiers. We aim to provide evidence that Itzaj is a classifier-for-numerals language like other 
Mayan languages, such as Ch’ol (Bale and Coon 2014, Little, Moroney and Royer 2022). 
Numeral classifiers: In Itzaj, numeral classifiers are required whenever there is a numeral 
construction: 
(1) ka’-tuul  aj-winik-(oo’)   (2) ka’-b’eel taab(-oo’) 

two-CLF MASC-man-PL   two-CLF salt-PL 
 ‘two men’      ‘two portions of salt in diferents containers’ 
In such constructions, nouns may be optionally pluralized, as illustrated in (1) and (2). The optional 
use of the plural morpheme in Itzaj and the pluralization of mass nouns is described in grammars 
of the language (Hofling 2000, Schumann 2000) and observed in the production of elder speakers 
of Itzaj and L2 learners alike.  
 In Itzaj, numeral classifiers do not occur in constructions that do not include numerals. For 
example, in constructions with quantifiers (3) and adjectives (4), the numeral classifier is absent.  
(3) Yan yaab’ ix-ak-oo’  ti yalka’ ja’. 

EXST many FEM-turtle-PL  in run water 
‘There are many turtles in the river.’ 

(4) Aj-Pablo ka’nal. 
MASC-Pablo tall 

 ‘Pablo is tall.’ 
Analysis: The literature on classifiers (Bale and Coon 2014, Little et al. 2022) argues for the 
existence of two types of classifier languages: classifier-for-nouns languages (Chierchia 1998) and 
classifier-for-numerals languages (Krifka 1995). In classifier-for-nouns languages, the classifier 
is responsible for changing the denotation of the noun while in classifier-for-numerals languages 
the numerals are ‘semantically dependent on the classifier.’ According to Little et al. (2022), in 
classifier-for-nouns languages it is expected that: I) there will be ‘idiosyncrasies in whether or not 
a noun requires a classifier’; II) classifiers will not be restricted to constructions with numerals. 
On the other hand, in classifier-for-numerals languages, it is expected that: III) there will be 
‘idiosyncrasies in whether or not a numeral requires a classifier’; IV) classifiers will occur with 
numerals if not combining with a noun. We show that this is indeed the case for Itzaj. 
Idiosyncrasies of numerals: As predicted by (III) we observe that Itzaj numerals always occur 
with numeral classifiers. In Itzaj, similarly to other Mayan languages (cf. Bale and Coon 2014, 
Little et al. 2022), Spanish numerals may also be used, in which case the numeral classifier is not 
going to be required: 
(5) a. *tres-tuul aj-winik-oo’.  b. tres aj-winik-oo’.  
  three-NCL MASC-man-PL   three MASC-man-PL 

Intended: ‘Three man’    ‘Three men.’ 
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This has been understood as evidence that cross-linguistically, numerals may or may not have a 
measure function encoded in their denotation, resulting in the fact that only in some languages 
numerals will require numeral classifiers. Furthermore, as predicted in (IV), classifiers in Itzal will 
occur on numerals even in the absence of a noun (7, 8), similarly to Ch’ol (9) (Little et al. 2022): 
 
(7) Je’la’ e’ ox-b’eel. [Itzaj]  (9) Ili jiñ ux-*(p’ej) [Ch’ol] 

this is three-NCL    this DET three-NCL 
 ‘This is three.’      ‘This is three.’  (Little et al. 2022: 25) 
 
(8) Ka’-pak ox-b’eel yan wak-b’eel. [Itzal] 

two-CLF three-CLF EXST six-CLF 
 ‘Two times three there is six.’ 
 
The pattern observed in Itzaj can be explained by analyzing this language as a classifier-for-
numerals language similarly to Ch’ol. Under Little et al. analysis, numeral classifiers form a 
constituent with the numeral rather than with the noun, as illustrated in (10); numerals would have 
the denotation proposed in (11a) and classifiers the denotation presented in (11b) 

 (11a) ⟦ TWO ⟧ = λm ⟨e, n⟩ λPλx.[ P (x ) & m (x ) = 2] (10)

 (11b) ⟦ CLF ⟧ = μ# 

 
 
The required use of numeral classifiers in constructions such as (7) and (8) despite the absence of 
a noun, the absence of numeral classifiers in constructions without numerals (3-4) and 
idiosyncrasies in the use of numerals (5) support an analysis such as in (10)/(11) for Itzal. This 
analysis can also account for the co-occurrence of numeral classifiers and plural marking, since 
classifiers and plurals are not projected in the same position and, most importantly, given that the 
numeral classifier is not forming a constituent with the noun.  
Conclusion: In sum, in this paper, we provided an analysis of the distribution of numeral 
classifiers in Itzaj in light of studies on other Mayan languages (Bale and Coon 2014, Little et al. 
2022) while building on a description of a phenomenon so far undocumented for the new 
generation of Itzaj speakers.  
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7ZR GHULYDWLRQV RI 92 RUGHU LQ0D]DKXD� 3UHGLFDWH IURQWLQJ DQG QRXQ�LQFRUSRUDWLRQ
0D]DKXD �2WR�0DQJXHDQ� LV D YHUE�LQLWLDO ODQJXDJH WKDW DOORZV 926 DQG 962 RUGHUV�
962 DOORZV IXOO�'3 REMHFWV EXW QRW EDUH REMHFWV ��D�� IROORZLQJ D FRPPRQ SDWWHUQ FURVV�
OLQJXLVWLFDOO\ �0DVVDP� ����� ����� &RRQ� ����� DPRQJ RWKHUV�� 926� KRZHYHU� DOORZV
EDUH REMHFWV RU IXOO�'3 ��E�� GHYLDWLQJ IURP RWKHU 926 ODQJXDJHV ZKLFK FDQ RQO\ KDYH EDUH
13�REMHFWV �9DUJDV %HUQDO� ����� 9LFWRULD 6HEDVWLiQ� ������ ,Q WKLV ZRUN , DUJXH WKDW WKHUH
DUH WZR FRQVWUXFWLRQV ZLWK EDUH REMHFWV WKDW VXUIDFH DV 92�6�� HDFK GHULYHG GL˨HUHQWO\�
,Q RQH FRQVWUXFWLRQ� WKH REMHFW XQGHUJRHV QRXQ�LQFRUSRUDWLRQ �1,� DQG WKH YHUE FRPSOH[
UDLVHV WKURXJK KHDG�PRYHPHQW� LQ WKH RWKHU� WKH REMHFW VWD\V LQ Y3� ZKLFK XQGHUJRHV
SUHGLFDWH IURQWLQJ WR D SURMHFWLRQ DERYH 9RLFH3� ,Q DGGLWLRQ� , GLVFXVV WKH ORFDWLRQ LQ
WKH VWUXFWXUH RI IXOO�'3 REMHFWV LQ 962 DQG 926 EDVHG RQ WKHLU SRVLWLRQ ZLWK UHVSHFW WR
DGYHUEV DQG ORFDWLYH SKUDVHV�
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, DUJXH IRU WKH WZR W\SHV RI 92 RUGHUV ZLWK EDUH REMHFWV ZLWK SKRQRORJLFDO DQGPRUSKR�
ORJLFDO HYLGHQFH� )LUVW� �PRVW� 0D]DKXD URRWV DUH DUJXHG WR EH PRQRV\OODELF LQ WKHLU
XQGHUO\LQJ UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ� EXW VSHOOHG RXW DV GLV\OODELF WR FRPSO\ ZLWK D PLQLPDO ZRUG
UHTXLUHPHQW ZKHQ WKH\ DSSHDU LQ LVRODWLRQ ��D�� �.QDSS 5LQJ� ������ :KHQ D PRUSKHPH
LV VXˢ[HG WR D URRW� WKH URRW LV VSHOOHG�RXW DV PRQRV\OODELF� IROORZHG E\ WKH VXˢ[HG
PRUSKHPH ��E�� 7KLV LV ZKDW KDSSHQV LQ QRXQ�LQFRUSRUDWLRQ� ,Q 0D]DKXD� D EDUH REMHFW
FDQ EH RSWLRQDOO\ LQFRUSRUDWHG WR D YHUE URRW ��D� �LQ ZKLFK FDVH WKH YHUE URRW LV VSHOOHG
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IXOO�'3 REMHFWV LQ 92 �DQG LQ 962�� WKH\ FDQQRW LQWHUYHQH EHWZHHQ WKH YHUE DQG D EDUH
REMHFW ���� , DUJXH WKLV LV SRVVLEOH LI WKH IXOO�'3 REMHFW VWD\V ZLWKLQ Y3 �RU VKLIWHG WR D ORZ
6SHF� DQG LI DGYHUEV�ORFDWLYH SKUDVHV DUH DGMRLQHG ORZHU WKDQ WKH SRVLWLRQ ZKHUH VXEMHFWV
DUH PHUJHG �L�H� 6SHF9RLFH3��
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Stem and Initial Segment Faithfulness in Kanien’kéha 
 

Martin Renard, University of Toronto 
 

Kanien’kéha (Mohawk) is an endangered Indigenous North American language of the 
Northern Iroquoian family, with fewer than 700 speakers left living across eight communities in 
Ontario, Quebec, and upstate New York (DeCaire forthcoming). It is famous for its polysynthetic 
morphosyntax, which has been extensively discussed in various works (e.g. Baker 1996). Beyond 
its accent patterns (e.g. Michelson 1988), however, the Kanien’kéha phonological system has been 
largely ignored. This work contributes to filling this gap by analyzing a key aspect of Kanien’kéha 
phonology, specifically the distribution of the rhotic phoneme /r/, through the OT framework of 
positional faithfulness (Beckman 1998). In light of the relatively ample documentation of 
Kanien’kéha, all data come from a secondary source, namely the 2018 textbook by language 
teacher O. B. Maracle. They were checked for accuracy by a highly proficient L2 speaker. 

The distribution of Kanien’kéha /r/ is marked, and interacts significantly with stems. I 
define stems (in square brackets) as morphosyntactic domains larger than monomorphemic roots 
(underlined), as they may contain additional elements such as reflexive prefixes, incorporated 
nominal roots, and derivational suffixes. There is plenty of independent evidence for the status of 
verbal stems as distinct morphosyntactic domains (e.g. lexicalization, idiomaticization) (Mithun 
1984). Outside stems can be found productive inflectional affixes. The key data point is that, while 
/r/ occurs freely in stems, whether in derivational suffixes, verbal roots, or incorporated nouns, it 
is generally absent from inflectional affixes; and the few instances of inflectional /r/ that do exist 
debuccalize to /h/ when they do not form the word-initial segment. Consider the data below: 
 
(1) The distribution of Kanien’kéha /r/ (Maracle 2018) 
 
(a) /r-[at-kahtho-hserũ]-s/ 

3SG.M.AGT-[SRFL-look.at-DIST]-HAB 
“he looks at many things” 

(b) /s-h-[at-kahtho-hserũ]-s/ 
REP-3SG.M.AGT-[SRFL-look.at-DIST]-HAB 
“he looks at many things again” 

 
(c) /ri-[karewaht]-ha/ 

1SG>3SG.M-[injure]-HAB 
“I injure him” 

(d) /te-hi-[karewaht]-ha/ 
NEG-1SG>3SG.M-[injure]-HAB 
“I do not injure him” 

(e) /roti-[ʔnikũhr-aksɐ̃]-Ø/ 
3PL.M.PAT-[mind-be.bad]-STAT 
“they (M) are sad” 

 

(f) /th-aũ-sa-hoti-[ʔnikũhr-aksɐ̃]-hake/ 
CNTR-OPT-REP-3PL.M.PAT-[mind-be.bad]-CONT 
“they (M) would not be sad anymore” 

I argue that these data call for an analysis in terms of positional faithfulness (Beckman 
1998), whereby certain positions (e.g. stressed syllables, roots, initial syllables, etc.) are cross-
linguistically more prominent, and are therefore able to support a larger number of more marked 
contrasts, as well as resist reduction or neutralization processes. Specifically, these data suggest 
that the distribution of Kanien’kéha /r/ is governed by stem and initial segment faithfulness, 
through two new highly-ranked constraints MAX-STEM([place]) and MAX-X1([place]). These 
constraints punish deletions of the [place] node from the segments contained within the domains 



 

 

of stems and initial segments. Outside of these privileged positions, a *r markedness constraint 
triggers deletion of the [place] node from /r/, resulting in its debuccalization to the corresponding 
placeless segment [h] (which is otherwise featurally identical to /r/). Consider the tableaux below: 
 
(2) Positional faithfulness analysis of Kanien’kéha debuccalization 
 

(a) 

r-[at-kahtho-hserũ]-s MAX-STEM([place]) MAX-X1([place]) *r MAX([place]) 
☞ r-[at-kahtho-hserũ]-s   **  

h-[at-kahtho-hsehũ]-s *! *  ** 
r-[at-kahtho-hsehũ]-s *!  * * 
h-[at-kahtho-hserũ]-s  *! * * 

 

(b) 

s-r-[at-kahtho-hserũ]-s MAX-STEM([place]) MAX-X1([place]) *r MAX([place]) 
s-r-[at-kahtho-hserũ]-s   **!  

s-h-[at-kahtho-hsehũ]-s *!   ** 
s-r-[at-kahtho-hsehũ]-s *!  * * 

☞ s-h-[at-kahtho-hserũ]-s   * * 
 
The first /r/ is protected by MAX-X1([place]) in (a), but not in (b), where [place] deletion results in 
debuccalization to placeless /h/. Stems are faithful throughout thanks to MAX-STEM([place]). 

Although roots (e.g. Beckman 1998:191-210) and initial syllables (e.g. Becker et al. 
2012:232) are often identified as privileged positions, stems and initial segments have not received 
the same attention, despite being also predicted to be prominent: stem faithfulness is the logical 
extension of root faithfulness to a complex morphological system in which roots are often derived 
into lexicalized polymorphemic stems; and there is a lot of processing evidence for the prominence 
of word-initial portions in general (i.e. not only syllables, but segments as well) (Beckman 1997:5). 
This study confirms these predictions: given that root and initial syllable faithfulness cannot 
account for the data in (1), stem and initial segment faithfulness are necessary. However, further 
research is needed to investigate the typological implications of these two new constraints. 

This work makes a double contribution to linguistics: empirically, it documents an under-
studied aspect of Kanien’kéha phonology; theoretically, it proposes two extensions to positional 
faithfulness. Although it remains largely academic, the implications of stem faithfulness could be 
positively leveraged to support revitalization efforts through community-based collaborative work. 
Indeed, our findings show that stems form a crucial unit in Kanien’kéha, as it is at this level that 
the lexicalized base onto which affixes attach coincides with a domain protected by positional 
faithfulness. Besides potentially enhancing our understanding of the phonology-morphosyntax 
interface, this suggests that stems, as the largest “fixed” domain, constitute the most acquisitionally 
profitable unit when trying to facilitate the teaching of Kanien’kéha verbal morphology. 
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Understanding the Functions Verbal Order in Ojibwe Mskwaankwad Rice, University of Minnesota

A prominent aspect of Ojibwe grammar is verbal order, which is a classification of the systems of
affixation a verb takes depending on clause type. Put simply, the independent order is used in main
clauses, the conjunct in subordinate ones, and the imperative order is used in making commands. The
conjunct has a wide range of functions and a mastery of its use is essential for L2 learners to gain
native-like proficiency in Ojibwe. To compare the first two orders:1

(1) Nigiigoonke. (2) giigoonkeyaan
ni-giigoonke giigoonke-yaan
1SG.IND-is.fishing is.fishing-1SG.CONJ
‘I am fishing’ ‘when/that I am fishing’

While a subordinating function of the conjunct is apparent, there are environments in which its use has
semantic functions other than subordination and instances in which independent/conjunct selection is free
or restricted. A linguistic understanding of how and why different clause types are utilized in various
situations is the focus of my research as a linguist who is involved in Ojibwe reclamation.

Rice (2022) examines optativity in Ojibwe, which reveals predicates and predicative statements
that vary in their availability of independent or conjunct order complements. Optative particles begish naa
and gesnaa have similar functions in making wish statements though the former is restricted to taking
only conjunct complements, and the latter can take ones in either order. Lexical verb constructions
expressing wishes take only conjunct complements, and the lexicalized phrase aabdek sa naa gnamaa,
translated as ‘hopefully’ takes only independent complements.

Variation in availability of verbal order in complements is also observed with various particles.
Booch operates as a necessity modal of varying flavors depending on context, and is glossed as it is
necessary; it is certain; no matter what.2 Independent complements are used in denoting actual events (3)
and the conjunct indicating habituality (4):

(3) Booch igo niwii-izhaa oodenaang wii-maa'ishkamaan.
booch igo ni-wii-izhaa oodena-ang wii-maa'ishkam-aan
no.matter.what EMPH 1SG.IND-FUT-go town-LOC FUT-shop-1SG.CONJ
‘I'm going to town anyway to shop.’

(4) Booch igo wiisiniyaan aana-bakadesiwaan.
booch igo wiisini-yaan aana-bakade-si-waan
necessarily EMPH eat-1SG.CONJ despite-hungry-NEG-1SG.CONJ
‘I still eat even though I'm not hungry.’

In the Eastern Ojibwe and Odawa dialects of Ojibwe, the particle aabidek has a meaning similar to booch
and is likewise subject to independent(5)/conjunct(6) optionality for the same purposes:3

(5) Gitziiman gii-wiijgendwaawaan aabdek, eshki-niibwiyaat.
gitziim-an gii-wiijgendw-aawaan aabdek, e-shki-niibwi-yaat

3 Examples taken from Nishnaabemwin Online Dictionary: https://dictionary.nishnaabemwin.atlas-ling.ca/#/help
2 Ojibwe Peoples’ Dictionary https://ojibwe.lib.umn.edu/main-entry/booch-adv-man
1 The imperative is not presently discussed as its function and use are relatively transparent.



Understanding the Functions Verbal Order in Ojibwe Mskwaankwad Rice, University of Minnesota

parent-OBV PST-live.with-3PL>>3’.IND necessarily IC-new-be.married-3PL.CONJ
‘They had to live with her parents when they were newly married.’

(6) Aabdek go wii-aagwitooknoweng gchi-gsinaak.
aabdek go wii-aagwitooknowe-ng gchi-gsinaak
necessarily EMPH FUT-dress.in.layers-X.CONJ very-cold
‘A second layer of clothing must be worn when it's really cold.’

Other particles such as aanawi (anyhow; although; despite; but) also take either independent or conjunct
complements for similar purposes.

Additionally, main clauses are occasionally seen to be conjugated in the conjunct order. Valentine
(2001) attributes this to being a function of running narrative and Fairbanks (Kishtekon) (2016) expands
on that notion, demonstrating the conjunct’s function as a discourse-marking device to advance the
storyline in storytelling narratives, with background information and asides marked by the independent.
This phenomenon requires further syntactic exploration.

The above observations raise two important and interrelated questions: a) what determines the
syntactic availability or restriction of clause type to a given predicate; and, b) what are the semantic
implications of clause type selection? That certain particles are restricted to a single complement type
offer clues to that particle’s syntactic position. For example, the lexicalized phrase aabdek sa naa gnamaa
is seen to be restricted to only independent complements, suggesting that it is in fact treated syntactically
as an embedded clause. Where complement clause type selection is free for either independent or
conjunct, a semantic motivation is apparent though a unified theory remains elusive and cases such as the
discourse function of main clause conjuncts highlights that fact.

My poster will present relevant data and theory, and offer preliminary answers to the questions
posed above. I am reviewing existing literature on the subject of verbal order in Ojibwe and related
Algonquian languages and investigating gaps in knowledge through original fieldwork with L1 speakers
of Ojibwe. Linguistic theory will help to inform my analysis as, for example, the conjunct functions
similarly to subjunctive mood in other languages. The overall investigation is important in contributing to
the literature on Ojibwe grammar and to linguistic theory but more importantly, knowledge gleaned will
help Ojibwe learners to understand the larger functions of verbal order and be able to model L1 speakers.
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Conference. East Lansing: Michigan State University Press.

Valentine, J. Randolph. 2001. Nishnaabemwin Reference Grammar. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press.



  

Vowel length, epsilon and schwa in Southern Tutchone (Dene) 
David Shanks, McGill University 

Overview: The orthography of Southern Tutchone (Dene) includes both “full” and “reduced” vowels, with 

full <e> being described as alternating between a long and a short variant in open and closed syllables, 

respectively (Tlen 2016, 2022). However, the phonological underpinning of the full-reduced distinction has 

not been investigated, nor has the phonemic status of length alternations of <e>. I provide evidence that the 

full-reduced distinction primarily encodes a length contrast and that the two pronunciations of <e> represent 

distinct underlyingly forms: the long full vowel /eː/ and short light diphthong /jə/. 

1 Background: Southern Tutchone is a critically endangered Northern Dene language spoken in the 

southern Yukon (Moseley 2010). Across Dene (Athabaskan) languages, there is commonly reference to a 

distinction between “full” vowels–described as long, tense and peripheral–and “reduced” vowels–described 

as short, lax and centralized (Krauss 1964). However, the reconstructed contrast in Proto-Dene between 

full and reduced is realized in differing ways in the daughter languages, leading to analyses involving an 

underlying featural distinction (e.g., Hän; Manker 2012) or length contrast (Tetsǫ́t’ıné; Jaker 2018). 

Previous work has not examined the phonological status of the distinction in Southern Tutchone. 

2 Vowel length: Southern Tutchone has seven orthographic vowels: full <i, u, e, o, a> and reduced 

<ü, ä>. While the reduced vowels are both central (typically [ɨ, ə], resp.), I argue that the distinction between 

the two groups is underlyingly in terms of length, evidenced in the realization of nasality and rhotacization. 

First, coda nasals and vowel nasalization are in complementary distribution. The full vowels <i, u, a> can 

be nasalized (1a), but cannot have a nasal coda. In contrast, the reduced vowel <ä> cannot be nasalized but 

can have a nasal coda (1b). <o, ü> cannot be nasalized or have a nasal coda, and I return to <e> in §3. 

(1) a. tthʼį [tθʼĩː] *[tθʼiːn]  ‘mosquito’ 

shą [ʃãː] *[ʃaːn]   ‘rain’ 

b. män [mən] *[mə̃] ‘lake’ 

shän [ʃən] *[ʃə̃] ‘I, me’ 

I propose that this difference is due to full vowels being underlyingly bimoraic and reduced vowels 

underlyingly monomoraic (2a). Nasalization thus occurs with long vowels only to avoid the possibility of 

a three-position (superheavy) rhyme (2b), which is crosslinguistically marked (Kaye et al. 1990). An 

underlying nasal that follows a reduced vowel then surfaces as a nasal coda. 

(2) a.      b. 

                 

Second, reduced vowels can be rhotacized, while full vowels cannot. Rhotacization, orthographically 

<Vr>, produces an R-coloured vowel that surfaces as long (3a). Rhotacized vowels then pattern with full 

vowels in terms of nasalization, as they can be nasalized but cannot have a following nasal coda (3b). 

(3) a. shür [ʃɨ˞ː] ‘coney, butterfish’ 

shär [ʃɚː] ‘bear’ 

b. gų̈r [kz ̃˞ ː] *[kɨ˞ːn]    ‘lark’ 

tlʼą̈r [tɬʼɚ̃ː] *[tɬʼɚːn]  ‘horsefly’

I propose that only reduced vowels can be rhotacized as they are the only monomoraic vowels. Taking the 

rhotic to be a part of the rhyme (and therefore moraic), a rhotacized full vowel would result in a three-

position rhyme (4a). In addition, the fact that rhotacized vowels pattern with full vowels in terms of 

nasalization aligns with an analysis where both are bimoraic (4b), cf. (2b). 

(4) a.      b. 

 

Finally, preliminary data measuring mean vowel duration provides additional evidence for a length 

contrast. For example, in a word pair such as -mbat [ᵐbaːtʰ] ‘older sister’, with a full vowel, and -mbät 
[ᵐbətʰ] ‘front’, with a reduced vowel, the vowel length ratio is 2.1:1.  

3 The problem with <e>: The other possible word-final consonants <t, l> pattern differently from 

nasals (cf. 2b), as both can follow a full vowel (e.g., <a>) which always surfaces as long. An apparent 

exception to this is <e>, which has been described as surfacing as [eː] in open syllables and [ɛ] in closed 

syllables (Tlen 2022: 14). Examples from the Kluane dialect are shown in (5). 

(5) a. khe [xeː]    *[xɛ]  ‘lard’  b. khet [xɛtʰ]   *[xeːtʰ] ‘scab’ 
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This analysis faces two empirical challenges: first, syllable shape is not sufficient to predict which 

pronunciation is represented by <e>. Contra (5a), <e> is unexpectedly realized as [ɛ] in open syllables when 

a noun stem ending in <en> takes the diminutive suffix <-a> (6a). This also occurs in words such as zenu 

(5b), which are synchronically monomorphemic. The examples in (6) are also from the Kluane dialect. 

(6) a. dunèn  [tuːnɛ̀nʔ]   ‘child’ 

dunèna  [tuːnɛ̀naː] *[tuːneːnaː] ‘small child’ 

b. zenu  [zɛnuː]  *[zeːnuː] ‘day’ 

Second, in some dialects (e.g., Lake Laberge) there is obligatory palatalization before <e> when realized 

as [ɛ], in (7a), but no dialect allows for palatalization before <e> as [eː] (7b). 

(7) a. dunèna [tuːnjɛ̀naː] *[...nɛ̀naː] ‘small childʼ 

łet [ɬjɛtʰ]      *[ɬɛtʰ] ‘scab’ 

b. ke      [kʰeː]    *[kʰjeː] ‘tracks’ 

While palatalization before a front vowel is common across languages, the absence of palatalization before 

<e> as [eː] suggests that the two sounds represented by orthographic <e> have different underlying features. 

To probe this, we must return to orthographic schwa (<ä>). 

4 Epsilon as schwa: Schwa is commonly realized as [ɛ~ɜ] in many dialects of Southern Tuchone. In 

Lake Laberge, schwa in both prefixes and stems is pronounced as [ɛ] (8a). To maintain contrast between 

stem <e> as [ɛ] and <ä> as [ɛ], the former is obligatorily marked by palatalization (8b). Therefore, the 

underlying representation must capture this contrast. 

(8) Lake Laberge dialect 

a. däshän /tə- ʃən/      [tɛʃɛn] ‘a stick’ 

 

 

b. łet /?/ [ɬjɛtʰ] *[ɬɛtʰ] ‘scab’ 

łät /ɬət/ [ɬɛtʰ]  ‘smoke’ 

Since (8b) forms a minimal pair differing only in palatalization, I propose that <e> as [jɛ] is underlyingly 

the light diphthong /jə/ (i.e., orthographic <yä>). As schwa is uniformly realized as [ɛ] in this dialect, the 

diphthong’s realization as [jɛ] rather than [jə] is not surprising. 

On the other hand, in Kluane, schwa in prefixes is optionally pronounced [ɛ], while in stems it is 

uniformly [ə] (9a). Palatalization before <e> pronounced as [ɛ] is optional, and the contrast between <ä> 

and <e> is marked by vowel quality rather than palatalization (9b). 

(9) Kluane dialect 

a. däshän /tə- ʃən/  [tɛʃən] *[tɛʃɛn]    ‘a stick’ 

 

 

b. łet /ɬjət/ [ɬɛtʰ]  ~ [ɬjɛtʰ] ‘scab’ 

łät /ɬət/ [ɬətʰ] *[ɬɛtʰ] ‘smoke’ 

The lack of obligatory palatalization in Kluane at first appears to challenge the diphthong analysis. 

However, I propose that the general absence palatalization is due to a tradeoff between phonological 

contrast and articulatory effort. That is, [ɛ] requires less articulatory effort than [jə], and the sound [ɛ] (/jə/) 

provides adequate contrast with [ə] (/ə/) in stems without the need for palatalization (9b). The same cannot 

be said for Lake Laberge, where loss of palatalization would result in both /ə/ and /jə/ being realized [ɛ] 

(8b). In addition, numerous examples of /jə/ as [jə] suggested by the use of orthographic <yä> rather than 

the expected <e> are attested in previous transcriptions (e.g., YNLC 2002: 195). 

5 Conclusion: The reduced-full distinction in Southern Tutchone is encoded as a length contrast, with 

the orthographic vowels generally consistent with their corresponding phonemes. An exception is <e> when 

pronounced as [ɛ], which represents the light diphthong /jə/, rather than the front vowel /eː/. Future work 

will examine why only underlyingly central vowels (/(j)ə, aː/) can occur in closed syllables, as well as the 

syllabic status of word-final consonants. 
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